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Augusta, April 23.—By the courtesy of
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The Republicans of Falmouth are requested to
meet at the Town House on WEDNESDAY April
26th, at 4 o’clock p. m., to choose delegates to at
tend the State convention at Bangor April 26, and
the District convention at Portland May 2, and to
choose a town committee.
Per order
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THE WEATHER.

Washington, April 24.
The indications for New England are
fair.Jpreceded in Western Maine by light
rains or snow, fresh to brisk northwesterly
winds, backing to westerly, slight changes in
the temperature.
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Auburn—Contagious diseases, 76 cases.
Diphtheria, 35:1 death. Scarlet fever, 25; 1
The
death. Typhoid fever, 16; no deaths.
water supply is from Lake Auburn and the
water is of unusual purity, cool and devoid
of any unpleasant taste. The system of sewerage is adequate, excepting two or three
streets which are not low enough to drain
cellars, and in the more recently built portions of the city which are in a measure
without sewees. There have been 55 nuisances aabted of which 35 have been removed. Early in the summer there was an
outbreak of an eruption disease in one of the
school districts, in the diagnosis of which
physicians were not agreed. Some of the
cases seemed more like German measles and
The sanitary conothers like scarlet fever.
dition of the Auburn schoolhouses is good.
All the houses have been thoroughly disinfected. The sanitary condition of our city
would be improved by
abolishing wells
where the aqueduct system prevails; by extending the sewerage systems and compelling
entrance into them by abuttors.
Lewiston—Contagious diseases, 32. Diphtheria, 9; one death. Scarlet fever, 9. Typhoid fever, 14. The water supply is from
the Androscoggin river. While it is not the
purest it will compare favorably with other
river waters. The city proper has a system
of sewers but as yet it has not been extended
to ail parts of the city, but contemplated.
There are many imperfections. The system
is not sufficiently low to perfectly accomino
date iu many places.
Thirty-six nuisances
have been reported to the secretary; 20 have
been abated. One corporation owning large
tracts of lands have persistently refused or
rather neglected to abate nuisances as requested. Physicians are somewhat negliIn
gent in reporting contagious diseases.
the school houses the ventilation is not good
No
where visited; heating good.
contagion
In replv
has been reported in the schools.
to the question regarding unhealthy localities the secretary says: “No, and the fact
staggers me, considering the condition of
certain localities.” Two or three cases of
typhoid fever were occasioned by sewer
troubles. The efficiency of the board lias
been seriously cramped for want of funds,
the city government having made no appropriation for this department.
4
Pre.soue
Isl>—Contagious
diseases,
cases.
iyphoia
Diphtheria. 2; one death,
Fever, 2. The nuisances reported to the lohouse in the
cal board were a slaughter
northern part of the village and the Presque
Isle Hotel, wliioh was
entirely without
Irainage. The latter is now thoroughly
remedied. Cholera infantum and typhoid
Fever have been less prevalent than usual,
it is difficult to keep the temperature uniform
in the school houses during cold weather,
riie ventilation is bad and ceilings low. The
sanitary condition of the town can be improved by extending the sewerage system,
ibolition of privy valuts. etc., better ventilation of school houses, public buildings and
private dwellings. The board has visited all
carts of the village suspected to he unsanitary, and improvements have been ordered
n about twenty cases.
Tltomaston—Diphtheria, 23 cases; 3 deaths,
Typhoid fever, 2: 1
scarlet lever, none.
loath. The water is taken from Oyster ltlv■r Pond, located two miles distant in the
It is clear and excellent.
own of Camden.
Ml excreta is generally hauled away. There
s no public system of sewerage, but the inroduction of water supply seems to necessiate lit. Owners have invariably complied
vitli the requirements of the law on cornilaint. Diphtheria :was evidently brought
Typhoid fever has
rere from New Y rk.
leriiaps been less prevalent than usual.
Uoekland-Theio have been 17 eases ot
diseases; but one death resulted.

'ontagious
)f these 4 were diphtheria; 10, scarlet fever;
t, typhoid fever, 1 patient dying.
BREAK JAIL.
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a mucus of Democratic members
it was voted to resume the debate

night,

vr

Inspector Byrnes Stops a Scheme to
Release Peter Bennett’s Robbers.

E
....Clear
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—18
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dren. The school houses are in a fair condition as regards heating, ventilation and
Theie are two districts
drinking water.
where, no doubt, the locality is the cause of
on
the
made land by the docks
much sickness,
and the so-called “French Hill,” which is' so
rocky that drainage is beyond the means of
The Board has reason to
the residents.
think that during the short time they have
been in office they have done very much to
improve the sanitary condition of the city,
i liangor—Contagious diseases, 36 cases; 8
deaths. Diphtheria, 10; 5 deaths. Scarlet
fever, 14. Typhoid fever, 12; 3 deaths. The
quality of the water, which is taken from the
Penobscot river, is excellent. The city has a
system of sewerage and it is designed to
have its outlet entirely at low water as soon
as construction can be completed. One hundred nuisances have been reported, all of
which have been removed. Scarletfever has
been mure than usually prevalent and diphtheria less. The school houses as a rule are
in good condition as regards heating, ventilation and water supply. The Board has met
with good success and encouragement from
the people generally.
Augusta—Contagious diseases, 90 cases;
5 deaths.
Diphtheria, 46; 4 deaths. Scarlet
The
fever, 21. Typhoid fever, 23; 1 death.
increased prevalence of typhoid fever might
uppossibly be due to the amount of soilwater
turned in planting the new system of
works. Pneumonia has beeniiess prevalent
than usual; many cases seem to be irregular
in development. Cases of diphtheria seemed
to have a tendency to involve the larynx in
the membranous extension. Cases of scarlet
fever were mild. The system of drainage is
regarded as very imperfect, the natural
drainage afforded by the hills being mostly
A sewerage system is addepended on.
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Deen one oi unusually goou

men’s cafe and billiard-room
In every respect.

Union Mutual

upon. There has been a
as to who was liable for the removal of nuis-

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decor,
tiled, and now kept on the

CHEW FOREE’S

_

improved
difference ol opinion
or

have
ances,the landlord or the tenant,but
held the former responsible. The matter of
private drainage has been the cause of frequent complaint, and will be until a system
of sewerage is introduced. The last year has

Rooms all large aud comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentleadded, and first-class

Nartk Ynrmonlh.
The Republicans of the Town of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at tlielr Town House
on SATURDAY, April 28, 1888, at 3 o’clock p.
m., for the purpose of electing delegates to attend
the RepubllcanfConventlon of the First Congressional District to be held at Reception Hall in
Portland. May 2d, 1888. Also to choose delegates to attend the Gubernatorial Convention.
Per Order of Town Committee.

|

ther out to sea, and will have to be done.
Belfast—Contagious diseases, lease of typhoid fever, resulting In death. The water
supply comes from Shaw Springs, through
Little River, and was let into the city Dec. 1,
The city
1887. It is said to be very pure
will have to adopt some system of sewerage
were renuisances
Six
the coming season.
ported to abate.
Bath—Contagious [diseases, 14 cases; 3
deaths. Diphtheria, 11, 2 deaths; scarlet fever, 1; typhoid fever, 3, one death. The water used is largely from wells and cisterns,
and is very good. But recently the so-called
Brook water has been introduced, and is being used by 500 families; it is giving great
satisfaction. Prof. Frank Robinson analyzed
it, and found it to be chemically pure. There
is no system of sewerage, but the city has
manv
natural advantages in the way
situated
it
being
of 'self-drainage,
on
most
high ground.
for
the
part
and
exhouse
the
some
cases
drainage
In
pools or
creta is left to flow into cess
Some 400 nuisances
saturate the ground.
have been reported to the board, all of which

have been examined, removed,

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg and
laiwell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

CAUCUSES.

9; no deaths; diphtheria, 2; typhoid
The water supply is from Eagle
fever, 7.
Lake, and is consldered;good. A new system of sewerage is being introduced, which
Measles and
is supposed to be perfect.
mumps have been more prevalent during the
year than usual, and diphtheria less. The
condition of the school houses is generally
good. No doubt the typhoid fever was
caused by cesspools or bad drainage. The
dumping of garbage into the sea has caused
us more trouble than everything else together. With an easterly wind is Bbrought
back to the harbor, that which does not
sink. That can be remedied by towing fureases,

SINKINC FUND

CO,

PROPRIETORS,

£■ labli.hrd
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Cigar ia

M. A. JEWELL &
apr21

Three cases of diphtheria were reported in
this city and two in Hancock, two deaths.
Pneumonia and other diseases of the respiratory organs have been more prevalent
The city
than those of the typhoid type.
lias no system of sewerage. There is a prospect of an excellent system of water works
in the near future.
Eden and Bar Harbor—Contagious dis-

Pure.

Absolutely

—

Don’t mistake the brand.
Every
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EUsicorth—There was no Epidemic except
one of measles during the early summer.

POWDER

THE BEST,
THE MILDEST,
THE MOST RELIABLE
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health concerning contagious
boards of
diseases, water supply, sewerage, school
houses, etc., for the year 1887, made to the
State Board of Health as required by law,
aud which will be incorporated into the
forthcoming annual report of the Board:

to

fix

totoa

New Tokk, April 23.—A daring and elaborate plot concocted by thieves in New York
to break the jail in Uangor, Maine, and rescue a companion imprisoned there was re-

cently discovered and frustrated by Inspector Byrnes. He gives the details of the story today.
The prisoner who was to be rescued is
On
James Foster, alias “Jimmy Kelly.”
December 4, llast, with a comrade named
Clarence Whitney, It will be remembered he
robbed Peter Bennett, iu Newport, of 832,000 iu cash. They were arrested Land Kelly
of Foster. He created a sengave the name

aroused much sympathy when
put on trial by pleading guilty and saying
that he did so in order to be sent to prison
at once, so that his friends, who he claimed
were in high social standing in New York
»ation and

might not learn of his disgrace.
Inspector Brynes traced Kelly’s history
and learned that he had been a professional
thief for years and that his relatives were in
very humble circumstances.
The next development in the case was an
alleged confession made by Kelly and Whitney, a few weeks ago, in which they accused
a physician in good standing in Newport
Dr. Weed, of instigating their crime and asserted that he had received $29,000 of the
stolen money.
Kelly and Whitney hoped
by pleading guilty and accusing the physician of being the principal in the crime that
they would escape with a light sentence.
Meanwhile lest they should be disappointed their friends in New York set on foot a
scheme to liberate them. A month ago Fred
Lawlor went to Bangor and introduced himself to Sheriff G. W. Brown as a drummer
named Emerson and asked permission to inspect the jail. He is a man of polished address, was in fashionable attire and had

plentv of money.
The sheriff escorted him througli the jail
and Lawlor secured impressions of the lock
on the cell in which Kelly was confined. Returning to New York he had keys made to fit
the lock.
Another friend of Kelly’s, Tommy Matthews, had a set of very delicate steel saws
and files made with which JKelly could saw
off the bars on the jail | windows and reach
the street where his friends were to be in
readirmss to hurry him away to a place of
,,

safety.
Whitney

possible,

if
was to be freed too,
but his case was a secondary consideration.
well until
All things were

working
InspecByrnes learned of the plan and Friday
Matthews.
and
Lawlor
last
arrested
night
Keys, saws and files were found on them.
Saturday night “Sliang” Campbell and
“Pretty Jimmy,” who were also in the plot

tor

started for Bangor not knowing that MatYesthews and Lawlor had been larrested.
terday Lawlor made a confession to Byines,
and intimated that the plotters (had an inlluential friend on the inside of the jail. Lawlor has served numerous terms in prison.
MAINE.

Augusta Notes.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, April 23.—G. S. Stevenson, of
Clinton, special constable to enforce the
liquor law, has resigned both as constable
and deputy sheriff.
It is about as good as settled that Gen.
Selden Connor will be orator on the occasion
of Maine’s day at Gettysburg next October,
The counsel for young Beal have complete

proof that on the Monday preceding the
Tuesday on which Beal was poisoned, two
men hailing from Clinton purchased strychnine at a Waterville drug store.
Tor Burning Buildings.
Skkwhegan, April 23.—David H. Corson
was arraigned to-day before Trial Justice
Bacheller charged with hiring Water Holt to
burn a set of farm buildings owned by Mrs.
Vacfmnn

ITofLnrn

nf

Athonc

in tho foil nf

1886. Walter Holt is now deceased and his
father and step-mother are the principal
w itnesses against Corson, who was bound
over to await the action of the grand jury at

the September term of the Supreme Court
One of Those Unloaded Pistols.

Kockland, April 23.—Frank L. Shaw, a
locksmith of this city, while examining a
revolver to-day was severely wounded in the
head by the discharge of the weapon which
was

supposed to be unloaded.
Coed Templars at Bangor.

Bangok, April 23.—'The Grand Lodge of
Good Templars of Maine held a meeting
here Tuesday and Wednesday. The officers
of the Grand Lodge were given a reception
this evening by No Surrender Lodge of this
city which was largely attended. The principal grand officers of the lodge present arc
Grand Templar, M. J. Dow, Grand Counsellor, J. H. Hamilton, Grand Vice Templar,
Mrs. E. E. Knight, Grand Secretary, George
E. Brackett, Grand Treasurer, E. B. Norton,
Past Grand Templar, A. J. Chase.
What Is Known in Bangor.
Bangok, April 23.—Tlie sheriff here has
been notified by Inspector Byrnes of tbe attempt to release Foster. A young man
named Emerson lias visited the prisoners
several times and today two strangers were
observed hanging around in the vicinity of

the jail.

_

IN METHODIST PULPITS.
List of the

Appointments

of the East

Maine Conference.

Kockland, April 23.—The Sunday services of the East Maine Conference were
very impressive, sermons being delivered by
Bishop Fowler and Rev. Charles Parkhurst.
The closing business session was held today. The following are tbe appointments:
Bangor District.
F. H. Osgood, presiding elder.
Argyle
Circuit. H. B. Nutter; Bangor First church,
G. D. Lindsay; Bangor Union street, F. C.
Rogers; Belfast, B. C. Wentworth; Brewer,
A. A. Lewis; Brownville and Milo, T. J.
Wright; Carmel and Levant, W. H. Powlesland; Clinton circuit, W. L. Brown; Dexter,
J. R. Clifford and A. Prince; Dover, W. H.
McAllister; East Corinth and Corinth, A. J.
Lockhart; East Knox and Merrill, supplied
by I. W. Burrows: Exeter and Corinna, supplied by W. H. Duuack; Guilford circuit, J.
T. Crosby; Hampden and Nealley’s Corner,
D. H. Sawyer; Hartland and St. Albans,
supplied by G. H. Hamilton; Harmony and
Ripley, N. R. Pearson; LaGrange and Bradford, S. T. Page; Newport and Palmyra, J.
Tinkling; Olutown and Costigan. W. F.
Chase; Orono and Stillwater, J. L. Hill;
Pittsfield and Detroit, E. Freeman; Sears[iort, N. L. A. Marsh: Sebec Circuit, supplied
by N. K. Turner; Unity and Troy, W. Leonird; Winterport and Prospect, W. Baldwin.

TOPICS FROM THE NATIONAL CAPITAL
Army and Navy Officers Whose
motion is Confirmed.

What the

Minority Say Regarding

K>U.

Houlton

District.

J. W. Day, presiding elder. Brockton and
supplied by J. McGraw; Caribou,
iupplied by M. W. Newbert; Danforth to
>e supplied; Easton aud
Marshall, C. C.
Whidden ; Forest City and Vanceboro, E. S.
and
Fairfield
Limestone, L. B.
Walker; Fort
IVithee and one to be supplied; Glenwood
L. Has;o be supplied; Houlton circuit, C.
£ell, Kingman, F. W. Brook; Lincoln cirL.
C.
nut,
Baughart; Mapleton circuit, M.
H. Siprel'e; Monticello, F. W. Towle; IMoro
circuit supplied by J. W. Price; Patten and
Mt. Chase, W. F. Campbell; Springvale circuit, S. G. Dorey.

Eaton,

Rockland

District.

J. II. W. Wbarff, presiding elder. Boothbay, M. F. Bridgliain; Bristol, W. II. Farrell; Camden, J. I). Paysou; China and
Winslow, E. A. Gliddeu; Cushing and South
Waldobc •. P. A. Smith; Damariscotta aud
Milo, G. LI. Chadwick; Dresden, J. A. Morelan; East Boothbay and South Bristol, J.
Biram; Friendship, E. S. Gahan; Georgetown and Arrowsle supplied by W. B. Jackson ; Liueolnville and Northport.W. H, Moffit; Montville and Palermo, J. H. Bennett;
North and East Vassalboro, J. P. Simonton ;
North aud West Waldoboro,S. Rogers; Pittston and Whitefield, O. Tyler; Randolph and
Chelsea, W. W. Ogier; Rockland, C. S. Cummings; Rockoort, C. A. Main; Round Pond
and Bremen, W. J. Kelley; Searsmont; G.
M. Stillphen; Sdeepscott Bridge, T. R, Penticost; Southport, S. M. Dunton; South
TboraaM' u aud Seal Harbor, supplied by S.
Bickmou-; Thomaston, C. A. Plummer; Union, W. H. Crowford; Vassalboro and Cross
Hill, W. F. Prince; Waldoboro, Jesse R.
Baker; Washington supplied by W. Wiggin;
Westpoit supplied by If. D. Dodge; Windsor and Weeks Mills, E. Skinner; Wiscasset, C. H. Leverton; West Moolich, J. S.

Thompson.

adjourned.

Washington, April 23.—The Senate has
confirmed Lieut. Col. C. B. Comstock to be
Colonel, Major J. A. Smith to be Lieutenant
Colonel, Brig. Gen. George Crook to be Major General, Col. J. K- Brooke to be Brigadier General, Commander W. S. Schley to be
Captain, and H. B. Lovering to be Marshal
of the District of Massachusetts.
It is practically decided at the War Department to assign Gen. Crook to command
the Division of Missouri, with headquarters
It is said that Gen. Howard,
at Chicago.
commanding the Division of the Pacific, desired to be transferred to the Missouri, but
it was found the interests of the service
would be subserved better by retaining him
at San Francisco.

Minority and the Dunn Bill.
Dunn free ship bill, as reported to the

The

The
House Saturday by the committee on merchant marine and fisheries, is identical with
the bill reported to tne last Congress, with
the exception of two amendments limiting

the business of the foreign built vessels admitted to American registry to the foreign

expressly prohibiting them from
in the coastwise trade of the United States. The majority report Is also similar to that which accompanied the bill when
it was reported during the last Congress.
A minority report is signed by Messrs.
trade and

engaging

Dingley, Farquhar, Hopkins, Felton, Cummings and Clark. It says:
The bill originates in a remarkable manner, for aside from the bare majority of the

members of the committee who voted to report the bill favorably to the House and the
individual who.advocated the inclusion of
coastwise tonnage in the provisions of the
bill, not a person, nor a company, nor a maritime association, nor a board of trade, guild
or union of workingmen, nor a single Knight
of
American
an
sailor,
Labor,nor

American

an

nor
an

merchant,

nor

American
shipper has by personal appeal or petition asked for the enactment of the bill into law. In this respect
the “’free «hip” policy of reviving and restoring the American merchant marine is

linliina

tn

flin lnocf

cov

Tt

ie

a

corimiQ in.

Justice to the shipbuilding industry, in that
It proposes to place on the free list a completed manufacture of the most complicated
character, while every other completed manufacture imported from a foreign country is
left with a duty of at least 30 per cent. It is
true that a section of the bill allows the im-

portation of shipbuilding materials free of
But this is only a mockery, for the
duty.
reason that the materials of even an iron
vessel constitute but a small part of her cost.
A free ship policy looks to the purchase

abroad of the vessels we may want for the
foreign trade, and would result in the destruction of the shipbuilding industry of
this country. The average wages paid in an
American ship yard are at least 50 per cent
higher than in an English ship yard; with
this disadvantage no capitalist would invest
the money required to establish extensive
|with
ship yards in this country
the knowledge that he must compete with
English builders in the common market.
While the bill on its face limits the free
importation and registry of foreign built vessels to such as are intended for the foreign

trade, yet every

one

practically acquainted

with the subject understands that no one
would import and register a foreign built
vessel unless he believed that the law would
be ultimately so modified as to allow him to
use the vessel in the coastwise as well as the
foreign trade. It would be impossible to resist the appeal that would come from every
man who imported and registered such a vessel to allow him to use the vessel in all trades.
Good lawyers maintain that when a vessel is
granted an American register she cannot be
denied all the privileges which the laws grant
to American vessels, and that the law in this
respect would be void. Therefore the passage of the bill would be justly regarded as
the entering wedge for the admission of foreign built vessels to our costwise as well as
foreign trade.

Settling

the Time for Talk.

The committee

on ways and means held a
this morning to finally agree
upon the length of time to be allowed for
general debate upon the tariff bill. 'The
Republican members of the committee asked
that ten days of five hours each, or 50 hours
The Demoin all, be set for the purpose.
cratic members held that a shorter time
would suffice if evening sessions were held
for the debate. Evening sessions were not
acceptable to the Republicans.

long meeting

The Fisheries

Treaty.

The Democratic Senators held a caucus
this morning to further discuss the fisheries
treaty. It was proposed that in case the

Republicans

evinced

unwillingness

to

ratify

the treaty to suggest that action be delayed
until the fishermen should have a chance to
test the modus viccndi.
This policy seemed to find general favor in
the caucus, but was not formulated into a
resolution and no vote was taken on that or
anv

other subject.

Notes.
Minister Phelps visited the Senate yesterday and was introduced by Senator Hawley.
A Washington despatch to the New York
Herald says that the President desires to appoint Mr. Phelps chief justice, but fears the
Irish, with whom Mr. Phelps is not popular.
Influence, it is said, is being brought to place
Mr. Phelps on the bench, send Secretary Endicott to Boston, and conciliate the Irish vote
by giving the vacant Cabinet position to Congressman Collins.
The President vetoed several pension bills

today.

_

Lth CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, April 23.
Senator Chace presented petitions signed
by 257 physicians, 86 pastors, and 554 superintendents, officers and teachers of the public
schools of the District of Columbia, asking
legislation to prohibit the sale of cigars, cigarettes and tobacco to boys under 16. He said
the signers had investigated the subject and
found ihe evil very grave.
Senator Stewart added that the use of cig-

destroying the rising generation
and affecting injuriously the prosperity of
The petition was ordered
the country.
arettes was

printed.
A conference committee on the House loint
resolution accepting the invitation of the
French republic to take part in the (internaat Paris in 1889, was ordered, and Senators Sherman, itvarts ana Drown
tional

exposition

appointed.

The Senate resumed consideration of the
bill to forfeit certain lands heretofore granted
for the purpose of aiding the construction of
railroads, the question being on the amendment offered by Senator Stockbridge and the
amendment thereto offered by Senator
P&loicr.
Senator Stewart addressed the Senate, giving a historical review of the general land
policy of the government.
The bill was then laid aside without action
and the Senate proceeded to the consideration
of the international copyright bill.
Senator Chace made a statement in its sup-

1"senator Morrill offered anof amendment proor

newspapers
viding that the publishers
other periodicals in the United States be alin
the
and
articles
newspapers
to
lowed
copy
periodicals of foreign countries and import
such newspapers and periodicals for that

purpose.
Senator Vance moved to insert a proviso
that the newspaper, magazines and periodicals shall not be entitled to copyright.
After fuither discussion, without action,
the bill went over and the Senate adjourned.
A

Victoria’s

Meeting

with

$75, was passed.
Under the call of States, several bills and
resolutions were introduced and referred, including a resolution directing the committee
on merchant marine and fisheries to fully
and thoroughly investigate the fur seal fisheries of Alaska, and all contracts or leases
made by the government, etc.; a bill to execute certain treaty stipulations, prohibiting
Chinese immigration, also authorizing the
Secretary of the Navy to make surveys in
the Pacific Ocean, to determine the existence
and position of dangers in the track of commerce, etc1.; a bill directing the Attorney
General to commence judicial proceedings
against the Union Pacific railroad; a bill for
the construction of seven vessels for revenue

Congressman Olngley Shows How
Few of Them There Are.
Railroad

Regulations

May

the

Lojwon, April

Canadian Sportsmen

23.—Queen Victoria

Emperor, who immediately entered the

car

He then offered her
and kissed her hand.
his ami and escorted her to the finely decorated' watting room, where an elaborate
luncheon was served. Prince Henry of Battenburg and Princess Beatrice accompany
the Queen. In deference to the wishes of
Her Majesty, the authorities will give her no
official reception upon arrival at Charlottenburg at 9 a. m. to-morrow.

Victoria’s Welcome.
Berlin, April 23.—Most of the papers
“The
welcome Victoria. The Post says:
nation effers a mute yet respectful homage
to the sovereign of the great and friendly
state who has come to visit the sick bed of
our suffering Emperor.”
The Sick Emperor.
In reference to the adverse comments of
the newspapers on the treatment of the Emperor’s case, the Empress has written Dr.
Friedberg, minister of justice, stating that
she cannot bear to see the Emperor’s doctors
openly slandered. She requests the ministers to interfere.
The Emperor rose at noon and spent sevHe received
eral hours reclining on a sofa.
Prince Bismarck. He has a good appetite
and his strength is increasing. Toward evening there was a slight increase of fever. In
the morning, the doctors informed the Emperor that should his favorable progress continue, be might remain up all to-morrow.
The Emperor has not given up hope of
recovery but his conditionals still critical.
Parisian Councillors Oppose Boulanger.

Paris, April 23.—The municipal council,
after three hours violent discussion, to-day,
adopted an order of the day opposing the
plebiscite, condemning the Boulanger campaign and declaring the council ready to
place itself at the head of the people to save
their liberty and preserve the republic. A

in
the ministry was
confidence
It is probable that a duel between
Councillors Humbert and Halt will arise
from the debate.
In the Chamber of Deputies to-day, M.
Floquet agreed to an immediate debate upon
the appointment of M. de Freycinet as minisCount de Martmeprey in movter of war.
ing the (interpellation declared the appointment of a civilian to be revolutionary and to
exert a bad effect upon the army. After discussion a vote of confidence in de Freycinet
was passed 377 to 175.
Le Temps accuses the’Paris .police of
suDDortine the BoulaDgerists.
vote of

adopted.

Foreign

Notes.

News received in San Francisco of the recent earth quakes in China shows thousands
of persons to have been killed and Injured
in the province of Yunnan. In the southern
part of the province nine-tenths of the houses
have fallen.
Minister Pendleton was much improved

yesterday.

The British gunboat Falcon sailed from
Gibraltar yesterday for Cape Jubv in consequence of the attack by a body of the Sultan of Morocco’s troops upon the Northwest
Africa Company’s depot at that place.

Testimony Against the Maine.
Concokd, N. H., April 23.—Commissioner
A. J. Shurtleff began taking testimony this
afternoon in support of the allegations of
the bill in equity, brought by the directors
of the Boston, Concord & Montreal railroad
against the Boston & Maine, to recover possession of the former corporation, and for

Several secreceiver.
tion foremen testified that they had difficulty
in getting supplies from the Boston & Lowell ; that orders were given to cut and splice
the appointment of

ting

ar-

rived at Innsbruck to-day on her way from
to Berlin. Emperor Francis Joseph, attired
in the uniform of a field marshal, met Her
Majesty at the station. The greeting was
cordial. The train hai sot quite come to a
full stop when Her Majesty rose to greet the

a

broken rails and use as few new ties as posFrank C. Whiteman left the road because he could not keep his section in good
New
condition with the help given him.
steel rails have been laid within a few years
and fewer hands are required now than for-

Illegally

Net-

Trout in Maine.

Washington, April 23.—“What have you
to say to the charge cf a Boston paper that
three-fourths of the fishermen employed on
New England fishing vessels are foreigners,
most of them Canadians?” was asked of
C ongressman Dingley of Maine.
“I am surprised,” he replied, “that any intelligent person should make such a statement, because the official returns made annually to the Treasury Department and col.
lected by the Commissioner of Fisheries disThere need not be anyprove the assertion.
guessing in matters of this kind. Here are
two official returns for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1887, which have been obtained at
the office of Fish Commissioner McDonald;
The whole number of vessels employed in
the New England fishing Industry, 1,344;
Of these,
number of men on vessels, 13,400.
9,374, or 70 per cent., were American citizens,
other
foreign na2,232 Canadians, and 1,774
tionalities, part of them Canadians, and
most of the latter residents and intending
citizens. The proportion of American citithe 500 Maine fishing vessels was <J0
per cent. I have not the footings for Massachusetts vessels alone for the last year, but
the census taken by Col, Wright in 1885
showed that of 15,435 persons employed in
all branches of the fishing industry in that
State in that year, 9,250 were American citizens, and a large proportion of the foreignThere were only 850 Caers were residents.
nadians who had not become residents.”
zens on

Retaliatory Measures.
April 23.-Tbe Tribune will
print today an elaborate discussion of the
fisheries question, written by Mr. Joseph
Nimms, Jr., formerly chief of the Bureau of
His conclusion is as follows:
Statistics.
“After his apparent diplomatic victory at
Washington, the fruits of which Canada
will never reap, and just before his departure for England, Mr. Joseph Chamberlain
said publicly, ‘Canada intends to avail herself of her geographical advantages arising
from the nearness of her coast and harbors
to the deep sea fisheries to deny to American
fishermen the right of purchasing supplies,
shipping crews or transhipping their effects
in Canadian ports, unless these privileges
New York,

OIU
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men or

by the
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UJ

nuv uougi-

removal of your duties on salt

fish.’
“This is not the language of diplomacy,
but of defiance.
It breathes a threat.
Sir
John A. Macdonald and Sir Charles Tupper
appear to have been entirely successful in
their efforts to inculcate in the mind of Mr.
Chamberlain the idea that diplomacy on this
side of the water is simply a game of bluff,
and that Canada must play her advantages
But there are geofor all they are worth.
graphical advantages on the south side as
well as on the north side of the dividing line
which separates the United States from
Canada. There is also (on the sOuthaslde of
that boundary a proud and powerful nation,
which, if aroused, may take such action as
will not only cut Canada off absolutely from,
our fish markets, but will dry up the chief
sources of her commercial prosperity, lay a
the foreign trade of
practical embargo upon
Montreal for nearly half the year and paralyze her political railroad system by denying
it any participation whatever in the internal
or foreign commerce of the United States;
and this may all be done, not necessarily by
hostile measures, or even by measures
which might probably be termed retaliatory,
but simply by responding to tne ungenerous
and unjust expedients to which, during the
last thirty years, Canadian statesmen nave
had recourse.’’

Netting Maine Trout.
Bangor, April 23.—Complaint has been
made

to

the fish and game commissioners

here by tne people of Vanceboro that

some

of the Canadian trout fishermen have been
encroaching on American ground, and have
been illegally netting trout which should go
o them.

sible.

merly.

CENBRAL
has

gan.

Ex-Lieutenant Governor Julius Gatlin, of
Connecticut, died at his home in Hartford

yesterday.

A party of log drivers in a Michigan camp
attempted Sunday to thaw dynamite over a

Three are dead and three more
badly injured.
Five hay barns and two corn cribs in Chicago, the property of the Union Stock Yards
company, burned yesterday. Loss $100,000;

cook stove.

insured.

BASE BALL.
GAME TODAT.

The Portlands will play the Presumpscots
this afternoon. The Presumpscots are one
of the strongest amateur clubs in this State,
and feel quite confident of making a good
showing against the home team. Play be2.30.

A CHALLEXOK.
The South Portlands consist of the same
players that composed the Sentinels last
If
year, and are too much for the Willards.
V? Pnrron inoans fr.n fthnllftTlffft thft WillftTfl
B. B. C. to play for $10 a side against the
same nine which the W. B. B. C, defeated on
Fast Day afternoon, that challenge is accepted, the game to be called at 9 a. in., on the
Willard grounds, Arbor Day.
Cuab. O. Speak,

Financial Agent.

The National League.
Philadelphia—Bostons, 3; Phtladelphlas, 1. Base hits—Bostons, 3; PhiladelAt

phias. 8. Errors—Bostons, 4; Philadeiphias,
Batteries—Philadelphia, Gleason ana
Clements; Boston, Clarkson and Kelley.
At Pittsburg—Pittsburgs, 10; Detroits, 9.
Base nits—Pittsburgs, IS; Detroits, 15. Errors—Pittsburgs, 5; Detroits, 5. Batteries—
Pittsburg, Morris and Carroll; Detroit, Getzein and Sutcliffe.
At Washington—Washingtons, 1;
New
Yorks, 1. Base hits, Washingtons, 8; New
Yorks, 6. Errors—Washingtons, 2; New
Yorks, 1.
Batteries—Washington, O'Day
New York,
Welch and
and Deasley;
U'Kourke. Twelve innings.
At Indianapolis—Chicagos, 11; Indianapolis, 10. Base hits—Chicagos, 16; Indianapolis, 13; Errors—Chicagos, 11; Indianapolis,
5.
Batteries—Chicago, Clark, Ryan ana
Farrell; Indianapolis, Shreve and Daly.
6.

Other Games.
At Andover—Bowdoins, 14; Phillips, 3.
Base hits—Bowdoins, 8; Phillips, 5.
Errors
Pitchers—
—Bowdoins, 5; Phillips. 13.
Thompson and Stearns. Umpire—L. Mo wry.
At Lowell—Lowells, 26; Stonehams, 7.
At Providence—Browns, 10; Trinitys, 5.
At Baltimore—Baltiinores, 11; Brooklyns,
three.
At Philadelphia—Athletics, 28; Clevelands
seven.

At St. Louis—St. Louis, 3; Cincinnatis, 2.
At Kansas City—Kansas Cltys, 15; Louis-

villes, 13.

Flaherty

an

d

Notes.
Brown will be the umpires

in today's games.
The newsboys and carriers will be admitted to the game today.
THE STATE.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

A Gardiner fur dealer says he has bought
13,000 fox skins this spring, and he thinks
they were shot in Maine.
The Star of the East is now running on the

Kennebec.

PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

The Bangor police broke up a gambling
den in that city Sunday, and caught the proprietors, J. J. Murphy, of Boston, and F. A.
Wall, of Bangor.
Real Estato Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Portland—J. E. McBradv to Annul M.

McBra

dy. »1 Ac.
Mary p. Mitchell to J. E. McBrady. f 1200.
Westbrook—George E. Morrill to Albert F.
Murch.

Formally Opened with Appropriate
Remarks Last

NEWS.

suffered from a hail
Mobile,
storm, which did great damage to gardens,
streets and dwellings.
Rev. Charles Parkhurst was reelected editor of Zion’s Herald by the New Hampshire
Methodists yesterday.
Capt. Leonard Burrage, of Leominster,
Mass., bequeathed $40,500 to charitable purposes, $20,000 going to Olivet College, MichiAla.,

gins at

CANTON RIDCELY FAIR.

_

HOUSE.
The Senate bill granting a pension of $1C0
a month to the widow of Gen. James Brickett, with an amendment reducing the rate to
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Teach Canada a Lesson.

Queen

Tariff Battle to Recommence
Today Without Limitation.
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Austrian Emperor.
The
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Dunn Bill.
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cutter service; and a Dili ior me construetion of a revenue cutter for use at Boston
The House then went into committee of
the whole on the river and harbor bill. After an unimportant discussion of various
points, the committee rose and the House

CENERALtFOREICN NEWS.

Bucksport District.
Alexander
J. A. Haley, presiding elder.
md Cooper, supplied by S. M. Small; Bar
Harbor, E. Froiiook; Brownville and Brooklyn, supplied by N. B. Cook; Bucksport, O.
U. Feruald; Bucksport Centre and North
Bucksport, K. L. Manton; Calais, A. W. F.
iVuderson; Castine, F. E. Witliam; Columbia Falls circuit, supplied by W.T. Johnson;
Uutler, W. IS. Lldriuga; ueer isle, «. r
Bradford; East Bueksport aud Dedham,
iupplied by C. \V. Lowell; East Machias
ind Whiting, W. A. McGraw; Eastport, M.
U. Prescott; Edmunds and Marion, David
Smith; Ellsworth, T. P. Wardwell; Franklin, supplied by E. A. Carter; Gouldsboro
md Steuben, J. P. Nowlan; Harrington and
Columbia, W. F. Stewart; Lubec, M. Kearn\v; Machias, E.U.Boyton; Meddybemps and
Charlotte, to be supplied; Millbridge and
Ciierryiicld, D. B. Dow; Milltown, G. G.
Winslow; Orland and West Penobscot, H.
W\ Norton; Orrington, B. S. Arey; Pembroke. P. E. Brown, Fenobscatt aud Blue
Hill, L. S. H. Fuller; Robinson and Perry,
1'. A. Hi dgdon; South and Centre Orring;on, W. 'i'. Jewell; Southwest IHarbor, supplied by C. Haskell; Sullivan, supplied by
J. B.
■>. S. Phelan; Tremont, supplied by
Conley; Wesley, Crawford and Notthfield,
I’. S. Ross; Principal of East Maine Confer:nee Seminary, A. F. Chase; Chaplains Unled States Navy, H. H. S. Clark, I). H. Tri-

Pro-

$1 Ac.

THREE

PRICE

24, 1888.

APRIL

JUNE 23,
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Maglone Danune to J. Deshales. $1650.

Evening.

Grand Canton Ridgely, No. 2, or the military department of Odd Fellowship, opened
their fair in City Hall last evening. It Is an
The hall is
exceedingly attractive fair.
prettily adorned with Hags and streamers,
with the beautiful banners of the encampments interspersed here and there.
The
back of the stage is draped to represent a
camp. On either side of the platform are fir
trees, sending forth their fragrant odors, and
between them is the elegantly arranged exhibit of A. S. Hinds, the well known apothecary, devoted entirely to his almond and
At the rear of the hall are
honey cream.
two beautifully draped and furnished rooms,
one containing the usual annual display of
the Domestic Sewing Machine Company,and
the other the parlor of the executive committee of the fair, furnished and arranged
by Tebbitts & Co., and lighted by electricity.
Entering the hall, the long table on the
right is appropriated to the use of the ladies*
executive committee, of which Mrs. F. M.
Floyd is chairman, assisted by Mrs. Joshua
Davis, Mrs. Roland Barbour, Mrs. Addison
Frye, Mrs. George Barrows and Mrs. J. Glliiatt, with Mr. Arthur J. Floyd as cashier.
Besides the general store of useful and fancy articles, which will be observed at all the
tables, here will be found a superb hanging
lamp, to be disposed of; a handsome guess
cake, eivpn bv Mr. Goudv and Dresided

over

by Mrs. Albert Spaulding; the elegant gold
watch, to be given to tbe shoe manufacturer
receiving the most votes; the Grand Representative’s collar, also to be voted away; a
very handsome toilet case for gentlemen, a
beautiful sofa pillow, and a most artistic
panel of wax water lilies.
On the further side of the hall, beginning
at the platform, is Table No. 1, of which
Mrs. Alpheus Griflin is chairman, assisted
by Mrs. D. F. Murdock and Mrs. Peter KA lift.
Here is a very handsome banjo, donated by Ira C. Stockbridge, and an elegant
sofa

pillow.

Table No. 2 has Mrs. H. K. Colesworthy
for chairman, Mrs. C. J. Butler, Mrs. John
E. Walker, and Mis. J. C. Colesworthy for
assistants. Here is a beautiful marble clock,
presented by Canton Ridgely of Manchester,
N. H., and a Past Grand Daughter of Rebekah’s collar, beautifully embroidered.
Table No. 0 has Mrs. Jfi. C. Chaso for ohalrman, assisted by Mrs. Augusta Gordon, Miss
A. E. Perry, and Mrs. Annie Anderson.
Among the articles to be disposed of here
are a superb table scarf, from Mrs. G. Simon
of Gorham; a beautiful pearl handle, nickelplated revolver, from Canton Pallas of Belfast ; and a meerschaum smoking set from
E. Ponce.
Table No. 4 is presided over by Mrs. W. H.
Willard, assisted by Mrs. J. E. Morse, Mrs.
B. T. Lamb and Mrs. G. Stetson.
Here is a
very handsome engraving from J. J. Roach,
a beautiful lamp from T. F. Foss «St Son, and
i very pretty table from G. ,T. Scott.
Table No. 5 is presided over by Mrs. G. E.
Browu, with Mrs. A. n. Thompson and Mrs.

W. E. Center, assistants. Among other pretty
things this table boasts a v6ry handsome
liandkerchlef case.
Table No. 6 has Mrs. C. F. Tobie fair chairman, assisted by Mrs. J. J. Pooler and Miss
Stevens. On this tablo is the elegant case of
illver spoons to be voted to the furniture
lealer getting the most votes; a handsome
jil painting; a pretty crayon drawn by Miss
Mabel Lewis; a rich plush paper case from
McLellan & Mosher; very handsome Turkoman portieres; a beautiful collection of ware
trom Winslow’s pottery; a beautiful hand
painted face from Mrs. Merrill and an easel
from S. D. Lincoln.
Table No. 7 is presided over by Mrs. F.
E. Bickford, assisted by Miss Hodsdon, Miss
Clement and Miss Mitchell. Here are those
handsome pictures contributed by J. T.
Stubbs and Algernon Stubbs, two beautitul
plush banners, a handsome plush piano scarf,
and here also will be found that elegant gold
watch to be voted to the most popular letter
carrier.
The Deering table has Mrs. C. W. Foster
for chairman, assisted by Mrs. J. S. Wood-
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beautiful nickel plated
tea-kettle from O. M. & D. VV. Nash, a picture of Old Orchard from Morris, and a very
pretty straw chair from Hooper, Son * LeighJr.

Ilgre is

b II

Passing the two parlors at the rear of the
hall, we find some very handsome specimens
of pen picturing from Gray’s Business College, and Mr. Gray has also donated a three
months’ scholarship at the college.
The grocery Table takes up the space on
the lower side of the hall, below the main entrance. Mr. B. T. Lamb Is chairman, assisted by Fred E. Haskell and Mrs. C. D. Clark.
Besides the usual great variety of groceries,
there will be found a very useful and beautiful oil stove from Tenney A Dunham
A splendid large doll, elegantly dressed, in
which
a glass case, the gift of Charles Paine,
will be the envy of every child, is under the
and
Gould
Sadie
•barge of Misses Alice and
Ida Coster.
There is a stock exchange close by the entrance where all kinds ol stocks are sold by
Mr. F. R. Farrington.
On one side of the stage is the fish pond
where Mrs. A. E. Berry has charge, and Rebecca at the Well on the other side, where
Mrs. Goldstein officiates as Rebecca, and
..

dispenses capital lemonade.
The centre of the hall is occupied by

the
flower booth full of rare flowers so readily
sold by Misses Annie Frye and Mamie Curtis, and the candy booth, where the most
toothsome sweets are sold by Mrs. T. J.
Briggs, assisted by Misses Bertha Stackpole,
Ella Ayres and Cora E. Briggs.
Close by the candy booth is a tali fishing
rod and line and to the line is attached a fine
pair of boots which will be given to the person guessing the height of the pole and
length of the line.
The refreshment room is prettily decorated
and presided over by Mrs. S. U. Gammon,
assisted by a large corps of attractive young
ladles. Mr. Butler is In charge, Mr. Gammon is treasurer, ami
Mr. John Ryan is
cashier.
We must not forget the three handsome
uniforms for chevaliers to be given to the
three members of the Canton receiving the
most votes. There are also on the platform
two handsome chairs donated by Atkinson
A Co., and T. H. McDonald A Co.
In the ball Mr. Briggs has a large candy
counter, and there is a beautiful pair oar
boat given by W. E. Carter, with oars from
T. Laughlin A Son, and Ryan A Kelsey, and
rowlocks from Megquire A Jones.
At 7.30 p. m. the fair was formally opened
in the presence of a large number of ladies
and gentlemen, conspicuous among them being the chevaliers and their officers in full
uniform.
Major General O. B. Whitten,
commanding the division of the North, spoke

follows:

MB. WHITTEN’S REMARKS.
Ladies and Gentlemen and Brother Odd
Fellows:
The institution of Odd Fellowship is undoubtedly one of the largest secret institutions In the land; and 1 think I am safe in
saying that no institution of a similar character is exerting a greater social or moral influence in the community than the independent Order of Odd Fellows. Based upon certain principles which are as firm, as lasting

enduring as time itself, no storm
opposition, no tide of dissension, no
elements of discord, however powerful, can
and as

cloud of

snaxe me institution irom

its solid

rounaa-

Friendship, Love and Truth upon
which it is so securely grounded.
Numeri-

tion of

cally and financially it is a power in itself.
We have according to the last report of the
Sovereign Grand Lodge 347,846 members enrolled under the banner of Odd Fellowship;
and total receipts of over $115,000.00. From
our Grand Secretary we gather the fact that
in this State there are 16,000 members, and
an invested fund of $486,000, and in Portlane, which is the hub of Odd Fellowship in
this State, we find that there are six lodges

with a membership of 2754, and a fund of
$153,000.
Although, literally speaking, Odd Fellowship is not a charitable institution, yet we
have high and important duties to perform
and obligations which we owe to each other
as brothers.
We find written in characters
that cannot be misunderstood, upon every
emblem, in every charge, in every lecture:
We command you to visit the sick, relieve
tiro distressed, bury the dead and educate
the orphan.
How well has this mandate
been obeyed?
Records answer:
Total
amount paid for relief, $43,589,061.87. The
subordinate pledge, distinguished not
by
ostentation and splendor, but moving silent-

ly

of

unassumingly, dealing out its work
friendship and love on the right hand and

and

the left is pouring out a thousand sweet
and gladdening streams around fee bed-side
of the sick and suffering, and bearing on its
wings messages of sympathy, tenderness and
As I have said all this labor, the carcare.
ing for the sick and the distribution of the
money all emanates from the subordinate
lodges, and they are emphatically lodges of
labor. So the Sovereign Grand Lodge in its
wisdom, and it did wise, instituted a degree
where the display and social element could
be united, where those who have borne the
burden and the heat of many summers, as
well as those who are still active in the
ranks of Odd Fellows and the younger members of the order, can find a social resort in
the degree of Patriarchs Militant-brought
from the lodge of labor to the degree of reon

freshment.

The Patriarch Militant is a great benefit
to the order as statistics show that there is a
net gain of 13,000 members, and brethren in
position to know whereof they speak maintain that this unexpected result is attributed
to the Patriarch Militant, and the Grand
Sire in his annual communication very kindly says that in his opinion, the degree has
been of benefit. It has Infused new life into
sluggish Lodges and Encampments and
brought much new and valuable material
into the order.
Three years ago Patriach Militant was unknown, but today the names of more than
16,000 Chevaliers are recorded on its roster.
It has been said that the success of the entertainments depends largely on the assistance
and
support of
lady friends. If
this be true, which I think it is, then success
can be written on our banner, for no Institution, social, moral, religious or political has
firmer or more ardent lady friends than the
institution of Odd Fellows. And I repeat
what 1 have had occasion to say many times
before, that the Odd Fellows of Portland
owe the lady friends of the order a deep and
lasting debt of gratitude, and the remembrance of what they have done and what
they are doing, should stimulate every member to renewed action, and should challenge
the countless praises of every Oddfellow as
well as the plaudits of every true brother.
But it Is not my province to detain you
longer, for we have a representative of our
city, who is a prominent Odd Fellow, who
has kindly consented to be with us, and,
therefore, without any further ceremony I
have the pleasure of calling on Bro. Win. II.
Smith, chairman of the Board of Aldermen,
and Past Grand Patriarch and Past Grand
Representative, to favor us with remarks,
and also to put in motion the wheels of this
grand fair.
MB. SMITH’S BKMAJiKS.
W. U. Smith, chairman of the Board of
Aldermen and editor of the Odd Fellows
Register, spoke

as
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follows:

Ladle* and Gentlemen;
As a representative of our city government,
1 welcome you and trust that every courtesy
will be cheerfully accorded you by it. It may
than an official capacity this is an occasion
of more than ordinary interest.
For nearly
a quarter of a century 1 have been honored
by a membership in the great order of which
the chevaliers are a branch. I have not been
in ignorance of the good deeds performed by
this mighty brotherhood whose sixtv-nintb
anniversary will be observed in nearly every
eiviUaod tuustty uaxt Thursday. So extensive is this order that the sun never sets upon
its membership, and there is not an hour in
our secular da) that a lodge of Odd Fellows
is not in session.
Within a radius of one mile from tnis hall
more than 3000 Odd Fellows are enrolled upon our lodge books, a per cent of the population larger than can be found in any other
number of inhabitants.
territory with a like
This Fraternity with its benefit anu insurance systems and charitable donations disburses millions of dollars each year.
It is
the largest and most popular benefit order in
the country and is doing a large amount of
work in the way of making our world better.
The patriarchs mllitaut under whose auspices this Fair is held, is of recent origin,
its years are not as many as the fingers on
my hand, but its growth has been marvelIt nas stimulated the youug men in
ous.
various communities to unite with us, it is in
harmony with the military spirit of our progIt Is a powerful factor to
ress at all times.
create an interest in our order aud arouse
active
enthusiasm of our
memthe
bership. From every section of our great
jurisdiction comes the pleasant news that
this military branch of Odd Fellowship is
receiving the encampments, that the number
of cantons are multiplying, that chevaliers
Our
are becoming more proficient in drill.

Jack Spratt to be Trotted at Lewiston and Probably at Myatlc.

Something

About Robert

Bonner’s

World Renowned Dexter.

Senator Stanford's

Experiments at

Plato Alto.
owner of Jack
his residence at
asked If he would
exhibit his famous horse he replied that it
would give him great pleasure to show him.
When the stable had been entered and the
door closed, Jack was taken from his stall
and the two blankets that covered him were
removed. He Is even more plump than he

Mr. William Snell,

the

Spratt, was called upon at
Deering Centre, and when

was last fall when he was trotted a trial
mile at Gray In 2.23. “You see he Is in good
condition,” said Mr. Snell. "He weighs
now 075 pounds and that is 73
pounds
He has
heavier than his trotting weight

gained 73 pounds since last fall and this extra weight will have to be worked off before
he is trotted this year.”
In what races will Jack Spratt be entered
this fall? asked the writer.
"Well, I shall probably trot him in the
June races at Lewiston first, and then, If I
can get him down to suit me I shall enter
him in the races at

Mystic

soon

after

the

Lewiston races.”
Do you think that Jack can trot a mile In
better time than 2.23?
"1 dou’t think anything about It, I know.
I trotted him In .22 on the track right here
and I believe I can trot him in 2.20 on a mile
track under favorable circumstances. If I
take him to Mystic he will be trotted to see
what he can do.”
Do you contemplate selling Jack Spratt?
"I would sell him if I could get my price.”
How much do you charge for him ?

“Well, I don’t know as I care to have anything said about that, but 1 have not yet
been offered what I consider he is worth.”
Is it tfue that you have been offered 96000

for Jack?
"I will answer that question. In 1886 the
owners of Harry Wilkes of New York, offered me 96000 for my horse, and a year ago
this winter Mr. Swasey of Standlsb, offered
I afterme $6000 for four-fifths of him.
wards learned that Mr. Swasey was acting
as an agent for four Boston gentlemen who
were each going to buy a fifth if I would sell
Jack Spratt has a record
at their price.
of 2.264, he is a fine animal, and in my opinion he can trot, when urged, faster than his
best record, which was made on a half mile
track."
I suppose you are rorklng him now, preimraiuiy

xur

uic

ucwiskuu

tactu

“Not much, only jogging him a little. I
haven’t started him in a three-mtuute clip
since he trotted at Cumberland last fall.”
“I have a five year old mare,” said Mr.
Snell, “that 1 expect to make something of.
I am going to work her as soon as the roads
are In good condition, and if she can trot as
well as I have reason to expect she can, I
shall enter her in the fall races."
The proud owner of Jack Spratt brought
from her stall a handsome black mare, removed the blanket and took her out in the
yard in front of the stable for exhibition.
The animal is a good stepper, very stylish,
and certainly very promising. She was sired
by a son of Volunteer and her dam Is the
Belle of Fitchburg, record 2.30.
Mr. W. D. Kamsdell, the owner of Winthrop Pilot, by Portland Pilot, by Mambrino
Pilot, by Mambrino Chief, was found caring
for bis horses in his stable at Woodford s
Corner. Winthrop Pilot’s dam is Flirt, record 2.334, grand dam I.ady Hudson by HenFlirt is
dric Hudson by Old Abdallah.
owned by Mr. Kamsdell and is now with
foal by Goldwood.
Winthrop Pilot is five years old, stands 13
hands, 2k inches high and weighs 1123
pounds, lie is kept for mares and has not vet
been given a record, but he is very speedy.
Flirt, his dam. trotted a trial mile is 2.284.
Mr. Kamsdell has another colt 2 years old,
This colt
from F'lirt, that has a good gait.
and Winthrop Pilot will be entered In the
fall races. An eight months old stallion by
Winthrop Pilot, dam, F'lirt, is also uwned by
Mr. Kamsdell.
Mr. George Cram of
Morrill’s Corner,
ownes a mare which has trotted in 2.50, but
She is
as yet she has been given no record.
called Lady Lightfoot, weighs 980 pounds
She
and stands 15 hands and 1 inch high.
was sired by Gen. Lightfoot. and his dam is
Fowler Brandy. The mare has a good gait,
be
will be 7 years old in June and will
worked this summer, but will probably not
be entered in the fall races.
Kobert Bonner’s world renowned brown
trotting gelding Dexter that died of old age
in his stable at West Fifty-fifth street. New
York, Saturday morning was foaled in April
1858, ana was the son of Kysdyk’s Uambletonlan, the great progenitor of trotters, and
the grandfather of Maud S.. Mr. Bonner
bought him in August, 1867, from Mr. Fawcett, of Chicago, for $35,000, and he entered
his stable in September of that year. Dexter had then made his reputation, and was
accounted the best trotting horse in the
world. His record was 2 minutes, 174 seconds. “Turf, Field and Farm” thus commented on the purchase :i‘The gallant little
ends his pubson of Hambletonisn
lic career in a blaze of glory, and retires into
private life the hero of the fastest race of the
kind in the world, and the peerless star and
marvel of the times.’
While in Mr, Bonner’s possession Dexter
beat his own record, reducing it to 2 minutes
16 seconds. He was also driven the fastest
mile that any horse ever made with a road
wagon. He did It In 2 minutes 214 seconds.
In nis time there was nothing in the world
He baa a
at all to be compared with him.
greater reputation than Maud S.
Dexter stood about 15 hands 1 1-2 Inches
high. He was a horse of great nerve and
energy, and when Mr. Bonner bought him it
was supposed that be had so much ‘grit’ that
Uls
he could not drive him on the road.
trainer, Doble, said, “PH have him back
because
Mr.
Bonner
in
three
weeks,
again
Dexter was useful up
can’t control him.’
to his 28th year. For the last two years he
has had only walking exercise and the best
care has been taken of him because of the
Maud S. is
good work that he has done.
Her record is 2
now fourteen years of age.
8
3-4
But
seconds.
trotting horses,
minutes,
when they remain sound, make their best
time at the age of 16 or 17.
Senator Stanford has been making experistock
ments at Palo Alto, his California
farm, in the way of raising horses, which
In
are much commented upon by stockmen.
talking about breeding, ho said: “We had
hundred foals last year, and the
over a
animals are all doing well. There ts steady
improvement in the quality of horses proThe Southern
duced in this
country
breeders are Improving the strain all the
time. I thing the secret of improvement
comes in the crossing of thoroughbreds with
trotters. The results of our experiment at
Falo Alto with
Electioneer, the trotting
stallion, in crossing him with thoroughbred
marcs, have been remaakably successful.”
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people will

see

military evolutions during

this fair which will be
of the I’lue Tree.”

And now,
city, that sits
islands

in

tho

a

credit

name

of

to

the "State

our

beautiful

proudly by the Casco.whose
are gens of loveliness, made glorious
so

in spring and summer, culminating in a variegated beauty in autumn, a
mountain
kissed
by
zephyrs and balmy
city

by their foliage

breezes from the ocean, whose sunrise aud
sunset are unsurpassed ingraudeur; whose
citizens are quick to attend to a cry of sorrow. and have no superiors in the domain of
intelligence, temperance, thrift or public
spirit, I declare this fair opened.
Shaw’s Quartette and Mandolin Club then
gave several selections with great taste, after
which Chandler's Band, under Mr. F. L. Collins, gave a delightful concert.
Tonight a drill will be given by Grand

Canton, No. 4, of Biddeford.

STATE

POLITICS.

Republican Delegates to State and
District Conventions.

The following Republican delegates have
been chosen:
GRAY.
To the Bangor Convention— Matthew C, Morrill, J. T. Hancock, James H. Colley, with power
to HU vacancies.
To 1 at IHetriet Convention—James T. Han-

cock, Charles T. Pennell, Asa P. Morrill.
BRUK1TOK.
To
B. K.

Bangor—Charles E. Ulbbs, E. M. Larrabee,
Whitney, S. C. Knights, E. Ji. Brown, Chas.

G. Cushman.
To 1st IHetriet—A. H. Walker, Thos. P. Kimball, H. A. Shorey, D. Eugene Chaplin, John by
son, A. E. Hawney.
DEKRINO.

To Bangor—J. C. Stevens, Ellas M. Jacobs, Geo.
8. Sylvester, Wm. U. Scott, John Bell, James M.
Keed, Frank P. True, T. J. Pinkham.
To let IHetriet—Amitew Hawes. C. A. Woodbury, George Smith, George M. Kelson. Janies
Lucas, Thomas M. Johnson, Charles H. Carter,
Abner T. Smith.
Notes.
The gubernatorial caucus at Brldgton will
not be held until after the call for the gubernatorial convention is published.
For town committee the Gray Republicans

have chosen Jas. T. Uaucoek, Hezekiah
Whitney, Asa F. Morrill, A. K. P. Barton,
8. G. Humphrey, Millard F. Lovell, James
Nash, Geo. E. Merrill.
A Heavy

Explosion to
a Jug.

Proceed From

[Bangor Whig.]
Last evening, Mrs. L. F. Forrest, on Garland Lane, had just taken a gallon jug of hot
water from the stove and placed it In the sink
lu the kitchen where It burst, and the pieces
were scattered in all parts of the room.
Oue
piece struck Mrs. Forrest iu the left wrist,
a
about
cutting gash
three inches in length,
another tore a piece of cloth from the front
ot her dress, a part of the iron sink was
broken off, the window sash and panes were
broken, and the walls and ceiling filled with
holes. The wound in Mrs. Forrest's wrist bled
prolusely and a physician was sent for who
sewed up the cut. She had a very narrow
escape from a much more serious accident.
It was a heavy explosion to proceed from a

jug.

THEE

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 24.
do not read anonymous letters and commu.
ideations. The name and address of the writer
are m all rases Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not nsed.
We

AREPUBLICAA STATC CONVEKTIOX
will be held in

But the amount
than in New Hampshire.
of profit and raw material together, is of
little importance alongside of the great item
of labor; for the Incidentals would be small
and about equal In both countries. The la
bor In America costs about seven dollars

thousand needles than It does in
England, which is directly contrary to the
theory that in proportion to production labor
is as cheap in America as in England. But
the question is natural. If needles are so
much cheaper in England, why not
buy them
there and let the New Ilampshtt#
Industry
more on a

go?

NOROMBEGA HALL, Bangor,
Thursday, April 26, 1888, at 11 o’clock
a. m.

the purpose of selecting two candidates for
Electors of President and Vice President of the
United States, and four delegates at large, and
four alternates to attend the National Convention,
to be held at Chicago, Illinois on Tuesday, June
19th, 1888, and transacting any other business
that may properly come before It.
l'be basts of representation will be as follows:
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, and for each seventy-live votes cast
for the Republican candidate for Governor in
1884, an additional delegate, and lor a fraction of
forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes, an additional delegate.
The State Committee will be in session in the
reception room of the Hall at nine o’clock on the
morning of the Convention, for the purpose of reelving the credentials of delegates.
All electors ot Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are In sympathy with
the sentiments expressed In the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican
National Convention, are cordially invited to
unite with the Republicans of the State in Belect
Ing delegates to this Convention.
For

Per order Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANI-EY, Chairman.
WILLIS H. WING, Secretary.
Augusta, Maine, February 11,1888.

The Shaw Stocking
Company, who are
the consumers and pay the enhanced
ccst,
say they dont want free needles, because as

they have learned from experience, that
would mean cheap needles for a year or t'wo

until the American manufacturers are driven
out, then dear needles held at whatever

price the foreign manufacturers might dicCURRENT

rattlesnake bite in a drug that bears the
jaw-breaking name of jaborinndi. If such
turns out to be the case another excuse for
whiskey drinking will have disappeared.
The New York Mail and Express having
got along with its scriptural mottoes to:
“Evil company doth corrupt good manners,”

ought
NewY'ork,
now

COMMENT.

INTERESTING SITUATION.
[N. Y. Journal of Commerce.]
Savings banks, as well as life insurance
companies, are exposed to the deadly perils
of Albany legislation.
AN

WITHOUT

A

FUNKRAI,

NOTE.

[Hartford Courant,]
The cold and silent tomb yawns for Mr.
Bayard’s fisheries (treaty, and the hard-

hearted Senate even denies it the honors of a
public funeral.
THE GREAT

GAME.

Brooklyn Standard-Union.
There was a time when baseball was
merely an incident of gambling, but that
day has gone, never, let us hope, to return,
and there is nothing more honestly conducted in this broad and glorious land of ours
just now than the business that gives employment and money to hundreds of our
young men who have bv long practice and a
most commendable self-discipliaury process
in the matter of living become experts in the
handling of ball and bat.
CONCERNING BOOKS.
BY

E.

CAVAZZA.

Joy

The scientists of the Smithsonian Institute think they have discovered a specific for

to be

thinking of moving out of
if it intends to practice what it

preaches._
The Hon. Frank Hurd is one of the few
Democrats who is in favor of free trade and
says so. The great majority, like Brer Rabbit, are laying low, and professing to be in
favor simply of tariff reform with no intention of placing our tariff on a free trade
basis, in tbe hope of being as successful,
as was Brer Rabbit, in getting there.
Mr.
Hurd’s course may be less shrewd than
that of the majority of his political brethren,
but it is far more honest and more to his

and Other Poems is the title of a very
small and modest volume, which however
suffices to introduce a genuine poet, Danske

Dandridge. Her work—this

is not one of the
cases wheie it is difficult to apply the right
pronoun—is of great promise iu various
ways; first of all because it has the merit of
being written mostly in a major key. When
It becomes elegiac or sombre, the intention is

evidently artistic that the sadder verse
merely supplies the relative minor to the
more vigorous and cheerful chords.
It is no
small virtue to combine such natural and
health; sentiment with so delicate and capricious a lyric gift as this of Danske Dandridge. Her muss is sylph-like, a creature
of air and fire that catches and interprets
the most etherial and mysterious utterances
of nature and her children. A perfect example of this peculiar quality, elfin, elusive,
and wholly lyric, occurs in The Spirit and
The Wood Sparrow. A spirit of the air has
so

dropped

to earth from a cloud of snow and
—for awhile

UppqiiKO nf haantv frnahlir tuoHo

Could only smile:
Tlieu grew the smiling to a song
as he sang he plaved
Upon a moonbeam-wired cithole
•Shaped like a soul.
There was no ear

VlOUIIa

And

A delegation of Congressmen of Irish descent called upon the President a few days
ago to protest against the appointment of
Minister Phelps to succeed the late Chief
Justice Waite. Their complaint
against

Phelps was that while he has been in England he has affiliated almost wholly with the
Tories and given Parnell the cold shoulder,
thus indicating clearly that he had no sympathy with the Irish struggle for a larger
measure of freedom. The President
listened,
but gave his visitors no encouragement that
their views and arguments would have any
weight. There is a rumor, however, that he

is not entirely blind to the bad effect on his
chances of being the next President of an
Irish-Auicriean defection, and will try to
arrest any danger from that source which
might follow Phelps’s appointment by sending Secretary Endicott abroad and taking
the Eon. Patrick Collins into the Cabinet.
The Bangor Whig intimates that Gov. Marble is too old to be renominated. His record
of one term as governor, it says, "would
naturally be the limit of the political ambition of a man at his time of life.’’ Let us
see.
Had Gov. Bodwell lived he would have
been 70 years of age when the Republican
convention met this year, yet the nomination
would have been conceded to him, and the
Whig would not have Insinuated that he was
too old and ought to be content with one
term. Yet Gov. Marble is but a year older
than Gov. Bodwell.
Hannibal Hamlin, the
last time he was elected to the United States
Senate was slxty-slx, and before his term
expired ho was seventy-two. Yet we do not
remember that the Whig pointed out that he
was too old to do the State good service and
that his political ambition ought to cease.
And was it not the Bangor Whig which in
1873 urged the Republicans of Maine to
nominate for their candidate for governor
the Hon. Edward Kent who was then seventy
one years of age and bad a record of two
terms as governor?
The Whig is making
some important discoveries just now'.
Gov.
Marble’s disqualification by reason of age is
one of them.
Another is that a gentleman
who lives in Augusta, if he owns a house in
Bangor, is a much better representative of
Penobscot county and the East than a gentleman who has lived in Bangor all his life.
In spite of the claims of great strength
which his friends make for him, it is plainly
app^fent that the chance is narrow that
Hon John Sherman will not meet great hu-

miliation at the Chicago convention. And
that humiliation is tlireatend from the delegation from Ohio. Ohio is solid for Sherman, but it is almost certain that a good
number of |the delegates to Chicago will be,
in the words of an anonymous observer, "for
Sherman temporarily, with prayers for an
early deliverance.” The St. Louis GlobeDemocrat, which regards Mr. Sherman as
“unquestionably the ablest living citizen of
Ohio,” expresses the opinion, formed from
its point of observation in the West, that Mr.
Sherman will find it very difficult if not impossible to bold the solid vote of his State
beyond the first ballot. “There are,” it says,
“no signs of such a form of allegiance as
such n man ought to have from the people
upon whom be chiefly relies for the success
of his campaign.
They have not rallied
about him in the way that is necessary to
impress the rest of the country with the idea
that their preference for him is genuine and
This attitude of Ohio towards
abiding.

Or far

or near,
one small

Save
sparrow of the wood,
That song to hear.
This in a bosky tree
Heard all, and understood
As much as a small sparrow could

By sympathy.
The lyric Pegasus is pure poetry, of

a

free

and imaginative quality that exhilrates the
mind. The Red Bird is delightfully gay and
sympathetic. Twilight in the Woods is perfect in atmosphere, as it describes the vesper
hour of Nature, the murmured litany of the
trees preluding the sermon of the “tranquil

thrush,”
Fit preacher for these solitudes,
Benignant hermit of the woods.
This recalls Mr, Whittier’s lines.
The muezzin of the darkened thicket
I hear the n'ght-thrush call t prayer,
which occur in one of his most noble and ten-

der poems, What the Heart of the Traveller
said at Sunset.
Sileuce, An Idle Dream and To Memory
are Imaginative and tuneful.
The Chrysanthemum is a charming fairy-tale. To
My Comrade Tree is a serious and strong
poem, which proves that this new singer
does not lack range of voice. The Hermit
Knight is a distinct attempt at grim and

much less intelligent and productive than
”
here
To this, Mr. B. F Shaw, of the Shaw
Stocking Company, of Lowell, who has lately given Chairman Mills some useful instruction about seamless stockings, makes a reply
equally full of information for the New
so

Hampshire champion

of Mr.

Mills's

bill.

Two-thirds of the “latch needles” used in
the knitting machines in America, are made
in New Hampshire, where their manufacThe Shaw Compature is a large industry.
ny buy their needles there, paying #20 per
thousand for what could be bought in Nottingham, England, for #12.80. Mr. Shaw’s
analysis of the cost of the needles in the
two countries illustrates the fallacy of the
proposition that productiou costs us much
where labor is clie'ap as it does where labor
is high, lu New Hampshire the cost of making the needles is as follows:
1000 needles marketed at.$20.00
Profit of 10 per cent.$2 00
Cost of wire.
50
2.50
Labor and

incidentals.$Tl60

In Nottingham,
stands thus:

England,

the account

1000 needles marketed at. *12.50
Profits of 5 per cent.* .63
Wire.88
.96

Labor and incidentals.*ll.G4
It will be noticed that in England the profits

arc

less and the

raw

material cheaper

Waterville Water Company 1st Mortgage 5
Percent Bonds

able. It depicts the life of au upright and
brave boy employed in a Pennsylvania coal
mine. The descriptions are effective, and the
underground life of the miners is vividly
drawn. There is a large variety of characters—none more interesting! than Harry the
mule and the tame rat Socrates, "with Mrs.
Socrates and the little Soc-rats.” It is the
sort of book that boys like, and ought to like.
(New York: Harper* Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short * Harmon.

DUE

contains some exquisite lines.
the whole one finds In Danske Dandridge’s first volume much delicate music,
On

purely poetic imagination,

and unstrained

voice. One would say that Keats was her
chosen master; but there is also an individual qaulity of note, clear and spontaneous as
of a forest bird. There is no doubt that
Danske Dandridge is.born a poet, and that
her talent will develope naturally and fully.
(New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short AHarmon.)

Lake Como, is artistically deYet the social atmosphere of the

near

scribed.
novel is not Italian—it is Boston under other
skies. Agatha Page herself is by birth only
half Italian, so—.while her affectionate and
faithful heart might belong to either nation
—her manner of thought and conversation
may be permitted to remain American. Mr.
Peter Dow is Yankee of the Yankees, and
the anthor shows evident relief when writing
of this worthy compatriot. The hero and
his sister, the Duchess, and her husband, are
delightful personages, more or less Italian
in general character,.while their modesjof ex-

pression

purely cis-Atlantic. The

little
Gaeta—heroine of a gracefully indicated
minor romance—is a charming child, but by
no means an Italian type.
She is piquant,
excitable, pert, bewitching in her girlish caare

observe with keen sympathy the fortunes of
Agatha and her husband, the subtle and wilful moods of the brilliant Mcrcede, the patrician gentleness of the Duke land Duchess,
the modest strength of the young Calabrian

pianist, and the eccentric, but attractive,
Mr. Peter Dow. It is a novel of exceptional
strength and absorbing interest; the reader
would have cause to complain of the abrupt
ending did not this very incompietion hold
out the hope of a sequel. (Boston: Ticknor
& Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

Exchange Sts.
dtf

uplO

THE

NorthernBankingCo,
—

OFFKBS FOB SALE

—

5 Per Cent Debenture Bonds of tbe Company, a legal investment for
Savings Banks.
7 PerCent First Mortgage Loans on Real
Estate in tbe best sections of Kansas.
8 Per Cent First Mortgage Real Estate
Loans of the Maricopa Loan and Trust
Company, of Phoenix, Arizona.
Also Bank Stocks and other investments.

mhlO___ST&Ttf

$50,000

of an iconoclast and analytic historian to
the Jewish history up to the time of King
David. The method of M. Kenan is destuctive rather than constructive: lie demolishes
traditions with the greatest freedom and
vigor, and then either replaces them with
some theory quite his own, or, leaving the
historical debris behind him, goes cheerfully
on to destroy the next landmark.
The present volume is one of a proposed series of
three, and has a certain connection with the
author’s previous work the Vie de Jesus.
M. Renan woiks upon the main theory that
the Mosaic religion was nearly npon a level

4s, Due 1927.
!

Bonds For Sale!
City of

Portland

The pain from Neuralgia and its
companion disease Rheumatism is
excruciating. Thousands who could
be quickly cured are needlessly suffering. Ath-lo-pho-ros will do for
others what it did for the following
Wifflanwport. IndL. Oct. 8.1887.
Having been afflicted with neuralgia for
the pant four years, and trying ateioet everything. but in vain. I finally heard of Athioone bottle I found it
phoroe. After taking after
talung top/ botto be helping me.
tles of Atliiophoroe and one of Pilla, I found
that I waaentirely well. I think the medicine i3 positively » "are care.
Reddick.

SWAI &BARRETT,
MAKE

AN

eod&wlvnrmcecd

This Plaster

local or deeply seated,
this plaster wilf be found
to give instant relief by
between
the
applying blades.
shoulder
■ HARP,
pgr-For Kidney Trouble,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Fain in the Side and Back

AT THE

sep28

203 Federal

Everett,

DEALERS

IN

—

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.
full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
plank In stock at our yard on Brown’s Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.
A
ind

21 CHESTNUT STREET,

Office 322 Commercial St.,
P«»«TI.A9fI», ME.

o29eodtf

copying done.

Orders by mail
attended to.
TuTh&S3m

RICH TREAT

A

WEDDING
engraved or printed. W. W.
DAVIS & CO., Engravers, 43 West street,
Boston. 20 samples and estimates sent free.
eodCm
Janl4

INVITATIONS

good wife in verse, which is hardly poetry',
but is a genuine contribution to the literature
of the American people.
The illustrations
are good, and£tho volume attractive in all

St.,

-

IN

W. and O.

only

—

We have in stock between 600
and 800 Boys’ suits, ages 4 to 14,
which we are selling at from 50c
to $2.00 lower than any other
house. We are DETERMINED to
build up a $100,000 retail Clothing ana Gents’ Furnishing Goods
business in Portland. The magnitude of the task can better be imagined when we say that no other
TWO retail Clothing Houses in
Portland are today selling that
amount of goods.

_

sold

Whitney Building,

■

We have received a lot of Choice New
does Molasses of fine flavor and good
we shall sell at

Presunipscots,

1'hc

♦

Tliree

more

than any

} 1. W. SPITRR *

No Rival.

<

0„ Proprietors,

Boston.

FOR SA LE BY
V. B. FwbLER & SON,
GLOBE TEA CO.,
D. W. HAZELTINE,
S. JOHNSON,
E. W. MURPHY,
F. A. TURNER,
E. R. LANE.

Friday
Comedy,

apl4

SILKS

Prices.

Supported hy

price CONGRESS

CRA'ND

Organ Recital,
By the celebrated New York Organist, Mr.

Frederick Archer.
Tickets 50 cents, now On sale at Stockbridge's
Music Store.
Half fare on M. C. K. B., to all bolding tickets
dtf*
apr21

COLUMBIA

Figured Reps, one-half Wool, very
l-2c, divided price now6 I-4c per yard.

Bicycles, Tricycles,

Every thing that Is practical for the crank
machine Is used by the Pope Manufacturing Co., regardless of cost.
This Is proved by 0«ven years’ time.
Investigation will prove It It y»u will take the trouble, and
If you are going to buy a wheel this year It will
Send or tall for a free Catalogue
pay you.
of 60 pages that will tell jou the whole sTOjtr.

WE ALSO HAVE THE AtolCY FOB THE

1IMILE ST., JEM. OF FKEE.

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER,

dtt

the only lever machine that has ever met with any
great success. It Is also a perfect safety, and has
a fifty inch wheel In front lor a driving and steering wheel, thus giving It the grace and ease of com
Free.
trol of a regular bicycle.

177 MIDDLE STREET,
mh20dtf

are

now

PIANO!
The sole agency of this *ortd)renowned Instrument.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

jylS

C. J. FARRINGTON,
NEAR EXCHANGE.

apl4

To parties contemplation erecting New
Houses or making changes In their old
fixtures, I would respectfully Invite to
my new store and inspect all of the
latest and most approved Water Closets
that I have set up on exhibition with
water running as In buildings; yon can
better select oy seeing these Closets In
actual operation.

dtf

JAMES

MILLINERY !

I have also a new line of

:

2

ICE

With their regular house supply of

CENTS.

“KIMBALL BROOK ICE,”

30 dozen Children’s Trimmed School Hats at

as

SPRING OVERCOATS,
Spring and Summer Suitings,
work.

[laving also purchased the stock of ICE secured
ladrm ok«io Ice ('•.«.
,bis season l.y the
>IIfr by wholesale and retail, Ice of purest iiuallty
md at lowest prices.
We are prepared to answer and. nil all orders
iroruptly, at

CENTS.

35 dozen misses’ and Children’s Trimmed Dress Hat»,

SOC,

750,$1,$1.50, $2.

300 Trimmed Hats and Bonnets, all styles, all colors, and all prices.

WHOLESALE and RETAIL!

Offlce, >os. 71 & 73 Cross Street.

NICKLE PLATING.

custom

IMiyiEt

f

1

The Clothier and

T hirty

Days

at

Under

apr21

208 MIDDLE STREET,

Hotel,

eotltf

£58r* $1000.00 SAYS THIS IS THE BEST FIVE-CENT CIGAR TO BE HAD IN PORTLAND.

DEANE & C TOLLEY’S.
Wc have a lull line of all kinds of Furniture at
Call an d get prices.
count.

EXCHANG 1-EJ

a.greatj’disSupport home industry. Smoke

street.
cudtjiAimcn

the

best 5 cent Cigar.

No artificial flavoring. Manufactured and

STS THOS. CAREY’S CIGAR STORE,"tou¥ES5SdT<m5S
noyib

tttf

ap23__
Fl^JE

PORTLAND, ME.

JINK,

Brass Founders and Finishers.

I

Furnisher,

palmoutli

k

Fire Place Paraiahiag., Wire Warh, Pea.
ria«, nod Iraa Warh far Haildiaga.
■Cataatatr. lilvra.

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

MAI IK DOWN

spldSm-ts

Telephaae ‘841,

MEN,

--

SEASON 1888

BURNHAM & CO.,

CENTS.

35 dozen Hats, this season’s best styles,in mtlans and Fancy Straws at

SO

llLLEB,

,?prnTEMPLE 8TWEET‘uml8

30 dozen Plain and Fancy Straw Bonnets at

25

dtf

TUNING TO OBDEB.

Sanitary Plumbing.

18Q-MIDDLE ST.-182

fitted up a new and elegant room where I am prepared
specialty of CHILDREN’S CLOTHING, and I shall keep a

to

PORTIVfD, UK

X. ■_Ask far the B I'RDKTT OKU AX

just

grades of goods and made equal
Prices always guaranteed.

Tan-

dems and Safeties.

We have received several lines of Spring Overcoats this
week that are very desirable.

dtf

are of the finest

SQUIRE CHURCH,

Thursday Evening, April 26,

ready.

Best Broadcloth Tricots, yard and a half wide in
14 New Spring Shades, representing 3000 yards
Reduced from $1.00 to 58 cents.
Farille Francaise Silks in 7 New Shades, reduced from $1.25 to $1.00.
21 inch $1.25 Black Satin Rhadames reduced
to 89 cents.
$1.00 and $1.25 Colored Satin Rhadames reduced to 89 cents.

which

Shakespeare's Pastoral

vt-iaing,

Mr. MILNES LEVICK.
Mr. FREDERICK PAULDING,
Mrs. BOL SMITH
and the entire Union Square Theatre Company,
New York city, under the management
of Mr. J. M. HILL.
Sale of seats Tuesday, April 24. Scale of prices
$1.00, 73, 50 and 35 cents
apZSdtd

ready to show a fresh and carefully selected
stock of Children's Short Pant Suits in
ages from 4 to 16 years.
The styles and patterns are unusually handsome this season, and our assortment Is large and varied.
Prices from Three Dollars upward. We do not keep the
extremely low priced Suits, as we prefer to sell only
such goods as we can recommend to be good
value for a customer’s money,but will guarantee our prices as low as the same quality
of goods can be purchased in the city.
We have just received a line of Boys’ Spring Reefers
which arc the proper thing for this season,
ages 8 to 16 years. Price Eight Dollars.
Onr line of mens’, Youths’ and Boys’ Spring Suits is now

New Goods Just Purchased at

FOR MEN AND YOUNG

K

AS YOU LIKE IT!

Children’s Spring Suits!

BROS’.

and desirable stork to select from.

Tragedy,

C. H.LAMSON

AT

large

Shakespeare's Sublime

Evening,

Hnlnrday Evening, Dr. Moseslhal’s Dome*
tic Drama,

MANSON G. LARRABEE & CO.

We

a

world's greatest

ROMEO AND JULIET!

ANOTHER GREAT SALE

to make

the

In the following repertoire:

eoaliimrm

rfure

of

Margaret Mather!

Lots of

Speoial for Tills Weeli

Cigar sold in the IT. S. for 5c.

Nights Only.

JULIET,

daw

Have

ONE LOT of
cheap at 12

Original and Only 10c Cigur

L’osts the retailer

Admission 41c.

d4t

Annual engagement

ONE LOT of All Wool Camel’s Hair in different colorings, regular price 25c, divided price now
12 l-2c.

sold for 5c.

I

4.30.

at

Three

ONE LOT of Double Fold Dress Suitings in Plain,
Checks and Stripes, regular price 38c, divided
price now 19c per yard.

_^

I have

24.

PORTLAND THEATRE

Crop Barba- Our stock of SPRING HOSIERY and UNDERcolor, which
WEAR is large and well assorted in all qualities.

apr21

Tuesday, April

•

•

Fluy begins
apr23

Maine.

that we shall divide the
with you, as we have more than we can
sell at the regular prices.

This is the best trade in Molasses yet offered, and
we doubt if we can match it after disposing of our
present stock.

Bankrupt

GUOUNDN.

WEEK.

Wednesday, April 25.
Maine State College, Thursday, April 26.

Colbys,

CLARK, j IRA F.CLARK,

on our centre counter

35 Cents Per Gallon !

TURNER

BALL

BANKS THIN

DRESS GOODS

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.
<

RASE

PORTLAND

oedSm

apr7

for lO cents.

mar!7

We

Barbadoes Molasses!

i

40

j

Blouses at

LEAH the FORSAKEN!

NEW CROP

REVERE.

the Next

I

Gray

Suppers will be served la the Reception
Room from 6 until 7.30 each evening.
(•ro. I.. Hrlggs A Co. (Domestic Rooms) will
make their Annual Exhibit In the Hall (luring
the Fair. This will be the finest display ever
made in Portland. Remember tnat the admission
each Afternoon is FREE.
TICKET*
Season tickets, admitting one person each evening. SI.OO;
Mingle Admlsslou, for
the first three evenings, 25 cents each ; for the
Drill and Ball, 60 cents each;
Children, under
12 years, accompaulcd by parents, free.
Doors open each day at 2 o’clock, except Mouday,
(the opening day) when the doors will t>e open
itl l.'M p. m.
aplbdlw
list

Thursday

CHOICE

dly

HAINES,RICH ARDSON&CO.

STENOGRAPHER,!

For

88 $1.75
92 cents.

Portland,

GROCERS,

nannali Jane—.tho heroine of Mr. Locke’s
(Petroleum V. Nasby) homely ballad, must
be considerably astonished to find herself
dressed in cloth of gold by the generosity of
Messrs. Lee and Shepard.
She deserves it,
this good woman, as the reader will admit
who lias followed the feeling and simple
verse of her story.
Mr Locke's metrical
work is unt subject to criticism according to
tlie canons of poetic art; but it is, in this instance, to be praised for warmhearted and
rightminded comment upon a not unusual
case in American society, where a husband
largely owes his advancement and prosperity
to the faithfulness of a wife who, in her toi1
for him, has found no time to keep pace with
Hannah
his mental and social progress.
Jane’s husband had the good sense to perceives the situation,|and celebrate his prosaic

rai usd Ornumratnl Articles will
hr offered far snlr.

100 Boys’ Suits, ages 4 to 14,
of the celebrated Sawyer Cassi
meres, at only $4.50 per suit, sold
everywhere at $6.00 to $6.50.

MARRINER & COMPANY, MANSON G. LARRABEE & CD.

DPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL.
—

GREAT

During the Evenings and aflrrssw Tse-

goods, just placed

IRA F.

CLARK,

Opp. Preble House,

TRICOTS and

—

sitting when you have a leisure hour. Noth
ing gives as much satisfaction as a Qnely finished
Photograph of yoursels, your children or your
Irlends. I p only one flight; making it easy for
the children or older persons.

certain

C. W. DYER,
N. C. FESSENDEN,
A. T. HALL,
B. W. JONES,
S. M. KELLY & CO.,
C. E. SHAW & CO.,
MURPHY BROS.,

the Assabet Wool-

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY, April 26, 27, 28.

:or a

and speedy cure.
PAIN.
Sold by druggists for 26 I
cents, or five for ,1.
Mailed on receipt of price
«*"• c‘
Trade mark, Patented
9c Co., General Agents, Boston
novl
eodCm-nrm

and

by

for
the first time on our counters this
week; made in handsome Norfolk
Blouse styles, with belts, at the
exceedingly low price of $3.00 per
Read the
suit.
price again.
Think what the fabric is that we
are offering you for $3.00 per
All-Wool Indigo
suit—Assabet
Blue Suits, which will not fade,
the real value of which is not less
We will give
than $5.50 per suit
a written guarantee with every
suit, if required, that they are
genuine Assabet fabric, which is
of their
a sufficient guarantee
value.
1000 kites to be given away, one
to each purchaser of a Children’s
suit, or sold at ten cents each.
60 doz. 25c braces at 11 cents.

APPOINTMENT

LAMSON

ho
acts directly upon
muscles and nerves of the
back, the seat of all pain.
FOR ALL
Lung Troubles, whether

Predecessor

new, fresh

-—

—

No

made

dtf

ap2

THEATHLOPHOHOS CO. 112 Wall St. N. Y.

€igar

—

100 pairs $1.75 All Wool donble
and twist Boys’ Pants, ages 4 to
14, ait only $1.13.

Co.) for Boys 5 to 13 years old;

HALL,

24, M, 26.

Monday Evening, April's:!
Grand opening
at
7.3_> o’clock j music by Chandler’s Full military Band, r. L. Collins, conductor, Shaw's Uuartette, and the Mandolin Club.
Tuesday Evening, April 41
Drill by Grand
Canton J. H. Dearborn, No. 4. of Blddeford
Wednesday Evrning, April 4-1 Tlmre will be
an Entertainment of a varied character, to be
announced hereafter.
Thursday Evening. April JO-Ther» will
l>e an Exhibition Drill by Grand Canton Uidgely,
No. 2. of Portland, to be followed by a Ball.

Wo. 186 Middle Street.

ture, “Moorish Maiden.”

The Finest

en

CITY
A PHIL 23,

Love

BANKERS,

_

Chauncey B.
Mt Carmel, 111., Dec. 26.1887.
I have used Athlophoroe in my family ana
find it to be the greatest medicine for neuralgia in existence, and having had its fangs
fastened upon me for the past 30 years I know
Mbs. Julia Chilton.
whereof I speak.
a*-Send fi tents for the beautiful colored pic-

Jan27_promptly

...

Portland WaterCo.Bonds due
April 1st, and other Maturing Bonds, taken
in exchange.

parties:

and

4s

■

4 l-2s
•
7s
•
•
5s
i'owu of Dexter
6s
•
tts
Daviess County, Ind.,
Androscoggin & Kennebec R. R. Os
•
Os
Leeds & Farmington R. R.
7s
Maine Central R. R., 1st mort.,
R.
cons,
Maine Central
It.,
mort., 7s
Kansas City Water Co., 1st mort., Os
and other First-Class Securities.

OH! UY HEAD.

Type-writing

Cs

...

City of Portland
City of Biddeford
City of Chicago
rown of Deering

Loring, Short Harmon.)

Miss A. H.

dtf

•

aprl8

fidelity, ingenious special pleading, erudition

a

IRA F.

(cloth

32 EXCHANGE STREET.

wide rather than deep, and an overweening
desire to be dramatic and effective at all
costs. (Boston: Robert Brothers; Portland:

are

F.lLARK,

H.M. PAYSON&GO.

1

torical books tf the Bible should be examined like another record, to sift as far as
possible actual fact from oriental imagery,
and from the mythical element that surrounds the early history of every people;
but this work should be done with sympathy,
respect and self-abnegation instead of becoming—as in the case of M. Renan—merely
au opportunity for the display of clever in-

lAclte, they

IRA.

LOT No. 7—We offer 100 BOYS’
INDIGO BLUE ALL-WOOL SUITS

100 pairs $4.50 All Wool Pants,
made of the celebrated Dexter
Mills goods, at only $2.98.
We purchased for SPOT CASH,
10 cases of the Champion Coat
Hanger, the best one out. SOMETHING NEW, which we shall sell
at 15 cents, or 2 for 25 cents;
regular price 25 cents each.
sales for the week
Our cash
ending March 14th were between
$l,50u and $2,000, an increase of
over $400 from last year, and considering the bad weather, including a stormy Saturday, we think
it proves beyond a doubt that
people appreciate good goods at
LOW PRICES.
DECHILDREN’S
IN OUR
PARTMENT we also offer some
of flie most extraordinary attractions ever placed on our counters.
Our stock of Boys’ and Children’s
Clothing is the largest in Portland
and we offer some exceedingly attractive bargains this week.

LOT No. 1.—We offer 100 suits
the
PONTOOSUC
famous
MILLS INDIGO BLUE FLANNELS, cut in single-breasted Sack
Suits, thoroughly well made and
in regular sizes, from 35 to 4-t
breast measure, at the unprecedently low price of $6.50 per suit!
Patrons who
$6.50 per suit!
have worn the Pontoosuc Blue
Flannels for years need not be
told that they are the best lowpriced full indigo flannel fabrics
The cusmade in this country.
tomery retail price is $10 per suit
We have a splendid assortment
of Spring Overcoats, and an elegant line of Suits for Men’s,
Youth’s and Children’s wear, all
at ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
200 all wool Indigo Blue Suits,
single or double breasted, with
detachable buttons at $10 per
suit, just the suit for Railroad,
Horse Car Men, etc. Call and examine.
of

TELEPHONE SOI B.

j

FATRIAHCI1* MILITANT,

AT

SEE WHAT THE GOODS ARE:

READ THE LIST.

;

with other religions, its more or less mythological contemporaries, and largely indebted
to the Egyptian forms of worship. He eonsiders King David as a bandit, combining remarkable artistic perceptions with the qualities of an outlaw, and becomes quite lyric
over the egregious error of those who find
prophetic testimony in the psalms. It certainly can do nothing but good that the his-

To b« given under the auspices of

Soccessors to HORATIO STAPLES.

These Bonds are payable in gold, and
can be registered, the interest being forwarded by draft similar to D. S. Bonds.
We recommend holders of U. S. Bonds
to exchange their bonds for these, thereby still receiving the same rate of Interest and also securing the large premium
on the D. S. Bonds, which will be lost if
the bonds are kept till maturity.

j

HOUSE !

We wish to return courteous thanks for the generous response to our advertisement off
The results off our past THREE WEEK'S
GREAT SALE OF CHILDREN'S SUITS.
shows
a record off which we are very proud.
to
our
advertisement
in
BUSINESS
response
THIS WEEK we offer some special Bargains:

Congress, Street,
ap23

Portland Water Go.

Odd Fellows’ Fair!
Grand Canton Ridgely, No. 2,

our

482

M. Ernest Kenan has turned his attention

loving’

Brianza,

Cor. Middle &

topics. Professor Klemm
believes that every child has a natural gift
which should, as early as possible, be recognized and developed, adducing various anecdotes in proof of his theory.
He quotes a
report of an interview between the great
Pestalozzi and Dr. Bell, a person who believed himself peculiarly wise in educational
matters; and gives just honor to Pestalozzi,
whom it is rather a fashion at present to
Professor
neglect in favor of Froebel.
Klemin’s chapters on the history and bibliography (German) of instructions are valuable. Without pretension or pedantry, this
volume merits a place on the bookshelves of
all those who are interested in the education
of the boys and girls whose intelligence is to
be the measure of the progress of the next
half-century.
(Boston: Lee & Shepard;
Portland: Loring, Short and Harmon.

Agatha Page, the new novel by Mr. Isaac
Henderson, author of The Prelate, is a
strong story which repays the reading. The
theme is that, never outworn, of the
faith of a good woman; and the plot which
conveys this theme is striking and original.
The characters afford variety, and are well
indicated, not in the most modern fashion of
realism, but with sufficient naturalness to
render them thoroughly interesting. The
scene is laid in various parts of Italy; and
the picturesque beauty of the district of

BANKERS,

ment of routine

verse, and is done as well as might be
expected from Ariel masquerading as a goblin. The Dead Morn is somewhat gloomy,
but is very much better poetry. The An-

gels’ Song

Wnodbury&Moulton

CLOTHING

CLARK'S

1917.

This Bond is a First Mortgage on the Water
Works at Waterville and Fairfield. We have sold
iltnost the entire issue to Savings Banks in this
State and recommend these Bonds for Trust
funds or to those desiring to change United States
Ronds for a safe Home Investment that will field
lliem more Interest.

In Messrs. Lee and Shepard’s series of
Educational Topics of "the Day, is just published a volume by Professor L. K. Klemm,
entitled Chips from a Teacher’s Workshop.
If the proverb hold true that a good workman is known by his chips, the Professor is
to be credited with much good sense, originality and practical power: while his lively
style proves him also the possessor of that
humorous and kindly nature which understands how to reach the minds of children.
His practical hints on teaching cannot fail to
be found of much use to instructors, infusing
as it does, cheerful variety into the treat-

grisly

prices a miniature belle of New York, or perhaps Boston—but quite different from the received type of little Italian maidens, expected to be serious, modest and docile. It is
John Sherman is not new. Great as have
true these young girls sometimes do a great
been his services to Ohio and the nation< J deal of
thinking, but they are supposed to
high as is his reputation as a financier and a have or express few ideas of their own. The
he
has
for some reason failed to
statesman,
perfect identification with the spirit of naimpress himself upon the imaginations of tive Italian society which may be admired,
the people of Ohio.
for a shining example, in the Homan Singer
of Mr. Marion Crawford, would haveyenOne of the most recent arguments in fayor
dered Agatha Page a genuinely great novel.
of throwing down the tariff has been that
Meanwhile Mr. Henderson has dapiotod exthere will, in reality, result no competition
tremely well the scenary, the customs, the
with American labor, since European labor
mode of life—in brief that which can readily
though apparently cheaper, is in reality as
high-priced in the end as American, because be remarked by an intelligent foreigner in
Italy. And since he has succeeded in writit is ignorant and unskilled and can thereing a romance of much force and interest,
fore turn out less product. This argument
the majority 6f readers will be little diswas lately advanced with great boldness by
turbed by tlie points above noted; but will
a New Hampshire paper, which declared
that it costs as much to make any manufactured article in Europe as it does to produce
a similar article here, “the labor there being

25,000

__

itable disclosures now coming out concerning Gov. Hill do not cause the New York
friends of tbe President many hours of an_

the latest story for
from the pen of Mr. Kirk Munroe.
Like other stories by this writer, it is full of
incident, and will delight the boys with its
hairbreadth escapes and feats of courage;
while from the soberer view of parents and
guardians it will appear thoroughly desir-

tate.

It may safely be assumed that tbe discred-

guish.

Home Investment!

Derrick Sterling is

boys,

AMtT"EMENTS.

niHIBLLAIWOIll,

MNANCIAI,.

respects.
(Boston: Lee & Shepard; Tortland : W. II. Stetens & Co.)

eoGDa

Imported and Domestic Cigars
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

In boxes of 25,50 and 100. We are selling the above
at the same rate as by the thousand.

Schlotterbeck

St., Portland.

»Pr21_end 1

& Foss,
eouu

m

100TS and SHOES
CHEAP !
We hare taken the entire Stock of
IOOTS, SHOES AND Kl BBEBS, at £33
fork St., the old Ferry Stand, and ran
dare them before the public at much
This will kite
ess than the first cost.
nr customers a chance to clothe their
j amilics with Boots and Shoes cheap.

|

NYER GREENE &

CO.,

.

501 CONGRESS STREET.
apll

ii and 33 Pearl

COMING!

W. and O.

TEYE

vulslve sob; “I thought you were to get insured
for

PRESS.

>20,000,__*

TLl .SUil HORMAR, APRIL 24.

Palace.&

14?%

Kock Island.....
.HSi?
St l/niis & San Iran. 2«%

26%

Pullman

Sf

110%

72Vg
11214
103%
88%

pref.J12%

to

IMPORTANT TO ALL.

bt»

rio ....
do 1st prf. .111
Paul .. •••••••••••••••••• 71%

St Paul. Minn « Man.103%
3J%
St. Paul &
St. Paul & Omaha prf.

Omaha...;..

Texas Pacific.
Union Pacific.
U. 8. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific....

Valuable Information It Is Well

•••••■•••

..

..

107

26%

26%
64%
73%

66%

73
13

13
23

do pref. 24%
Western Union.76%
E. Tenn, now... 10%
East Teun. prof. 61%
Wells. Fargo Express.135
Oregon Nav. 92%
Houston* Texas..
14%
K
Mobiles Ohio.

To Know.
HOW MUCH SUFFFMG MAI HE SAVED

76%
10
69
136

91%
14
8

Metropolitan El.133%

Alton * Terre Haute.
do pref.

133%
35
70

36%
70

One of the Greatest Disco verie

Now York Minina Stocks.

of Modern Times.

NEW YOKE, April 23 1888.|The following arc
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
ColoradoJCoa!. 36%
22%
Hocking Uonl

[By Telegraph.]

Ontario. 28 00

Ireinedy Is indorsed so univerIT sally by physicians
as is Dr. Greene’s Nervura
Nerve Tonic. This truly wonderful remedy, from
the remarkable cures it Is effecting all over the
is rare that

a

2 25
Amador.
2 20
El Crist ..
S
Va.14%
Con. Cal.

Quicksilver.
do preferred.

country, seems to have revolutionized the treatdiseases,and physicians are almost euthussiastic over Its marvellous lestoratlve and strength
giving powers as are the people, who, whenever it is used And that It brings hack lost health and
restores streugth and energy of nerve and body.
It is the greatest medical discovery of modern
times. Diseases are readily and perfectly cured
by this wonderful remedy, and there is no need for
nufferers to languish under the weiglit of weakening, exhausting and debilitating nervous disorders
while tills sure and positive cure is

Silver Kine.

ment of

BOSTON, April 23.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND, Apr. 23.1888.
The (ollowlng are to-days closing quotations ol
Grain, Provisions. &c.:
r ivuri

uram.

Superfine and
low grades.3 7fi@3 76
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 15@4 35

HMxdCorn.
68069
Corn, bag lots.. .89070
Meal, bag lots ..66@«7
46046
Oats, car Tots
Patent Spring
Oats, bag loti
47@48
Wheats.6 0086 26 Cotton Seed,
Mlcfi. straight
car lots..24 :-0®26 00
roller .4 5084 76
do bag .26 00@2C 00
clear do-4 2684 60 Sack'dBr’n
stone ground4 25@4 36
car lots. .23 00024 00
Ut Louis st’gt
do bag...24 OO026OO
rouer.4 7686 00 Middlings. 23 00026 00
clear do.... 4 76@4% do bag lots,24 00@26 00
Winter Wheat
Provisions.
Patents.6 0086 26 Pork—
I Backs ...17 76018 00
Fish.
Cod. *> qtl—
I Clear_17 00017 60
Large Shore 4V484 6t
Mess. ...16 7601600
Large Bank* 0084 25 Beet—
Small.O 0080 00 I Ex Mess. 8 000 8 60
9 0009 26
Pollock.2 60®3 26 I Plate....
I Ex Plate
9 60010 00
Haddock.
Hake.2 00® 2 26 I 1.410
Herring
□Tubspt>..8 @8V4o
Tierces— 8 @8*4C
Scaled v bx..ie@18c
No 1. 00®00
Palls-8*4®9*4c
Hams 19 1b 11V4@11V4
Mackerel *» bbi—
Sborels. 18 00820 00
do covered 12 Va@14
Shore 2s. 16 00817 00
Oil.
Kerosene—
Med. *8.
Po
Kef. Pet. 7*4
Large
Produce.
Oran Denies—
Pratt'sAst’l.ubbl. 10V4
Maine.... 7 008 18 00 Devoe’s Brilliant. 11
11
00
Llgonta. 8*4
00®12
OapeOod

Valnnble Kcmcdy
and nervous diseases that

..

Dr. Henry Petfer, 168 West Twenty-eighth at.,
N ewYork. another ot our eminent physicians, says:
‘‘I have used Dr. Green’s Nervura Nerve Tonic
in my practice with wonderful results.
I have
found It a perfect and complete cure tor those suffering from all forms of nervous troubles, sleep-

Pea Beans.. .3 oo@8 26
Medium....2 5082 76 Centeonlal. 8*4
German nid2 60® 2 76
Raisins.
yellow Byes.2 60®2 76 Muscatel— 2 2603 36
Potatoes nusli 8 5c@96c jondon Lay’r 2 60® 3 Oo
1 00 indura Lay
ltose for seed.
8ai8V*o
4 00®5 00 Valencia.
St Potatoes
6%@>c
Onions V bbi 8 0088 60
Sugar.
Turkeys.17818 gran, lareu *> lb.7*4
Chickens.12® 15 Extra C. 6V4

lessness, headaches, dyspepsia, Indigestion, nervous weakness and debility.”
Dr. A. J. Marston. of Philadelphia, formerly
professor of a Maine medical college and editor of
tbe Eastern Medical Journal, In an interview

Fowls.11814

stated: ”Dr. Greone’s Nervura Nerve Tonic restores exhausted nerve powers and re-establishes
lost strength and vitality. Its medical properties
are splendid, and, being purely vegetable, It can
do no harm by its after effects.”
Dr. M. L. Woodruff of Baltimore, formerly president of a board of health and a hospital physician
‘-Drol great eminence, says of this remedy:
Greene's Nervura Nerve Tonic Is a boon to sufferers from nervousness, weakness and exhaustion
It is decidedly strengthening, and I have administered It iu cases of nervous debility with the
most gratifying results.”
These are but the experiences of a few among
hundreds of enthusiastic physicians.
Eminent
medical indorsements like these are not given to a
remedy uuless It is of the

Geese.

Ducks.

Sage.16*4016
Butter._

Malagers.-..

F!ori<Sran%B60a6 50|

Imports.
MONROVIA, Behr Ellen Crusoe—74 tonsj.f
camwood 110 bags palm Keruals 87 casks palm
oil 223 bags coffee to S C Dyer & Co.
WESTPORT,NS. Schr J W Raymond—470 bbls
potatoes 28 qtls tlsh 180 galls llsli oil 60 d07. e/es

Twltcbell, Chanipliii

to

dlse.

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

May.

83%

81%
81%
80%
81%

83%

82%
83%

Lowest.

Closing.

June
82%
82%
81%
82%

CORN.

.July.
63%
54%
53%
64%

Opening....
Highest....

l,owest.

Closing.

June.
54

May.
54

55%
64

64%

54%
63*4
64%

0A1 s.

May.
31%
31%
31%
31%

Opening.
(losing.

Highest.
lowest.

Monday's quotations.
WHEAT.

June.
82%
83%
82%
82%

Opening.
Highest..
Lowest.

Closing.

July.
83%

May.
81%
82%
81%
81%

84%
83%
83%

CORN.

Opeutng.
Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

some

she met at

Durnley (proudly)—Yes, X participated in one
great battle of the Rebellion, and if I do say It
myself I was one of tbe men who led the way.
Featherly—What battle was it? Bull Run?

j

June.
64%
64%

May.
64%
65

64%
64%

64J

64%

64

64

54%

July

64%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Bahrbtt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
BIT O C K 8.
Asked
Par Value, Bid.
Descriptions.
159
Canal National Bank-100 157
148
Casco Nat. Bank.100 146
116
117
First National Bank.100
61
60
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
123
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 121
138
National Traders’Bank.100 136
96
100
Portland Company.
70
66
Portland Gas Company.160
BONDS.
103
State ol Maine 6s, due J 889 _102
116
Portland City 6s,Munlclp’l vanouslOO
125
1907...123
Portland City 6s. R.R. aid
Portland City Funding 4s.101%
102%
105
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
103
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various.... 101
116
..113
Bangor 6ty 6s, long R. R. aid..
122
Bangor City 6s, long Mun....120
106
Bellast City 6s, R, R. aid.104
104
And. A Ken. R. R. 6s, various.... 103
111
Portland A Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896. 109
Leeds A Parming’tn R. R. 6s.109
111
120
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .118
Maine Central R. R. Ccusol 7s....130
132
Malue Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
106
Portland Water Co.
2d mtg 6s.106
106
•
3d mtg 6s.110

Consol 4s.

"

For any
sleep*
lessness, weak stomach, indigestion, dyspepsia,
Pills.
Relief
is sure.
Nerve
Little
Carter’s
try
The only nerve medicine for the price In the marof nervousness,

ket.
_

“I

heam yo’ done git married agin, Br’er Ham-

,a“Fot"afacLBr’er

Squab. I done git married
Dis leap year business
agin my conscience.
slipped my 'membrance, an’ de widder lope on
me so suadint wld de perposal
dat I hatter
s’cuiub,”
No wonder the name of Burnett Is so wel
known; ask for the best flavoring extracts in any
part of the world and Burnett’s are handed you.
At last the foreigners are finding this out.

of

young

James—He lias gone West.
Employer-Smart young man that Jiggsby.
He'll get along at anything he undertakes.
James—Yes, sir; he’s bound o rise in his pres-

ent business.

Employer—What Is he in now?
James—He’s clerking in a powder mill.

Whon Baby was sick,

we gave her Caetoria,
Child, ahe cried for Caetoria,
When she became Miss, she clang to Caetoria,
Whan she had Children, ahe gave them Caatoria,

When ahe

was a

Judge (to officer—A Cell)—Are you sure, sir,
that the prisoner was drunk?
Ofllcer—Is it drunk, yer Honor? Sliure af he
up sehpoke through the tilllpbone the brith uv
’m ud av made the pholes sthagger.
The usual treatment of catarrh Is very
thousands of despairing
On this point a trustworthy
medical wi lier says: "Proper local treatment Is
positively necessary to success, but many, if not
most of the remedies In general use by physicians
afford hut temporary benefit. A cure certainly
cannot be expected from snuffs, powders, douehe9
and washes.” Ely’s Cream Balin is a remedy

unsatisfactory, as
patients can testify.

which combines (lie important requisites of quick
action, specific curative with perfect safety and
pleasantness to the patient.
Ah, John," said a lowng young wife, "It seems
tempting Providence for you to get your life
Insured; almost as 11 you were preparing for
death, you know,” and she cried a little on the
collar of his new coat.
J. 5’1 be foolish, little one,” he gently renmn2JJ should be called suddenly you would
the woll from the door.”
:™010 keen
len thousaud.
John?” she said, with a con-

like

“•M

pork tongues

The lollowlng quotations ol stocks

danv:
Wisconsin
Tv U

^Poultry—Western
young
small
18@14c;

fresh killed turkeys,
do fair to choice, 11®
killed
chickens, nominal
12%c; Northern fresh
at 20 a 22c; do fair to good at 14®18c; jNortliern
fresh'killed fowls at 14®16c; Western fowls and

are

receiver

(UC1CIIUU.

OiJV*

New York and New England Kallroad.
38%
do nret
*115
Mexican Central.116%
F'tnt & Pere Marquette Kallroad com.‘45
:<H rref.. loti
P. 8. &u. *np%
Mexican Central 48.... .. 70%
A ten.,Topeka andjSantal Fe Kallroad. *89%
Bell Telephone
*228%
Chicago, Burlington & Northern. 53
Boston * Albany. 197
Boston* Maine K.
215%
Calllornia Southern Kallroad.| 42%
Eastern Kallroad.123
Eastern KailroadCpref.127%
Calumet & Hecla. 236

•Ex-dividend._

NEW
nas been

at

extra

(•hipL’Pnu 1 (Vn 1 JiP.

Means—^Choice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 90®3 00 *» bush; choice New York large hand
picked do 2 85@2 90; small Vermont hand pick
ed do at 3 10@S16.
May—Choice prime hay at 17 00@18 00; fair to
good at *16 00,6*1« 00; Eastern nne fl2@816;
door to ordinary $12@S14: East swale 10®#11.
straw, choice, 00 00@*23 00; oat straw 9 60

Bye

@10

00.

Potatoes—Houlton Bose at $1 05 U bush; do
Hebrons 856.90c; Aroostook Bose 105;dohebrons at 85@88c: proliflcs at 75c; White Brooks
at 66c.
_

___

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO. April 23, 1888—Cattle marget—re8000;
shipments 3500; strong and higher;
ceipts
steers 3 70®6 lo; Stockers aud feeders at 2 35®
3 66; eows^iulls and mixed 1 66®3 76; through
Texas cattle at 3 76(6,4 20.
Hogs, receipts 21,000; shipments 8000; opened
weak and closed strong; mixed 5 30@6 65; heavy
at 6 46@r, 65; light. 6 2b@5 56; skips 4 006,6 10.
.Sheep—receipts 6000; shipments 1,000; steady;
natives 3 60®« 40; Western 6 0O®6 30; Texans
8 75,0,0 2u. Lambs 6 60®7 00.
Domestic Markets.
NEW
reeeints

iBy Telegraph.]
ViiBK. April 23. 1888.—Flour market—

bbls and 600
24,075 packages; exports
sacks; Arm and dull; sales 22,600 bbls.
Flour quotatious—Fine at 2 106.2 76; supsrlire
Westerniand State 2 45®3 10: common to good
extra Western and State at 2 86(6 3 40; good to
choice uo at 3 60®5 10; common lo choice White
wheat. Western extra at 4 60;a4 76; fancy do at
at 4 8065 10; common to good extra Ohio at 2 85
10; common to choice extra 8t Louis at 2 86®
10; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 60 a 4 80; choice to fancy do at 4 «0,6 6 10. Including 4,20u bbls city mill extra at 4 55@4 75,
2200 bbls nne do 2 10@2 76; 1300 bbls superfine
2 40a3 10; 1800 bbls extra No 2 at 2 86a3 40;
4,700 bbls winter wheat extra at 2 86®5 10, and
—

?6

6 25 for fancy; 8200 bbls Minnesota extra at
2 85®5 10. Southern flour quiet and steady; common to fair extra 8 30@4 10; good to choice 4 60
@5 26. Eye flour steady. Whom—receipts 2200
bush; exports 24,374 bush; sales 12,000 bush;
dull and more or less nominal; No 2 Spring 93c;
No 3 Bed 93Vie: No 2 Bed 94@94ViC elev, 96Vic
delivered. Eve dull. Barley is dull. Ciorn—receipts 34,600 bush: exports 1904 bush, sales 33,O.'O Du; new dull; No 3 at 65@65V4e elev, 66Vic
delivered; steamer at 66c elev; No 2 at 68®88Vi
Wms—reeeints 75.000 bush, exports
store.
hush; salos 80,000 bush; dull and heavy No 8 at
37y»c; White do 41V4(642c; No 2 at 37Vi@38c:
White do at 4lyt@43; No 1 White at 44c; mixed
Western at 86639c; White do 446 45Vic; White
State 43®45Vic. Coffee-fair Kio Arm at 14Vic.

The Nugar market is quiet; refined unchanged;
steady; C 6Vic;Extra C 5%(6;6%c; White Extra O
6yec; Yellow at 6 5-1' @6 7-lGc; standard A
6V4c; Mould A 7Vic; Confectioners A 6%; cut
foal and crushed at 8c;, off A at 6 1-16; oowdered
@7 Vic (granulated at 6%c; Cubeslat 7c. I'eiraIcpui quiet—united at 88Vic. Pork quiet; quoted
Beef is
at 14 60 a 14 7 6 old; 16 00@15 25 new.
dull. Lard dull;Western steam 8 45; city steam
8 oopreflned quoted 8 10 for Continent; S A 9 10.
iluttcr Is steady but rather. Cheese quiet aud
weak.
•freights to Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO.April 21.1888.—The Flour market Is
quiet and Arm. Wheat active and strong; No 2
Spring at 81 Vi@81%c;No 2 lied at 84%e. Corn
Oats weak
is strong but lower—No 2 at 54Vi c
No 2 Bye at
and lower—No 2 at 31Vi@31Vic.
63c.
Barley—No 2 at 77Vi@78c. Frovisions—
Mess Pork quiet and lower at 14 06@14 lo hard
higher at 8 10. Dry salted shoulders 6 76®6 CO;
short clear sides at 7 80S7 86.
Whiskey at 116.
Kecoipts—Flour, 14,000; Obis; wheat.;i6,ooo
oats
tush; corn 98,000 bush;
108,00(1 bu;| rye
2000 bash ;|barley, 10,000 bush.(
Shipments—Flour, 15,000 bbls; wheat, 81,000
bu; corn, 28,1 (00 bush;oats,61,00 ) bu:rye 10.000
bush, barley 11,000 bus!-.
ST. LOUIS. April 23,1888,-The Flour market
Is firm but very quiet. Wheat lilgner— No 2 Bed at
85Vi®86Vic. Corn higher at G0y,@61c. Oats
steady and dull at 30% @31 c. Whiskey at 109.
Frovisions steady. Pork at 14 50. Lard ar 7 60.
Dry salted meats—shoulders at 5 87y»: long clear
at 7 26®7 87Vi; clear ribs 7 37Vi@7 50; short
clear 7 42Vi67 55. Bacon-shoulders at)(l 37Vi ;
long clear at 7 87Vi; clear ribs 8 00®8 05; short
clear 8 26®8 30. Hams at 10 00®12 00.
Keceipts—Flour, 6000|bbls, wheat 17,000 bush,
corn 58,000 bush, oats 51,000|flesh, barley,3,000
bush,rye 0000 bush.

[TSy Telegraph.]
YOKE, April 23. 1888,-Money on call
last
easy, ranging from 2 to 4 per cent.;

loan 2%, closing at 3 per cent. Prime paper at 6
per cent. Sterling Exchange quietland steady.
Kallroad
overmnent bonds active and strong.
bonds fairly active and strong. The stock market
closed active and firm at or near best prices.
iue transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregated 359.171 Bhares.
The louowmg are to-day's tuotations of Government securities:
United States 3s...,
New 4s, reg.124%
New 4s, coup....126
New 4 %s,
reg.107%
New 4%s, coup.107%
Central Pacific lsts....,.114%
Denver & It. Gr. lets.121%

87

ggvj

Erle2ds.

Kansas Pacific
Consols_107%
Oregon Nav. lsts.
110%
Union Pacificist.
114
ao Land Grants.
do 8inkini! Funds.
The following are closing quotations of stocks:

Apr.

23

AdamsExoress. ut
Am. Express..
Central Pacific. 30%
'*
Chesapeake & Ohio.
Chicago A Alton.13G
do pref
.leo
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy.,.. 120
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.... 109yB
Delaware, Lacka. & Western....130
Denver A Kio Grande.18

Erie.

26%
Erie pref. 68%
Illinois Central.120|
Ind. Bloom & West. 13
Lake Erie & West. 16
Lake Shore. 90%
Louis a Nash. 66%
Manhattan Elevated. 89%
Michigan Central. 79%
Minn «»:. Louis.
0%
dopref..... 16%
Missouri J’aciflc. 74%
New .Terr"v Central. 83
Nor. 1 acltfe common.
23%
dopref. 48Vs

Northwestern.108%

'em pref
North
.142V*
New York Central .106%
New York. Chicago & St. louts.. 16
do pref. 66
Miss. 21
Ohio

Out. & Western.. 16%
Oregon Traus-Oont’l. 23

Pacific Mall.|34

11,000 bills,Jwheat;i0,000

Shipments—Flour

bush, coil, 109,000 hush, oats 2,OOo bush, parley
O.OOti bush.rye 10.000 bush.
DETBOIT, Apr 23,1888—Wheat—No 1 White
Corn—No 2 at 66c.
at 88%c;No 2 Bed at 88%c.
Oats—No 2 at 34% c.
bush.
Wheal—receipts 6,400
NEW OBLKANS. April 23 1888,-Cottou is
n.i.MIlii..

Ci

Apr. 21
tus
109
29%
'4U/4
135
160

119%
108%
129%
18%
26

67%
119%
13
14%
90%
66%
I 88%
79%
0%
16%
74%
82%
23%
48%
108%
142

106%
16%
66

21%
16

22%
33

MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.
Sid fill Newcastle, NSW, Well 8d. ship Willie
Keed, Yates, Wilmington, Cal; barque Haydn
Brown, Havener, Hong Kong ; 16th, Emily F
Whitney, Hollins. Manila.
Sid till Honolulu 6th Inst, barque Vllora H Hopkills, Blood. Sau Francisco.
Ar at St John. Pit. 9th Inst, seh Hannah F Carltoil, Bryant, Portland, (and sailed for Ponce.)
Ar at Cieufuegos 16th iust, barque Emita, Nash,
FROM

New York.

Notice to Mariners.
Office of U. S. Light House Inspector, )
First District,
Portland. Me, April 23.1888. )
Notice Is hereby given that au iron Spindle, 82
leet high, surmounted by a cylindrical iron cage,
has been erected on Norton's Itecf, Pleasant Bay,
Maine, in place of the Iron tripod which was destroyed by the sea.
By order of the L. H. Board,
O. A. Batchki.lek,
Commander, U. 8. N.,
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.
Memoranda.
news columns.
Barque Wallace, recently ashore at Ocean City,
was sold by auction last week, at Philadelphia,
to John Schrader lor $1400. She will be used for
& coal barge.
Sell Ablne 8 Walker, from Vlnalhaven for Philadelphia,;wlth granite, stranded on Hereford 21st.
She was assisted oil without damage.
Sch Fannie Whitmore, Whitmore, at Philadelphia Irom Sagua, reports. Apl 18, oH Hatteras,
had a heavy cale from NW, during which lost
mainsail and jib.
Philadelphia, April 23-Scli Knnm, of Portland,
before reported ashore at Ocean City, was floated
this morning and left in tow for Philadelphia.

J3r“See general

___

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 14tli. ship Harry MoFse,
Nanaimo.
Murphy,
,,
Ar 22d, ships Fredk Billings. Sherman, Liverpool! (Dec 20); Tacoma, Otis, Philadelphia, (Nov
28); Hence, Adams, Baltimore, (Dee 8).
Cld 14th, barque C O Whitmore, Thompson, for
Port Townsend,.
Sid I6th. seb Jf B Walker, Wallace, Seattle.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 21st, sell Minnie C Taylor,-Burns. New Orleans.
MOBILE—Ar 20th, sch Cyrus Hall, Coombs,
Key West.
FERNANDINA- Cld 20th, sch Norombega,
Hardlug, San Fernando; Maud Snare, Dow, New
York.
Ar 21st, sen W F Green, Crockett, Boston.
Cld 21st, sen Georgle L Drake, Goldtttwaite, lor
Washington.
SAVANNAH—Cld 21st, sch Lizzie S Haynes,
Sawyer, llarleu.
Sid fm Baileys Mills 190), sch SaUlla, Skolfleld,

H

lun

SAVANNAH, April 23, 1888.—Cotton Is dull;
ddiiug 9 6-16c.
CHaBLKHTON, April23.1888.--Citton steady;
n,Milling 9 9-10C.
MfeJnhHIS, April 23,1888,-^Cottuu firm; mlddlijg at 9%:'.
MOBILE,April 23. 1888.—Cotton is quiet; mtdI'.iinp UVic.
m

__

European Markets.
91C3-16

for money.
LONDON. April 23. 1888.-U. S. 4%s, 109%.
LIVlRPjOL, April 23, 1888.—Ootlou market—
business good and prices firm; uplands at r> 6-I«d;
Orleans at fi%ri; sales 12,000 bales; speculation
and export 2000 bales.

LIVERPOOL.April 23.1888—limitations-W,u
ter wheat 6s 8d,q,«s 9d; Spring wneai at 6s 7 u
(a(is Od; Club at 6s 9d@0s Od. Corn— mixed Western at 6s 3d; peas 6» 7d. Provisions, Fv.—Perk
67s Od: bacon at 40s 6d for short clear aud 38s
9d for long clear. Che tse 69s for white and 66s
f< r colored. Tallow 26 6d. Lara at 41s.

&AILIN8 ?»AY8 OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

York..Liverpool. ..Apl 24
l'lnladclplila.New York .Laguayra—Apl 26
Saale. New York..Bremen.Apl 26
Germanic.New York..Liverpool_Apl 26
Westeruland.New York. Antwerp.Apl 20
A Isa.New York..Hayti.Apl 26
Alaska .New

Santiago.New York..Cleufucgos,..Apl

..

CHARLESTON—Cld 21st, sch Helen A Chase,
Southard. Baltimore.
WILMINGTON. NC—Cld 21st, brig George E
Dale, Bartlett, Port de l'alx; seb Aldlne, Denni-

Spain.

son, Port

NORFOLK—Ar 21st, sell Eftte J Simmons. Bulger, Red Beach.
sin 21 si. sells Marv E Morse, for Portsmouth;
Kubt G Dun, for Portland.
Sid both, sell Frank T Stinson, Reed, Bangor.
BALTIMORE—Cld 21st, sob R D Bibber, Pltikham, Salem.
Ar 22d ship Tam O Shanter, Harding, fm New
York.
Sid 21st, sebs M C Hart, Helen G Moseley, ai d
H D Bibber.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, seb Fannie Whitmore. Whitmore, Sagua.
Cld 21st, schs M A Acliorn, Achorn, Rockland;
W R Chester. Thompson, Boston; Geo M Adams,
Staudisli, Portland.
Ar 22d, barque Leventer, Gerry, Darien.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 21st, sch Belle
Hooper, Gilkev. Cardenas.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 20th, sell F Nickerson,
Scott. Portland.
NEW YOKE—Ar 21st, schs Frank Herbert, fm
Carver’s Harbor; Zampa. Machias; Wm Butman,
Rockland; Flora A Sawyer. Providence; Nellie
Rockland; Zampa, and Horteusia,from Machias;
Duroc, Providence; J H Perry, Tliomaston.
Ar 22d, barque Freeda A Willey, Willey, Apalachicola, schs Grace Davis, Dyer, Cardenas 10 ds;
M A Willey, Willey, Fernaudlna; Lizzie Chadwick, Chadwick, Darien; Lizzie Brewster, Jonesboro; Etta A Stlmpson, Portland.
Cld 2lst, sell Susan N Pickering, Haskell, for
Galveston.
Sid 22d, barque Isaac L Skolfleld, for Calcutta;
sch Alfaretta Campbell, for Matanzas.
NEW LONDON—Slu 20th, sch Fosttua, Phllbrook, Fernaudlna.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, sch Agnes 1 Grace,
Seavey, Peusacola.
Sid 20th, sch Walker Armington, Drinkwater,
Baltimore.

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sailed 21st, brig
Woodbury, Brown, Wood’s Holl for Richmond;
schs Lizzie Guptill. Pinkham, Fall River tor Rockland ; M P Smith, Douglass, Bostdb for New York.
Ar 21st, schs Laura Robinson, Matthews, New
Bedford fur New York; Elvira. Lamson, NYork
fur Mt lleseit; Nellie E Gray, Pinkham, Raritan

f°NKW

BEDFORD—Ar 20tli, sch F T Drlsko,

Di'isko. Red Beach.
EDGAKTOWN —Ar 20th, sobs Addle Wessels,
Miller, Amboy lor Rockland; AUie Oakes, Merriman, Hoboken for Saco.

BOSTON—Ar 22d. barque Navesink. Hall, Madays;! brigs Eugeue Hale, Surinam; H
C Sibley. Hichboru, Pascagoula; IdaAThurlow,
Grand
Manuii; Coin Foote, Spear, RockGllddeu,
laud; Frolic, Pinkham. Boothbay.
Sid 21st, schs T A Lambert, Ella M Watts. J K
Smith, and Emma Crosby.
Passed Highland Light 22d, sch Chas E Balcli,
Appliia & Amelia, A W Kills, J M Haynes, Franconia, Addle Wessels, Two Brothers, Manltou,
Loriug C Ballard, A F Crockett, Palatka.
Ar 23d, schs •Pliiueas W Sprague, Strong, from
Matanzas; L A Burnham, Watts, Apalachicola;
tanzas 14

Talker, Georgetown, SC; Maud D
Dudley,!Oliver, Port Royal: Appliia & Amelia,

Piancaula,

Willard, Raritan; Palatka, Chaples. Hoboken.
Cld 23d, brig Elizabeth Winslow,Oakes, Norfolk

Arthur V 8 Woodrug, Nicholson, Bucksport.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 21st, schs James A Gray,
Saco for Boston; Marcia G Bailey, Boston for CoGen Hail, do for Tliomaston;
lumbia Falls;
ltobt Ripley, Camden for Boston.
-Ar
BATH
19th, schs J 8 Lowell, Reed, Boston,
and proceeded up river; Harry Messer, Smith,
do
Portland
do; Perseverance, Willard, do do.
Ar 21st, schs Jas Barrett,Preble, Perth Amboy;
H B Metcalf, Fossett, do tor HaUowelL
Sid 21st, sch Ada Bailey, White, Brunswick.
GREEN’S LANDING, April 17-:Ar, sch 8 A
Paine, Bushey, Boston.
sell

It is Absurd

Forei&n Ports.
19th. barque Elinor
Vernon, Berry. New York, 101 days.
At Sydney, NSW, Mch 31, ships Wm H Smith,
Merritt, lor Sail Francisco; Parker M Whitmore,
Whitmore, from and for Sail Francisco; St David,
Pearson, from do for Wilmington, Cal; William H
Macey, Amesbury, do for do.
At Houg Hong Mch 14, ship Tltau, Allyn, for

Houg Kong.

Arat Calcutta prer to 20th inst, ship Vigilant,
Gould. New York.
Sid fm Bilboa 17th Inst, barque N Gibson, Kisley, Philadelphia.
Pendleton,
Arat Antwerp 19th, ship Nancy
Pendleton, Portland. O.
from
St
19th.
Fales,
John,
Ar at Liverpool
ship
San Francisco.
18th
Sid fm Cardiff
inst, ship Hecla, Snow, for

Accapulco.

Ar at Santos Mch 26. sch Edw Johnson, Warren, Pernambuco.
Ar at Surinam Mch 20th, sch Susie P Oliver,
Snare, Georgetown, SC.
Arat Demar&ra 1st inst, sch Wm Frederick,

Burgess, Baltimore.

Arat Matauzas 17th Inst, sch Sadie WlUcutt,
Hart, Philadeldhia.
sld 16th, harque Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, for

Philadelphia.

Sooken.
Feb 12, lat 28 S, lou 30 W, ship Wandering
from
New York for Shanghai.
Jew, Nichols,
Feb 12, lat 28 S. Ion 30 W. ship Henry Vlllard,
Perkins, from Philadelphia for lilogo.
March 12. lat 10 N, Ion 29 W. sell John F Merrow, steering south.
April 8, lat 32 65 N. lou 139 46 W, ship Edw
O’Brien, from Sail Francisco for Sydney, NSW.
April 16, lat 36, Ion 83 40. barque Edw Cushing

ELY’S

CREAM

QatarrH

BALM^fLY’s^
th

Clea uses
Nasal Passages,
Allays Pain

Infianiinati o

n

,g^jA^FEVER®»^A
/$<$£*

Sores,||h

Heals the
ltest ores t li
Senses of
and Smell.

7

egg

x

TasleigB'

TRY

UliCUeE.j^-^EvItt

particle is applied into cach!Snostril*|and if
agreeable. Trice 60 cents at druggists; by mail,
registered, 60 cts. ELY BROTHERS. 236 Greenwich St.. New York.
jan28eod&wnrmly
A

■ m

II

If
II

26

Go

\t

-

11 Suffer

any

Pain,

Have Any Soreness,
Feel Any Weakness,
Have a Lame Back,
send straight as you can to the drug

Villi
V UN

I WW

or
store

28
28
28
28
New
York..
La Bourgogue..
Havre.Apl 28
Umbria.New York..Liverpool....Apl 28
Maranlianse.New York. .Para.Apl 30
Advance.New York..Rio Janeiro May 2
Caracas.New York..Laguayra...May 6
Alvo.New York..Hayti.Mav 2
Citv of Atlanta...New York..Havana.May 3

aud iusist

on

having the V

anioutt

Hop Plaster

-

It will Caret never falls to give Instant
relief. Virtues of fresh hops, hemlock and
balsam united. The perfection of plas*rs, clean and sweet. 25c., five for $1.00,
or mailed for price.
HOP PLASTER CO., Proprietors, Boston.

Sine

4

(

Bothnia.Boston.Liverpool. ..May 6

BOLD KED.il. .'AIU8. 1878.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.APRIL 24.

BAKER'S

suS sen:::::::::::37,HlghwaterIv.:::: SiS
08»el*bt"" I ^.longlS
Moonsets

Brilfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
C'oi on. from which ihe excees of
Oil has tx>en removed. lthnafArce
times.the strength of Cocoa mixed

JSTKWS.

PORTLAND.

PORT

MONDAY, April 23.
Arrived.
Steamship Eleauora, Bennett, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle.
Steamer New Brunswick. Hilliard, Boston for
East port aud St John, NB.
Sell Ellen Crusoe, (late Jones,) Monrovia—general c argo to S C Dyer & Co. Capt Junes was
killed by lightning at Monrovia, aud Mr Hume,
mate, died on the passage home.
Sell Joseph Souther, Belano, Darien—lumber to
Deerlng & Winslow.
Sell C K Atwood, Wharf, Norfolk—oysters to
Timmons & Hawes.
Sell Nannie Waterman, Newcomb, Rappahannock—oysters to ll Freeman.
Sch J Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Newport
News—coal to B & M KR.
Sch Lorlng C Ballard. Bearse, Georgetown, I)C—
Sch chas E Baled, Mansou, Baltimore— coal (o
Randall & McAllister,
Sch .1 W Raymond, (By Collins, Westport, NS—
dry fish and potatoes to Twltchell, Champlln & Co.
Sch Sadie Corey, Lowe, Boston—phosphate to

Kendall & Whitney.
Sch Marcia Bailey, Cole, Boston.
Sen Onward, Lowell, Boston.
Sell Caroline Krtescher, Devereux, Bucksport.
Sch Wm Koine,Siminous, Friendship.

CORRESPONDENT.
W1SCA8SET, April 22-Ar, sells Cock of the
Walk, Lewis, Portland; Lawrence Haines, Tibbetts, Boston.
FROM OUR

|

expect

a cure

they refrain

for Indigesfrom eating

tion, unless
what is unwholesome; but if anything
will sharpen the appetite and givo tone
the

to

digestivo organs,

it is

saparilla. Thousands all

Ayer’s

Sur-

the land
the merits of this medicine.
Mrs. Sarah Burroughs, of 318 Eighth
street, South Boston, writes :
My hus-

testify

to

band has taken
Dyspepsia and
been

over

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, for
torpid liver, and has

with'Starch,

and is

Arrowroot

therefore far

cal, costing

or

Sugar,

economiless than one cent a
more

delicious, nourishing,
fctrrngthening, easily digested, and
cup.

A Confirmed

tor

invalids

as

well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAER & CO., Dorchester, Mass,
Din l>l»nm\' Steady sales. We want reliable
Will limn 1ft. parties as sole Agents In every
County to sett the unequalled Danntnever Hydraulic Self Working Washer, different from all
others, does Its own work to perfection without
labor or injury to clothes; saves from *50 to *800
annually to families, hotels, etc. oneA trial con-a
seeking
vinces the most skeptical. No
profitable Agency should fall to apply with stamp
for particulars at once. JJANNMEYKK M'F'G
aprl2eodlm»
CO., New York City.

To Vessel Owners.
Clyde Marine Kailway has been thor
1 ought? rebuilt, aud is now In readiness to
take oul all vessels lu need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed
W. 0. STIMPSON, Jb..
Address,
t’ort Clyde, Me.
deciedti
; a

i It K Port

piece.

cent

“Wilson”
Return to 16
on collar, answers to “Hero.”
FREE STREET and get reward.1S-1

LOMT—Newfoundland

dog, name

of

cans (made
not go into

lot of one quart milk
for the new measure which did
use) that we have bought at a loss
turer, and shall sell at 6 cts. each,
El.l.’S 6c. Store, 520 Congress St.

FOUND—A

to manufacat MITCU18-1

end of Coupe Axle. Any.
one finding same on the street will be well
paid by leaving at F'KKNALD & SAWYER’S
2-13
STABLE, 697 Congress Street.
nut from

LOUT—A

Dyspeptic.

for years from Indigestion, be was at
last induced to try Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
and, by its use, was entirely cured.
Mrg. Joseph Aubin, of High street,
Holyoke, Mass., suffered for over a year
from Dyspepsia, so that she could not
eat substantial food, became very weak,
aud was uuablo to care for her family.
Neither the medicines prescribed by
physicians, nor any of the remedies
advertised for the cure of Dyspepsia,
helped her, until she commenced the
of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Three
bottles of this medicine,” she writes,
cured me.”

use

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer Sc Co., Lowell, Mass.
Price $1; six bottles, $5. Worth $5 a bottle.

situation

a

is

as

ly competent, quick and correct at figures and
understands both single and double entry ship-

situation

american lady
by
WANTS
nurse
housekeeper; has had experIn both. Call at 58 BROWN ST.
23-1
D—A

an

or

as

ience

WOKKINUMEN—Should

examine Brown's

For com“32.00 Waukenphast Boots.”
fort, durability and appearance they are unexcelled. Notice show window.
BROWN, 401
21-1
Congress street.

a

2 buggies; 2 phaetons
all In good order. At 897 Congress street. KERNALD & SAWYER._21 1

WANTED—Furnished

per pair.
BROWN, 481 Congress

130K

fflO LET—Dr. Lamb has a fine
X Congress St., and two good

Street to let; has

the

front

sun

21-1

FAKiII

new French roof cottage
B. streets, West End.
finished rooms, good cellar, large lot
73x100, room for another house, sunny exposure.
N. S. GARD1NDR, 40 Exchange St.21-1

contains 9

let on
Pearl
morulng until
21-1

house to
rents on

I.

denR

21-1

stairs rent of eight rooms,

LET-One

up
bath room and store room, at 65
TObesides
street. Possession given the 1st of May.

eodtf

riiu

i<n. i—A.u

A

sums

up

21-1

at/

icuaucm

19-1

desirable unfurnished rooms,

Very
In suit; call between 2 and 4
TO
singly
and
at 024 CONGRESS STREET,
—

or

or

7

opposite

9p.m.

FOK

FAIcniNfl* PROPEKTY-A large and
FOR

comodlous douse with L, containing twenty furnished rooms, suitable for a convenient boarding
house, ean easily be changed Into separate tenements, is nicely painted and blinded, Is within
four minutes walk of depots, schools and church,
stores and mills. Lot is 70x100 feet. Stable with
3 stalls, Sebago water, good drainage; will sell at
a bargain.
Enquire of or correspond with G. D.
19 1
WEEKS, Gorham,

Me._
ok

for male

to

and bath
feet, situated
room, sewerage perfect; lot
on Spring street, upper end, in one of the best
neighborhoods In the city; price *6.300; terms of
payment very easy. Address P. 0. BOX 1176, or
apply at 258 Middle St. Kent *550 per

year.^

COLCORD

W.

J.

143 PEARL STREET.
<ttf

jau24

Dr.

D.

Major
announces

to

MacRae.
public that Canthe

the

positively cured, by removing
from the blood, by constitutional and local
treatment, without cutting. AJso Cancer of the
literal*, Fistula, Pile*, Merofala. Eczema,
Erysipelas, and all other Malignant Ulcerations
cured by him. Send for indisputable references,
has hau over 25 years experience in the treatment of the above mention diseases. 3 /9 Comgees* Ht. Portland, Me. _uprSdly
cer can now

be

19-1

mo LET-Two small convenient healthy rents
A at 76 Danfortll St„ near High; will be let to
right parties at *8.00 per mouth. Enquire of

SIRS. CURTIS,

on

premises.19-1

LET-French roof cottage, 8 rooms and
bath room; heated with hot water, cellar
cemented; 82 Quebec 8t.; with stable or without.
Enquire at STORE, opposite.18-1

TO

fSEMlNBlin CABDN.

Respectfully

some

Exchange St.

One Fare the Round

oause

J.KT—Unfurnished front chamber with alcove, hot and cold water, good closet room.
HIGH STREET.13 1

mo

A

171

LET—A furnished front chamber, opposite Lincoln Park, containing two closets,
price #1.60 per week; also up stairs reut of live
rooms at 99 Lincoln St., price #12.60 per month.
Inquire 126 FEDERAL STREET, left handbell.

TO

H10-2

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant TO
and Botanic Physician.
E.KT—The

DR.

TO

spacious chambers 30x120,

over B. B. Farnsworth & Co., in
Block. GEO. W. WOODMAN, Agent.

Woodmau
29-tf

Store Nos. 117 and 119 Middle
EET
street; one of the finest stores in the oity;
suitable for wholesale or retail, or both; with a
lovely basement, dry and lighted on three sides,
almost equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, 104 Brackett
O

—

street._23-4

LET-Up-stairs rent of six rooms and onehalf of staole; sebago water in house; on

TO

Maple Street, Deering. Enquire of J. B. DONNELL, 79 Commercial St.. Portland._2i~.-4

LET.

TO

TTOUSE with stable connected,

BERRY,

and (paid

ffloolc'j Job

No. 37 Plum Street,

31Vi Exchange St., Portland,

dtt_

J. A. Merrill &

Co.,

JEWELERS.
Manufacturers and Dealers in Military
and Society Doods, Lodge Outfits,
Regalias, Gold and Silver

Laces, Fringes, Badges,
Medals, Etc., Etc.

STREET,

MUSIC FOR FLOWER TIME.
Of the 3.000,000 Sheets of Music which are In
our stock, very many are appropriate to sing and
to play, not only (tra-la), among the spriug flowers,
hut throughout the open air season, with Its festivals, convent ions ana concerts. Consult catalogues,
or find the "Dltsou and Co.” music in any respectable music store.

EXCHANCE STREET.

mar26_<Um
LEASE !
TO
After March 1,

Reluming-A special train will leave Bangor

SO N CSS OF PROMI!SK(35c.)Hoflor SONG H'OKHHIP (35 cts.)
aa

Praise Meeting Books,

will examine the

new

KITTLE
SONKS AND KAMEM FOR
ONES (12), Jenks, or for Common Schools.
UNITED VOICES (50 cents,) Emerson, or for
High Schools, KOVAL sinkek (60 cts.) Emerson.

Musical Conventions
will examine or sing trora Emerson’s

JEHOVAH'S PR UNE ($l),or his
( ONCERT NFLEd iONN ($1), from Zerr aim’s
APOGRAPH ($1), or Tenny’s
AITIERM'AN HALE CHOIR ($1).
Send for Lists ami Descriptions.
Any Book mailed for Retail Price.
Liberal discount for quantities.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,
apl4

BOARD.
WANTED—A suite of rooms
for man and wife or two gentlemen, with
board. Also table girl wanted; at Blanchard
House, Free street, next to Corey’s Furniture
21-1
Store.

BOAKDKRK

orcuiMb

3. STANLEY & SON,
will be sold low in the original
package to close the estate.

R, STANLEY&S0N,

—

OF THE

««

EXCURSIONS 10 CALIFORNIA.
EVERY WEEK JA ALL LINES.

Ticket
For tickets and information, apply
& Maine B. R-. Commercial stieet
StaHon. Lowest rates to all points West and

_deo20dtf

RRSTflN & MFW YORK STOCKS
Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders by mail

on

or

a

margin of 2 per cent.

telegraph,

Specialty.

a

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,

are

proposing to have such work done, that all permits should be taken out as soon as possible, that
the nuisance which accompanies the prosecution
of such work during the hot months may be avoided. F. A. Libby and Chaa. G. Pliinney are licensed
by the Board lor this work. Orders for their services may be left at the office of the Deputy Mur■hnla, Police Station.
Portland, April 13, 1888.ap!3d2w

Bo8t°n’

M<l8fi>m

re-

second-hand 12 horse power
one 14 horse power boiler with
inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Biddelord. Me.ocStf
MALE—1

FOR
engine, and

heated pump,

MAIjE or TO LET—Farm la Falmouth, lVa miles from Colley’s Corner,
known as the Cbenery Farm; of about ninety
acres in wood, pasture and tillage; house contains
8 good rooms; very pleasant. For terms enquire
of S. CHENKRY, 7 Custom House Wharf, Port8-8
land.

FOR

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, O. P. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

Nov. 28.1887.

Fee If osioa 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40 8.8t p. m.
Hasten far Porllnod 7.30. 8.80, A in. 1.00.
4.00 p.m. (5.00 p. m. arriving No. Berwick at
8.00 p. m„ connecting with 9.36 p in. train for
Portland.) Nraroro Brack, Pur Faial,
Haro, Biddefard 7.30. 8.40,10.26 a. m., 3.30,
•5.80,6.16 p. m. Old Orckurd, 7.30, 8.40,
10.26 a. m„ 12.40,3.30, *6.30,6.16 p. in. Norik
Berwick,Great Falls, Dorel 7.30, 8.40 Am.,
Exeter, Haverhill,
12.40, 3.30, •h.SO p.m.
Cawrenee, I.owell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40,
3.30 p. in.
Hachcsler, Farmiagloa, Allan
Bat. 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p. m. Mxackean
and Concur I (via Lawrence) 8.40 a.m., (via So.

in

—LIMB FOB—

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Meiloo.
From New York, pier toot of Canal Bt., North
Hlver. for Has Crnncisca via The latliiuus ef
Paiaaanaa.
CITY OF PABA sails Tuesday, May 1, Noon.
From Ban Francisco. 1st and Bran nan 8ti.
For Japan and China,
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Tuesday, May 1,
3 p. m.
For Freight,
or geneial Information
Passage,
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E.

A.

4c

ADAH'S

Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarboro Crossing.
SUNDAY TBAINH
for Boston 1.00, 4.16 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scar
boro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.

For Boston at!2.00 a.m., dally,19.00
16.00 p. ru. Boston far Portland 7.30, 9.00 a.
ra„ 12.30 p. m. (»*7.00 p.m. dally). Cape Klixabeth. 9.00 a. m. (5.30 p. m. West. Civ. Pass.)
Sues 9.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Hiddeford 2.00, 9.00
a.m„ 1.00,8.00 p. m. Port.mouth Newburyport, Salem. I ron 2.00, 9.00 a. m„ 1.00, 6.00
p.m. Amesbury 9.00a.m., 1.00, 6.00 p. m.
tConnects with Halt Lines for New York.

a.m.Jl.OO,

CO..

113 Mlatc Hired, Car. Brand Ml., Basina.

elO_

_dtt

HALVE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.

(Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
••West Division—North Berwick to Scarboro
Crossing.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
for rale at Pertlaad Htatiea Ticket OBce and
at Caiaa Ticket OBce, 40 Exchange Htreet
JAS. T. KUKBEK, Oen’l Manager,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf ou Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
SB, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
sept21-dtfGeneral Agent

Boston

D. i. FLANDERS, Gen. P. A T. A,
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent,
Portland

~Internationa!

oct21dtf_

LAO

I run

I. U ALAI 3
—

New

O

I.

FOB

JUrlll

—

AND ALL PABT8 OF

MONDAY. April'Jd, INN*.
Passenger Trains will leave

On and after

nALirAA

If. O..

H.

0

Portland

WINTER ARRANU 1EMENT887-8.
The Steamers of this Une will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
aod THURSDAY at 6.00 r. M., for EA3XPOBT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Tnruugh tickets issued and baggage cheeked to
destination. KP*Frelght received upto 4.00 r. ».
Pur Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE,
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.
novl4dtf

FOR

MALE—In

dis-

good
laud, young
and timber sufllcient, buildings suitable for farmer, well watered; terms easy, Enquire on premises of MOSES

ows, wood

WATERHOUSE^

male
House and lot 180 state St.
Brick house and very desirable lot, number
State street, westerly side, uear Pine street; for
terms apply to J. S. KICKER.leb22tl
—

FOR SALE—The spacious residence of Geo. W. Woodman, situated on Yanghan, Pine and Chadwick streets, one of the finest in
the city, about 58,000 feet of land;
will be sold as a whole or divided
into lots. For particulars apply to
JOHN F. PROCTOR,

STEAHER ENTERPRISEHDAPT. ALFRED RACE.
After Jan. 1, 188S, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Turaday at w.:to
a. us., for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Boothbay and I'emaquid.
Every Friday at N.IIO a. m., will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbav.
Returning will leavePeinanuld every IVrdanduy at 7.00 a. as., for Portland amt Intermedl
ate Landings.
Every Nalurday at s.oo a. at., will leave
East Boothbay for Portland and Intermediate
Landings, arriving In Portland about 3.00 p. in..
connecting with Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken for the above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf by
W. H. Bohauon. Telephone No. 687 F.
A. MONTGOMERY. Pres.
jaulSdtf

Centennial

FOR SALE.
FOR MALE—I will
13 sell the whole or a part ol my Brick Yard
to some man that understands the business aud
would like to go Into the brick business, good
stock and good trade, rent reasonable, a good
chance for any one that wants to go Into the business, and will sell at bargain If sold before May
first,

60

FARE ONLY $1.00.

r.

anla.

u

nnnH

nhannn

irvitn

tit

call on us for particulars. H. W.
LOVEJOY & CO., North Bridgton, Maine.
mh!2eow4w

money; write

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
Through tickets for Providence, Lawcll,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boaton every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYLB. Manager.
novltl

or

—

city

goods
Maine; doing

tion

a fine business; thorough investigaW. F. CaKinvited; established years.

KUTHEKS, 11 Court street, Boston.21-1

buys
1JM»Kcash and family grocery
MACE—*1500

just its value

or

Copies Sold.

Nervous and Physical Debility. PremaDecline, Errors of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
Lost Manhood, impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
Blood, and the untold miseries consequent thereon.
Contains Hon pages, substantial embossed bindipg, full
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
gilt.
published in the English language. Price only (1 by
mail, (Kistpaid, and concealed m a plain wrapper. Illustrative s&ngde free if yocTsend now.
PUBLISHED by tJxo PEABODY MEDICAL
INSTITUTE. No.4 llulfiiicli Si.BoMnn.Mnee.
PARKER, M. D.f Consulting Phyp. H.
dciun, to whom all orders should be addressed

mylO_

eod&wly

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT GO.

of Emmetsburg, Iowa. Established 1872.
Authorized fa pi I la I.81.000,000
Paid Tp Capital.
(100,000
75,000
Murpln. ..
oilers for sale, at par and accrued Interest, (S per
cent and 7 per cent first mortgage loans on farms
in Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
at three and four times the amount loaned thereon
Also Its
and fully guaranteed by tills company.
own 0 per cent debenture bonds, and farther secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
collateral, with Mercantile Trust Co., of New
York trustee. A supply of mortgages ana bonds
constantly on hand, which investors are invited to
call ami examine. Coupons cashed on presentation. Please apply personally, or by letter, for list
C. C.
of references and other information,
(ill At* (IAN, Gen. Agent, Ox ford Building
1*5 Middle Mirer I, Doom 3.

dec20eodtiin

Nebraska!

homes, mild climate, rich soil, good
will double in two
population
will also double; will soon be chief
values
years;
manufacturing city lu the State; immense water
power; eight railroad outlets, with others surveyed or building; come, take advantage of her
excursions from all eastern
magic growth;
points at half rates. For circulars address
ROAKt) OP I'KAUG, Beatrice, Web.
eodlin&wlmliS
mh27

Fn V"!8 I

k||L|i ■f

I llbb

A 26-PACE
ILLUSTRATED
PAPER

the Mail. Cliiunlr,Production..
Manufacturing ludu.tric. and Mineral
WcaDhof Virgina and other Southern States.
Write to
U’, B BKYII.L. Gen I Pa«>. A»e.,i
ROANOKE, VA
nih27eodlm&wl6
Enclosing 2-cent Stamp.

Descriptive

of

WATCH FOR THE

W. and O.

at

rooms connected; a
in a smart city 20

stock and fixtures of
store; will sell for

apprtsal; a tenement of six
bargain at tile price; located
W. F.
21-1

miles out of Boston.
CARKUTHKKS. 11 Court street. Boston.
MALE

Rumford Falls & Buekfield Railroad.
Winter

From PHILADELPHIA
-t.

erari

Tuesday

and

at 13

T. Rahway, 8.45 a. m.;
Portland,
Lewiston !>.50: Mechanic Falls (mixed train) 10.W.
Minot
at
11.15; K. Hebron ll,SOj
50; arriving
Buckfleld .12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
m.
1.00
Canton
12.40;
p.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.30f
E. Hebron 3.40: Buckfleld 3.50; B. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.12: Canton 4.27
RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.30, 9.00 a. cl;
arriving at Portland 8.45 a. nr., 12.15 p. m.
8TACJE CONNECTION*.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.50 p. m. for W. 8umner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Pern
5.30; Dtxfleld 0.00; Mexico 7.00p.ra.; also tor
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 6.00, Dutfleld 7.00 a. rn.: arriving at Port-

Friday.

m.

Insurance one-hall tbe rate ol
sailing vesseL
Freights lor the Wqst bv the Penn. R. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Reund Trip SIS.
Panage *10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
B. B. nAMPNON, Anal,
70 Lang Wharf. Hwlvs.
Bldtf

BEEP

A smart intelligent gentleman of good
personal appearance and not afraid of
work to till a permanent and renumcralive position. Apply with references on
Wednesday, April Seth, front 9 to 1- a.
J* K. BAKRIfc,
in.,to
Preble House. Poriluud.
apr23d3t*
middle-aged man to do chores
and work in garden, must uuderstaud the
care of cows.
Apply at once at house of F. O. J.

WANTED—A
BODGE, Peering,

Me._2-*-l

K K ■A «E P A1N T K K. W AN T E D A t
21-1
1. HOV Et.

CA71 Portland street. J.

TXT ANTED—A blacksmith
steam shovel. Apply at
Congress St. Depot.

VV

for work on a
WORK near new
18*i

to collect small pictures to
copy and enlarge in crayon, India ink and
water color; salary paid and outfit free. Address
with references for particulars EASTERN COPYING CO., 21 Main St., Bangor. Me._14-tt

WANTED—Men

Three

WANTED
your vicinity;

honest, pushing

in

men

Portland k Rochester R. R
ARRANGEMENT OF

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
and After March 1st, I8S8.
Leave Portland lor Peak’s 6.45, 8.30,8.00 a. m.,
2J6,6.00, 6.10 p. m. Leave Portland for Cusbing’s Island 6.30 a. in., 5.00 p. m. Leave Portland
for Long Island, Little and Great Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethens 8.00 a m., 2.15 p. m.
marldtl
0. W. T. G0D1NG, Geu'l Agent.

•
at 1.00 p. m.
For Kot Hester, Mpriagvalr, Alfred, W a lets
boro, and Rare Hirer at 7.30 a. m., 1.00
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
For Gorham at 7.30 a. tn., 1.150. 3.00,
0.30, and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Far Macrnrappa,Cumberland Mills, W* *
brook Junction and Woudfurd’s al 7..#*
and 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 0.30 and
(mixed) *0.-T O p. m.
For Forest A esse (lircrls|) lO OO a* s,
,'liOOand 0.30 p. m.
The I .OO p. m. train from Portland connects a>
Ayer Janet, with lloosac Tanuel Houle lot
die West, and at Caiun Depot, Worcester, lei
New York via Norwich f.iar, and all rait,
ria Mpriaadeld, also with N. Y. A N. K. K. K
“Steamer Maryland Route”) lor Philadelphia,

special inducements now;
fast-selling specialties. Don’t delay. Salary from
start. BROWN BROTHERS, Nurserymen, Rochester, N.

Y.__12

2

boys’ cast off clothing
WANTED—Men's and
Flease call or

▼ T
Cash paid for it.
to CHAS. A. MOORES, 329

send postal
Fore street. Also for

2-4
platform scale._
men of
TT/’ANTED—Young
energy and bonesTf
ty to take orders for “Gately’s Universal
Educator,” a thorough anil complete encyclopaedia and business guide; Indorsed as such by every
one that has seen it, and by every paper of national reputation in this country and Canada. The
lioaton Herald says of the book: “It is a carefully
prepared and thoroughly useful work, and those
sale,

wno

one

buy it will

get their

money’s worth.”

N. E.

Journal of Education says: “No schoolroom in
America can alforil to be without this great work
It Is the most complete,
as a book of reference.”
practical educational work ever pubplain and
lished, and is ludispensable to the family and
library. Gatily ft Co., 592 Washington St.,
feb2lM3ni

Boston.

FEMALE

BEEP.

WANTED
A thoroughly capable girlI for
Tv general housework. Apply at No. 3 BRAMlJ-l
HALL ST., between 4 and ti o’clock i>- m.

CLERK WANTED.
ly

experienced

nice

Dress

floods.

EASTMAN BROS., ft BANCROFT.rt8t
apr21_

MISCELLANEOUS.
celebrated

Wauk-

*2.00
exhibition
NOTICE—Brown's
enpiiast bals and congress
window of store,
Congress
They
show
the

are

money.

finest

ever

offered In

street.

Portland for the
21-1

BROWN, 461 Congress St.

Baltimore, Washington, and the death, and
Pith Boston A- Albany K. K. for the West»Close connection made at Westbrook Jtto
lias wttt through trains of Mains Vntral H.H. and
it Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
aralns of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
nay be had of 8. U. HKLLKN,Ticket Agent. Pert,
and A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS Bunt.
OCt22dtf

On April 2ttth, Steamer Enterprise
will discontinue her trips until Mar
:ird, to have a thorough overhauling
preparatory to Summer business.
A. MONIWOMERY, President.
dtd
aprl8

Co.

Portland and Ogdonsburg R. R

On and after April 9th, 1888. the steamer Phan
tom. H. B. Townsend, Master, will run as follows:
Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Chebeague, Little John's and Cousins 1stamis.
Leave South Freeport daily (Sundays excepted)
at 7.15 a. m.;
Returning will leave Burnhams wharf. Portland,
E. B. MALLKTT, Jr„ Manager,
at 3 p. m.
Freeport.

PORTLAND and MONT EAL LINE.
Only line making direct connection* with
Canadian Pacific Westbound Train*
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.

aprlldtf_

Ta

nil

pemnna

ramntririat MONDAY, Oct. IO. 11*77,
util until further notice, Passenger trains will
leave Portland is follows: w.33 a.
S***‘M*wyA|m. for Bridgton.Bethlehem.
Fryebnrg, No. ConIntneas^
Fabyan’s,
-“-ter, Wblteftelil, Littleton. Wells' Rlv-

NOTICE.
in

the

Katnle

hereinafter unwed.

sr,

Court of Probate held at Portland, within
for the County of Cumberland, on the
and
first Tuesday of April, In the year of our Lord
; the following
eighteen hundred and eighty-eight
matter having been presented for the action thereit
is
hereby Ouiiehkd,
upon hereinafter indicated,
That notice thereof be given to all persons Inthis order to be
of
terested, by causing a copy
published three weeks successively in the
a
paper
printed at
Portland
Daily
Press,
Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a
said
held
at
Portland, on the
Probate Court, to be
third Tuesday of May, next, at ten of tile
be
and
heard thereon
clock In (lie forenoon,
The first publicaand oblect if they see cause.
before
the time so
tion to be at least thirty days
At

K

been

duly appointed Kx-

outor

ULXTTA BEAN, late of Gorham,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
that trust by
himself
taken
ms
upon
tiveti bonds as the law directs. All (arsons
laving demands upon the estate ol said deceased,
ire required to exhibit the same; and all person*
ndebtedto said estate are called upon to make
uiyment to
STEPHEN HINKLKY, Executor.
aptlOillaw.'twTii
Gorham, April 3, lsss.
n

Commissioners' Notice.

in HKK« ill v; si 'ii it
»■
subscriber has been duly appointed Exec-

yoni
*

undersigned, have bceu appointed by the
Judge of Probate for the County of Cumberto receive and decide upon
Commissioners
land,
all claims presented to them, against the Estate
of Daniel I. Deland, late of Portland, deceased,
which estate has been represented insolvent.
They have appointed the first and last Saturdays In May. June and July next, at to o clock in
the forenoon as the times, and the office of r rederlck Fox. No. 85 Exchange St., as the place,
when, and where they will receive, and decide
upon claims against said estate.
FREDERICK FOX.
FRANKLIN C. PAYSON.

THIS i A 1’K lip.SoweVlittlo'sNewIiJS*

Sher-

It the

ISIIKHEBI «I»M

\OTIl
subscriber lias
of the Will of

Fairfield, in the
lowa, deceased.
County of Jefferson, ami
Authenticated copy of Will and the probate thereIn
said County of
of duly proved and allowed
Jefferson, and petition that the same may be tiled
of
Cumberland, preand recorded lu the County
sented by Pomeroy W. Jordan, a grandson of said
deceased, and a devisee named in said Will.
HENRY C. PEABODY, Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
SETH I., LARKABKE, Register.
Attest:
aprl DdlawTii3w

SESSSL’SSaSf'''PaVtWvwufc

Johnsbury. Newport,

J. HAMILTON, supt.
3HA8. H. FOYK, G. T. A.
t7dtl
Oct. 7.1887

of
state of

_dlawTu3w

St.

Trains Arrive in Portland.
10.33 o. m. from Bartlett and way nations.
5.33 p. m. front Montreal, Burlington and West

assigned.
CLEMENT JOKDAN'.late

aprlO

Montpelier,

brooke, St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ggdensburg and West.
3.13 p.m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and tn
termedlate stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham. Standlsh. Llmington, Sebago, Naples, Parsonsfleld, Kezar Falls. Denmark. Lovell
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Bridgton. Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.

a

in

on

401

NOTICE.

dor of the Will of
WILLIAM S.

THE

A Lady Clerk who Is ilioroii*hIn

Steamboat Co.

interested

THA’NS.

On and alter Monday, March 3, 1NMN,
Passenger Trains will 1-rnrr P -nlnndi
Prr Worcester, t'liatoa, Ayer Joti.lioo.
Nashua, Windham and lipping at 7.30
m.
a. m. and 1.00 p
Par Manchester. Concord, and potsts Nortk

On and alter September 10th 1887, steamer
Gordon, t’apt. James L. Long, will run daily as
lollows:
Leave Orr’s Island lor Portland at 6.46 a. ra.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.16: East End
Great Cheheague, 7 45; Jenk's, 8.00; Ilnpe Island 8.06; LtttluOhebeague. 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portlanu at J. 15 a. in.
Returning will leave Portland lor Orr's Island
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 p. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
•epltMtf

PROBATE

UUradtl

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

On

Steamboat

L. L. LINCOLN. SlIDt.

n. m

B, C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.

CO.
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

Freeport

via G.

Ixnrt Id IK

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT

Harpswell

rraagemeat—la Effect Jaa. 23,

Leave

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,

__

A

1*88.

LINE.

From BOSTON eten WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

wantedT

Middle-Aged Men.

**■ treats upon

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOT HBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, March 30, 1888,ocHfldtt

Bostou l Philadelphia
8TEAJKSHIP

rates.

CAPT. WM. E. DEN NINON,
(weather permitting), and nntil further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays andFrldays at 11
o’clock p. m.
Retqrntng, leave Machlasport
Mondays and Thursdays at 6 o’clock a.m., connecting at Portland with the 7.30 a. m. train for
Boston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a. m.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrlvingllo
season for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.

one

Young and

ture

duced

PORTLAND. MT. DESERT « MACHIAS ST BT CO.
Steamer Clly of Richmond,

INLANDS TIAMKHs.

d2w*

Rranthall Mt., Portlaud.

_

THB FIB8T-CLA88 STEAM KBS

TIBBETS,

RUFUS
aprlG

Ka

STEAMERS.

Block.

QBICH BLM1NEMM

CONGRESS ST. STATION,
few minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks my be obtained for principal
points East and West. iNIght express with
sleeping car attached,runs every night Sundays
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowbeon Monday
mornings or to Belfast and
xter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings
will ruu through to Bar Harbor on and after May
goth,
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morning train from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. m.j
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.; from Knox & Lincoln
R. R. 12.20 p. m.; day trains from Bangor at
12.40. 12.45 p. m. The afternoon trains from
Waterville, Bath, Augusta and Roe Viand at
5.35 p. m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. in. ;
Farmington and Lewiston, 6.50 p. m. Night
Pullman at 1.60 a. m.
Limited Tickets, Ural and second class, far
all psinla la ike Provinces *a sale at rea

BOSTON

DIRECT

fallows:

?.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Go

8-3

as

For Ankara aad Lewiston, 7.00 8.36 a. m.
13.60 4.50 p. in.; Lewiston ria Krone
wirk, 8.45 a. m., 12.55 *11.15p.m. For Hath
0.45 a.m., 12.55 and,4.56 p. rn.. and on SaturKoeklaad and
days only at 11.16 p. m.
Knox aad l-iacola K. U-, 6,45 a. rn. and
12.65 p. ni., Brunswick,Iliurdincr, llallawell, aad Aagnsta, 6.46 a. m., 12.66, 4.66
and tll-16 p. m. Pnratiugtoa via Lewi*ion, 8.35 a. m., 12.50 p. m.; via Hranswick,
Monmouth,
tVinihrop.
m.
12.56 p.
Bcaddrld, Oakland and North Anson,
7 a. m 12.60 p. 111., Waterville aad Nkaw12.50.
rn.
Lrwislon. 7 a.
hegan, vin
via Aagnsta. 6.46 a. m„ 12.65 and tll-16
Saturdays
only 4.65
p. m„ ami Waterville
p. m. Belfast.in,I Dexter, 12.60 and til.16
a. m.
7.00
m.
Bangor via Lewiston,
2.60 p. m.; via Augusta, 0.48 a. m., 12.56
A
Piscataquis
andtll.15 p. m. Bnagar
R. B.,6.45 and 7.00 a.m. and tll-16 p. m.
Bar flarber,
tll-16
nad
Ellsworth
and 12.66 p. rn. Vaocrboro 0.46 and 7.00
in.
Nt.
and
12.55
tll-16
a. m., 12.50,
p.
Caaaty,
■Stephen (Calais), Aroostoak
the
aad
Proriuees,
Mt. John, Halifax,
12.60,12.55 and tll-16 p. mStrAll trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

—

Brunswick, Not» Mcotia, Prince Edwards Island, and tApe Hrrtsn.

mile*from
For particulars, Inquire on the premises, A. P.
FIELD, or 8.CHENKRY, 7 Custom House Whart

_

1II1KI flElTlil. RYllROin

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

Oct.*Jtf« IWW7.

effect

WESTERN DIVISION.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S

Falmouth, of 50acres;

Scarboro, equal
tance between Portland and Saco, 75 acres
FAR.fi
of
orchard, two
cranliery mead-

Diool Foot of India Slrwt

NTKAHEKS,

on

Portland._

Euhangi St., and

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R

cuts about 20 tons of bay; nice buildings; 6
FOR
lino of Grand Trunk road.
Portland,

EXHAUSTED VITAi.IT/.
A Great Medical Work for

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

.?p‘!aConBr°S8 8t’’

six

offer

commend it In every particular as being very desirable. It is a two and a half story aud in good
condition. E. C. CHAMBERLIN, 122 Emery St.
Portland March 9th.marlodtf

that all persons who

to the

Agent, Boston

good

my

I

can

hereby given
HALE $ 1500 buys stock and fixtures of
have been notified by the Inspector to have
NOTICE
of the best clothing and gents furnishing
FOK
who
others
all
and
cleaned,
fn the State of
privy-vaults
store in the smartest

their

GOME TO BEATRICE,
Portland, Me, schools,
Cheap
10,000,

teb7

about

FOR

FOR

—

BOARD of HEALTH.

IMPORTERS.

410ForeSt„

MALE—Having
weeks longer to remain in the city,
HOLME
house for sale at a
bargain; aud

MALE—First class cliance for Dry
Goods and Grocery Business In the country;

nv ■ iwt

More Than One Million

0 n Accountof the Death of the Senior Partner the Stocko

near

BLMLNEMM CHANCE*.

KNOW THYSELF

BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural lawe
which govern file operation of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
Mr. Epps has
properties of well-selected Cocoa,
a delicately
provided our breakfast tables with
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enoueh to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are (mating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
nourished frame.”
pure blood ami a properly
Civil Service I lazctte.
Made simply with boiling water or m k Sold
only in half pound tins by Orocers, labelled thus:
JAM EH EPPS * C#., HOMUCOPATHIC
T&S&wly CHEMISTS. London. England.

acres

CITY ADVERTISEMENT*

Boston.

COCOA.

MALE—House and stable with sixteen

of land. D. S. COBB, Falmouth, Me.,
I30R
Pleasant Hill14-2

&pr21dlw*

STu&Th&wtf

KKATKVUL—t'OMFORTINK.

EPPS’S

1888, the

Corner India and Commercial streets, Portland
Jan5tfApply to AUG. P. FULLER.

is

VOICES OP PHAISK (40cts.i Hutchins, or
NEW SHIIHTI'AI, HONKS (35 cts.) Hoffman & Tenney.

MALE—Blacksmith shop and toolsihouse
acre of land; pleasantly situachurch, post office aud school; v, mile
from Maine Central station; seven miles from
Portlaud. Address or call on. GEO. W. SNELL,
16-2
or A. S. NOYES, West Falmouth, Me.
stable and V*
FOH
ted

and

m.

PAYBON TUCKER, lienuraFlUanager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, (ieu’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, April IB. 1B88.ap23d3t

Philadelphia,

Sunday School Assemblies

Rniocann Mr Slmru'iiiwnr

JOSE,

H.

should examine and use
I'HILDBEN’S DIADEM (30 cts.) Abbey &
or

FOR

FOR

Sunny and pleasant, heated with steam, with Fire
Proof vaults, furnished with all the conveniences
and requirements, in suites or singly, at moderate
rates. Apply to

mar!7POBTLASP.dtf

Muuger,

occu-

also sever-

International House,

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

manS Tenney,

Nos.

OFFICES,

98

Keith.

A.

pants,
al first class

Me.

feb!5_

MIDDLE

mh5tf!y

STORES JO LET.

TWOwith all modern improvements;

STENOGRAPHER

J. A. Merrill.

ll<

first

In

elegant stores on Exchange Street,
87 and 91, will be fitted up to suit

J. A. HAYDEN,

male-00 acres ot farming land, mostly
tillage, cut 60 tons hay, some wood and timber; graded school, postofllce, church, blacksmith
shop, within V> mile, about one mile from K. It.
station, and lout' miles from Portland. N. S
GARDINER, No, 40 Exchange St._18-1

_

Oalau, 8.46 a.

Lowest fares from Portland. Yarmouth Junetlon and Dauvtlle Junction as follows: To Chlca.
go, $21.1X1 and $19.00: Detroit, $t6.76 and
$18.00, Kansas City, $32.60 and $28.86; 8t.
Paul $32.60 and $28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,
$26.00 and $21.26; St. Louts via. Chicago, $28.60
and $24.80; California, $82.60 and $83.76.

at 5.00 p.m or after close of Convention, running
through to Bath and Portland via Augusta, and
from Waterville to Lewiston via Wlntnrou; while
regular train for Lewiston and Portland via Augusta leaves at 8.00 p.m.; and tickets will be good
to return by any regular trains following morning.

a

MALE—Farm In

both

UlUCkm

STEPHEN

35

Trip!

near

KENT OK LEAKE—Two good two story
houses with ells and stables on Ocean St,
Woodfords; Sebago In both houses; ulne acres of
land. Address C. H. ALLEN, Standish, Me., or
W. U. WALDRON, Portland.10-4

Medical Rooms 93 Frarkllu St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
is heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their case to treat and cure
them. I find that about four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and *2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the office, *1.00.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 d.m.
sepl4tf

E.XLHANCJE—For a good
house of 20 rooms; has two ells, good
cellar, perfect drainage, Bebago; lets for thirty
dollars a month; lot 5o feet on street by nearly
100. Apply at 62 PARKIS ST.18-1
MALE OR

m

AHBIT4L3.
From l.cwistau and Aabara, 8.43 a. a.
12.16, 3.16, 5.45 and 8.45 p. m.
Fram Gorham, 8.45 a.m., 12.16and6.46 p. u.
From Chicago aad
Tloulrcal, 12.18 and
1.46 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.16 p. m.
d Pullman Palace Sleeping cart on night train and
Parlor cart on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

for regular trains of the 26th and for regular aod
special trains ou morning of 20th.

FOR

FOR
farm,

For Quebec, 1.80 p.
Far Ifturhdrld aad
1.80 p. m.

WILL LEAVE PORTLAND AT 6 A. M.

sun-

ny ; good yard in front; grape
trees. N. 8. GARDINER, 40

"'Fer

routining via Augusta, and arriving in ltangnr at
10.60 a. in.; morning trains from North Anson,
Oakland and Bkowhegan connect with this tram
at Waterville, from Belfast at Burnham, and from
Dexter at Newport; regular morning trains from
Portland, Bath, Lewiston, file., are due In Bangor
at 11.48 a. m. Excursion Tickets will be sold at

—

Given to private pupils by the subscnner,

aad I.ewlston, .30 and 8.45
and 12.45 and 6.20 p. m.
„n
Fer Utrkaa, 8.45 a.m. and 1.30and 6.20p,
Gorham, Uleutreal and Cktchgu, 8.46
i. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Auburn

L. m.

Bangor, Thursday, April 20,1888,

MALE—Tlie very desirable property.
No. SlOCongressstreet; brick bouse, thoroughly built aud lu good order: good cellar aud
perfect drainage; house contains 13 rooms aud
bath room; first class location iora physician,—
has been so occupied about ten years. Will he
10-1
sold on easy terms. Apply on PREMISES,

library building; reference required. 19-1
INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
MALE—Stable located at 58 Thomas St.
For particulars enquire at 188 MI
LET
Lower rent No. 5 Monroe Place, of
FOR
DULLEST.
ICAL STUDIES
TO0 rooms: Sebagolaud gas;vine
pleasant and
fruit
and
new

departures,

Ft

State Convention,

let—a

12 rooms
containing
50x148

a vuh-

press St., consisting of 7 rooms and bath
room; heated bv furnace; also a laundry In basement ; price *350 per year. Apply at PREMISES.
LET

EXCHAlKiE

OK

BALK

—

REPUBLICAN

(N.I.IMI

FOK
house, corner C. and

Please ring the right hand bell.

Keeeeence—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston
School of Oratory.

21-1

street._

story house situated on
Maple street, containing 16 llnished rooms,
all in good order and arranged for two families.
Will be sold at a bargain and on easv terms of
payment. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, 93 Exchange street.21-1
SALE— 2Vj

BALK—Nice

LIT.

Spruce

Specialty.

all

Congress,
WAl'HEVPHAST.—Bals
solid, well-made, very durable, only *2.00
On exhibition In show window of store.

now

Literature.

Delsarte Expression

extension top carryalls;
Sress

after MONDAY, IJw.» ******
wlllrnn «• fill#w»»

and

la

train*

THE

ex-

FOK BALK—Best in the town of
Deering, 90 acres, cuts 100 tons of hay,
buildings consist of a house and 2 barns. The
property Is offered by order of the trustees and
will be sold at a great bargain. Apply to JOHN
F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.21-1

8. Buck.

3 DEERINC PLACE.

Glocntiou and

new

FOB

—

man-

a

horses; have been work-

3 work

Chadwick House,
occupied
Portland,,Je. TO byLET—The
P. FARR1NUTON.
J.
Holme
good house,

ISOSEST

estate,

for the summer,
either in city or shore or Islands; small
Address
SUMMER. Press
family of adults.
Office, giving location, number of rooms and price.
18-1
house

night.

ALICE C.

an

HOOTS
waiike.vphast
Special sale of Geut.'s double sole, solid,
well-made W’k'I'st bals and congress at *2.00 per
pair. These will equal any *3.00 shoe In service.
See show window. BROWN, 401 Congress Ht.

or

TO

Congress St.,

fob MALE-To close

SALE

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

A SPECIAL TRAIN

at

■.!•[ slou house with two acres of land; view of
■til bay and hill! beyond; 3-story bouse, broad
de-

TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA

I MD

Square Grand l’iano Box.

persons who are a filleted
colds to ask the users of
Lungwort, In regard to its
Compound Syrup
curative qualities, it costs only 26 cts. to try it.
C. WAY A CO. sell it, Cumberland corner Myrtle St.18-1
with coughs
WANTED—All
of

23-1

Ni«gA.

new

and

few persons in each place to do
Enclose stamp for 60-page
particulars to J. H. WOODBURY,
mar22eodlm
Y.
N.
Albany,
a

WANTED
light writing.
book of

LET-A lower tenement of seven rooms in
western part of the city, pleasantly located
in a good neighborhood; sun all day. Enquire at
154 CLARK ST.23-1 ■

Send for circular.

HALE -A

23-1
No. 18 CUMBERLAND STREET.
FOB
In Wiscasset, Maine.

130K
lug in woods; prices moderate; 1
wagon; 1 second hand 10 passenger wagon;

man

TO

L. Sawter. 537

LET-Furnished rooms from $1.00 to
with bath rooms privileges.
23-1

82.60 per week
TO
96 INDIA ST.

ments, consignments, etc.: can furnish best of
references. Address M. J. T„ P. O. Box F.,
23-1
Orono, Me._

young

shipping clerk;

LET-ln a private family one or two
rooms, with board if desired; location near
new Public Library. Address H. L, Press Office.

Pupils thoroughly Instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day ami evening sessions.

LIBBY,

piazzas, 17 rooms, batb and furnace, stable;
sirable for residence or a summer boarding house;
insured for *4,600; price *4000. Apply to Hon. H.
INGALLS, Wiscasset.apl2eudlm-

a
or

TO

Stenography.

For particulars
FOBand80lot.
Exchange St.

thorough-

WANTED-By
book-keeper

fi DVOATIONAL.

Portland School of

the West End, house, stable
enquire of u.
23-1

BALK—At

HA ll» BO ADS.

Kall.RO ADM.

DEED POTATOES FOB SALK-Om
thousand bnshels tine Aroostook County,
Canada and Nova Scotia, Rose, Hebron and Bur
banks potatoes which have been selected especially for seed. Also good supply of IScotch and
ISAAC BERRY,
State potatoes ^or family use.
13 Moulton St., Portland._

ye-A

WANTED.

C. Canterbury, of 141 Franklin st.,
Boston, Mass., writes, that, suffering

It is

admirably adapted

fifty

bottle ol Newell’s
seems
doing much good in
and
of
Rheumatism
Neuralgia. Can be had
cases
at C. WAY & CO.’S, Cumberland corner Myrtle
ls-l
street.

greatly benefited.”

School Teachers' Institutes and Summer Schools

Niagara.New York..Havana.Apl
Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool_Apl
Fulda.New York..Bremen.Apl
Bohemia.New Yotk.. Hamburg_Apl

lil NTK

to

people

For

Welliugton, NZ, Apl

Ar at

for any
one

for Bath.

Atlios.New York. Kingston. ...Apl 26

f A

good
You can pay It for
FOUND—A
to be
Mixture which
use

FOK IALR.

FOUND.

MINT AND

..

City of Columbia New York. .Havana.Apl 26

*

ItHSCELI-ANEOCS.

...

By Telegraph.]
LONDON, April 23, 1888,-Cousols

central.18%

LVUolIl vvUU 41

16 00.

Lard-Choice at 8%@8%c 4Mb in test 8%@9c
In lo-tb palls; 9®9%clu 6-ib pails.
Hams at ll(®12c, according to size and
cure; pressed hams ll%@12c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%@7%c 4> lb;
counlrv do at 6%@7c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
27c; extra first Western creamery at 25@26c;
do firsts 23®24c; do fancy fresh Imitation enney
23® 24c; do seconds at 20®22c; Vermont ifresil
The above
extra ernry 27c; do extra firsts 26c.
auotations are receivers’ prices for strictly wholeticx.aos
sale lots. Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 13@13%c; Ohio
choice nominate; lower grades 7®t2%c; North
era sage 14c.
Jobbing prices %c higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 16c; some fancy nearby stock higher; Eastern firsts at 14% ; extra Vt
and NH at 15c; fresh Western at 14%'a 16c;
Jobbing price lc
N S and N B at 14%@16c.

Boston Stock Market.

New York Stock and Money Market

Employer—Jamas, what has become
Jiggsby who used to be with us?

Boston Produce Market.
23. 1888,-The following are to
day’s quotations oil Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 17 26®17 76;short cute 17 60®
18 00; backs 18 00@18 26; light backs 17 00;

112
98

[By Telegraph.]
case

Closing

87%
87%
87%
86

—

July.

opening.,..
Highest....

a#

—

A Co.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. April 23.1888.
Heceipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Port36
ears
land
miscellaneous merchandise; {for connecting roads 118 cars miscellaneous merchan

WIT AND WISDOM.

Backache Is almost immediately
relieved by wearing one of Carter's Smart Weed
and Belladonna Backache Plasters. Try one and
be free from pain. Price 25 cents.

Eggs.

7 50@8 00 Eastern eiFias ..16nl7
Messina and PaCau & Western..
@17
Palsrmo Wbs.4 0084 60 Limed.

and liver diseases.
Many medicines are offered for sale by druggists
but do not be persuaded to try uncertainties,
when by tbe use of this wonderful remedy you
can certainly be cured. Dr. Greene, the discoverer, Is the eminent specialist In the cure ot nervous
and chronic diseases, and he may be consulted
by those uslug tnu remedy, or by any one who so
desires, free of charge, at his office, 34 Temple
Place, Boston, Mass., personally or by letter.
ap24
T&Th2turm

professional beggars, asked the little girl
the door ofthe tenement house:
“Where is tbe blind man?”
“He's leadin’ der paper."
“Ah I And where Is the deaf man?”
“He’s lalkin’ politics wid der butcher.”
“And what has become of the paralytic?”
“He’s abed, mum.”
“Well, that strange. He ought to be running a
race,” said the lady, sarcastically. “He is the
only honest beggar In tbe building. Why Is be In
bed?”
“Because he’s dead, mum.”

Good .17018
8tore .16018

Valencia

physical exhaustion, weak,
tired and languid feelings, with no power or ambition for exertion, It Is a sovereign remedy and
absolutely certain cure. It Is the best spring
medicine in the world, as It assists nature to expel
all impurities from the body. Iu cases of sleeplessness aud uervous irritability, Its use will be
followed by calm repose and natural, refreshing
sleep. For nervousness, nervous debility, exhausted vitality, despondency and depression of
the mind, It is a perfect specific* For malaria,
numbness,
neuralgia, rheumatism, paralysis,
trembling and Insanity, it is the only positive and
It
never
fails
to
cure
recognized remedy.
nqyvous
or sick headache, weakness and pains In tbe back
of
the
heart, apoplexy, epileptic fits,
palpitation
hysteria, St Vitus' dance, dyspepsia, Indigestion,
loss of appetite, constipation, biliousness, ktduey

uronta

88
88

Lemons.
Creamery 19 th...26027
Palermo.3 60 84 00 (lilt Edge ver_26026
Messina.3 60®4 00 Choice.19@20

aud

tligx

8*4@12*4c

3 76.84 00
Kussets,
Chese.
@3 50 Vermont.... 10 @14V4
Fancy Baltins
Evaporated trltl2al3e N.Y. factory 10 014*4

Highest Value.

Invoititrolinn

Seeds.
Bed Ton—82*4(e)*2Vs
Timothy Seed2 9503 00
Clover.

Apples.

and most exalted merit. In giving space, therefore, to this Important subject, we feel that it Is
only just to human ltv, for the sufferers from ner
thousvous disorders are counted by hundreds of
ands, and we leel assured that In Dr. Greene’s
Nervura Nerve Tonic, which may be obtained at
any druggists’ at gl a bottle, a [sure and permanent cure will be found. It Is purely vegetable,
and may, therefore be used In children’s diseases
or by the most delicate Invalldes.

lurlv

11.80

87%

BOSTON.IApril

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

for the nervous system
I have ever lined.”

A ItAliPvnlAlit

87

12 M
1 P. M.
2.30 P. M

fwarwdTT&S&wtopofcetiip

myb

cases

nervous

Opening
10.30
11.00

of disease than any other medicine,
and any one using it lias an almost absolute assurance of being restored to health.
Dr. C. D. Carpenter of Cleveland, O., whose vast
experience among nervous affections In the Central Ohio Hospital for the Insane render his
words of the greatest weight, says: "After a critical test ol Dr. Greene’s Nervura Nerve Tonic in
every phase and form of nervous |disorders, sympathy for suffering humanity commands me to say
that 1 have never seen or used any remedy that
would give the grand results aud perfect cures
that are obtained through Dr. Greene’s Nervura
Nerve Tonic. It is the grandest of remedies, and
one of the choicest gifts to suffering humanity.”
Dr. 8. M. Reynolds, 268 West Fourteenth St.
New York, who is one of our most noted and emi“I
nent specialists in nervous affections, says:
have used Dr. Greene’s Nervura Nerve Tonic
and
in
own
and
unmy
family,
among my patients
hesitatingly pronounce it

For

33
6 00

Pipe Line Certificates.

Our reporter has guined much Information from
physicians in regard to the astonishing curative
action of this medicine, which certainly appears
to be the most valuable remedy known at the
present day. By that we mean that it will cure

The Vlml

9%

Petroleum Market.

Within Keach of All

more

11 00

Homestake.

April 22—Sid. sells Henry May, Hallowell, New
Bedford; Kate Lilly, Lewis, Boston; 'William E
Leggett, Lewis, Boston.
BOOTHLAY, April 22-Ar, sells Mary E Oliver,
Hodgdon, Saco; OH Holden, Finkhani, Boston;
ltose E, Sawyer, Daniariscotta for Boston; Sea
Bird, Thurston, Calais for New Haven; MoreLight, Webster, do for South Norwalk.
Sailed, sells Sarah Hill, Lane, Boston for Damariscotta; S F Hitchcock, Blair, Daniariscotta for
Thomastou.

ELDER, late of Gorham,
the Comity of Cumberland, deceased, and
taken
himself
that
trust
upon
by
All persons
living bonds as the law directs.
laving demands upon the estate of said deceased,
ire required to exhibit the same, and all persons
ndebted to said estate are called upon to make
tayment to
SAMUEL DINGLE Y of Standlsh. Executor.
Gotham. April 10.1888.
.ipl7dlaw3w«T
u
las

Watch

I

the

Papers

W. and

For

O.
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by the

Voyage Made

Portland Schooner.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
AOVKIiTIMIiMKIVTSt T 0-0 A If

NKW

Eventful

An

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

CRUSOE.

The three masted schooner Ellen Crusoe,
which sailed from this port on the 28th of
November, in charge of Captain F. T. Jones,

general cargo

for the west coast of
arrived here Sunday night with a
cargo of palm oil and other African produce.
The voyage out was made in about 43 days,
while the return voyage was one day longer.
The vessel carries a crew of seven men,
with a

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
J. M. Dyer &C0.-6U Congress street.
Potatoes—TwltchelL Cbamnlln & Co.
J. C. Ward—Carpenter and builder.
Bewail Car Heating Co.—Dividend.
Found—Amos Winslow & Co.
Wanted—Two pressmen.
Police notice—Meeting.
For sale—Cottage lots.
Young man wanted.
Owen, Moore & Co.
1 ines ISroiliers—3.
Tenement to let.
Farm lor sale.
Man wanted.

Africa,

all told, and is owned by R. Lewis & Co.
The voyage which the vessel made was
most eventful one,

Palpitation of the heart, nervoustremblings, nervous headache, cold hands
and feet, pain in the back, and other forms of
weakness are relieved by Carter's Iron Pills,
made specially for the blood, nerves and complexion.
apr24d&wlw
ness,

Who is Your Best Friend?
Your stomach of course. Why? Because If It
Is out of order you are oue of the most miserable
creatures living. Ulve It a fair honorable chance
and see If It Is not the best friend you have in the
Don't drink
end. Don’t smoke hi the morning.
in the morning. If you must smoke and drink
wail until your stomach is through with breakfast,
You can drink more and smoke more in the evening and it will tell on you less. It your food ferments and does not digest right,—if you are
troubled with Heartburn, Dizziness of the head,
coming up of the food after eating, Biliousness,
Indigestion, or any other trouble of the stomach,
you had best use Ureen’s August Flower, as no
person can use It without immediate relief.
novl
dlycT
_

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Monday—Court came In this morning and the
docket was called. The jury will be lu attendance tomorrow.
U. S. DISTRICT COURT.

although

and

she

a

has

been absent from Portland but a comparatively short time, three different captains
have been in command, and of that number
is buried in the sands of the west
coast of Africa and another is resting on the
one now

bottom of the

sea.

Jones had charge of the schooner
her outward voyage, which was less seOn the afternoon
vere than the return trip.
of the 18th of February, the captain started
on foot from Cuchannan to Fishtown, a distwo
tance of some
miles, which are

Captain

on

settlements on the coast of the Republic of Liberia. He walked along the beach
accompanied by two native and when about
half way betw een the two villages he was
struck and instantly killed by lightning.
One of his companions sas also killed and
the other stunned. The schooner remained
on the coast about two months and Manson

Hume, the first mate, succeeded Captain
Soon
Jones as commander of the vessel.
after Mr. Hume acceded to the command of
the schooner he was taken sick with ague
and after many days of suffering he finally
died on the 2nd of April and was buried at
sea.

Monday—United States, by information, vs.
Cook, retail liquor dealer. Aarralgned.
plead guilty ami was sentenced to pay a flue of
*60 and costs. Paid.
Bird, District Attorney.
Patrick

HANCOCK COUNTY S. J. COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

Ellsworth, April 21.
Julia'A. Farnham vs. Nathaniel Hawes. The
plalntitl in tills case seeks to recover possession
of a certain tract of land situated in BrooksvlUe,
and lying northeasterly and southeasterly between the laud of heirs of Otis Farnham and the
heirs of Richard Hawes and land of Ruth Tapley,
containing about four acres. Plaintiff claims the
title under deed from Robert Tapley to herself,
dated July 15, 1880. Defendant claims title to
about two acres upon the westerly side of tills
tract by adverse possession, but disclaims as to
tile balance. Evidence closed.
Wlswell, Kiug or Peters.
C. A. Spolford and J. B, Redman.
SUPERIOR COURT.

Monday.—H. E. Moore vs. Thomas I.. Robinson. Scire facias against an alleged trustee to
recover the amount for which he was delaulted in
tlie original suit, $60 debt and (11 costs. Tlie deleudaut contends that lie had no legal service of
the trustee writ; that he, in fact, bad no notice
that tlie original suit was pending, and that shortly after tile alleged service he paid over to Brackett, the original defendant, all that he owed him
for wages. Decision reserved.
Llndley M. Webb for plaintiff.
J. A. Waterman for defendant.

Liberia.
Mr. Good, colored, was born in
this
country, and in 1858 he went to Africa where

Mi ft lumiMon of liiErli shftriff of thft
county. He camo to this country on leave
of absence from his excellency H. K. VV.
Johnson, president of the •Republic of
Liberia, and will go to Baltimore to have
two cataracts removed from his eyes. Prince
Mannah is here on a visit and will return
next September.
King Jiah, his uncle, king
of the tribe, succeeded Mannah Sandy, also
has
an aunt named Twallah
an uncle.
lie
who is entitled to rule, but in the event of
the death of all three he would become king
of the tribe which consists of about 20,000
In conversing
bold and warlike members.
with the Press reporter Prince Mannah
said: "I am a descendant from King George
the
alias Mannah Funacai, from whom
Liberians purchased Monrovia. My tribe is
a powerful, warlike one, but they are intelliThey invented an algent and shrewd.
phabet of their own and can read Arabic to
lift

rnsft

to

extent.”
The high sheriff and the Prince took the
boat last night for Boston and from thence
they will go to Baltimore.
some

PERSONAL.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.
Fine

day yesterday; the

mercury

John E. Smith, president of the Hallowell
Savings Institution, died Sunday evening at
six o’clock.
John E. Hill, a Boston jeweler, formerly
of Biddeford, died in East Somerville, Friday. He was ;K) years old, and leaves a wife

touched

52° in the sun.
I)r. John F. Thompson has been elected
chairman and E. 11. Winslow secretary of
the Police Examining Board.
Cogawesco No. 5, Improved Order of Red
Men, will work the adoption and hunter’s
degrees tonight.
O’Brien & Driscoll of Lawrence, Mass.,
have secured the contract to build St. Dominick’s church.
Mr. W. W. Drinkwater, whose leg was
lately broken at the sheds of the Portland
Steam Packet Co., is doing well.
Mrs. Nellie Alley, who disappeared from
22 Park street, Saturday noon, was found
today by a hackman as she was going to take
the train for Limington, her home.
Thatcher Post and Relief Corps will visit
Uaskell Post and Relief Corps of Yarmouth
next Thursday eveuing, leaving the Grand
Truak depot at 5.20 p. m.
At a meeting of Thatcher Relief Corps a
vote of thanks was extended to the Atkinson

and one son.

May

the parts have been cast with great care.
The Portland Male Quartette will appear in
the camp scene, assisted by Robert L. WhitMiss Lizzie
comb, the amateur reader.
Googius takes the part of Goddess of Liberty, Miss Vesta E. Randall Agriculture, Miss
Minnie B. Trefethen Industry, Carrie B. Elwell War, Mattie C. Melcher South Carolina.
Over 100 young ladies are in the cantata, together with soldiers, sailors and anvil boys.
Chandler’s Orchestra will furnish the music
and Miss Lena Reynolds will be the pianist.
The following is the progr.tmine of songs:
Anvil Chorus with anvils.
Blest is the Lana.
Attendants of Toil.
I Love the Merry Sunshine.

day evening.
Mr. Chase, the murderer of Ida M. Stevens, was said to be better last night, by the
physicians at the hospital, than he was Sunday night, and it was also stated that the
chances for his recovery are rather more than

Agriculture.

Deeds.
Kindly
America.

even.

Freedom’s Flag.
V'lve L’ America.
Columbus, the Gem of the Ocean.
Liberty’s Boys in Blue,
The First Gun is Fired Against Sumpter.
Our Country’s in Danger.
Battle Cry of Freedom.
With the True Keep Step.
The Grand Army.
The South has Spoken. (Air Marsailles hymn.)
The Palmetto Tree.
lu the Clouds the Battle Kaging.

George E. Graham, proprietor of the Lewiston Commercial School, who was reported
to have dropped dead in this city, fell to the
ground unconscious in an attack of heart
trouble to which he is subjected, thus causing the report of his death.
The New York Electrical Review says:
“Mr. Albert C. Dam is a New York visitor
this week, making his final preparations for
managing the fine restaurant of the new
This magUnion Station in Portland, Me.

Loyal Blue.
Light Up the Campfire, Comrades.

The

House Rule for Old
A W arrlor Bold.

an

accomplished New York hotel

The Veteran Volunteers.
With Love the Sleeping Heroes

man

Republican

is in charge.”

The school board held its monthly meeting
last night, and the fo)lowing<business was
The salutatory and valedictory in the
graduating class at the High School will be
awarded to the pupils standing highest in
the [classical and English departments re-

spectively.

manent.
The chairman of the city committee explained that thsre was a mistake in the call
by which four delegates at large were called

The chairman of the High School committee was authorized to take action in the case
.uviu.co,

Le Conscrit was added to ttie French
books used In the High School.
The music committee was authorized to
expend a sum not exceeding $950 for music

ior lusieau ui live i-u wmuu uie

they

go to

on

home._
Irish

National

League.

The regular meeting of Branch No. 657 of
the Irish National League will take place
this evening at 7.30 o’clock in the I. A. R. A.

Dennison A Co.

In the interval between Saturday night and
yesterday morning two men out of Messrs.
Sargent,Dennison & Co.’s gaug were induced
not to work at the old prices paid for dis.
charging coal, and two more were hired in
their places. Yesterday morning the men,

Hall on Plum street. It is hoped that every
active member of this Branch as well as
those who desire to become members will
make it a point to be present.
Railroad Notes.

were
coal schooner,
guarded by policemen. It is claimed by the
firm that a man belonging to the Longshoremen’s Association asked permission to go

while discharging a

Superintendent Arthur Brown, of the Bangor & Piscataquis railroad, one of the oldest
and best posted railroad men in the State,
thinks that the travel to Moosehead Lake

the wharf to talk to a man on the
schooner agreeing not to try and influence the
men. Mr. Sargent slipped down the wharf the
other way and heard the man trying to persuade the men to quit work. The Association man was then ordered off the wharf.

down

fair.

Wednesday.
adjourned.

friends. Her funeral will take place on
Tuesday forenoon at 10 o’clock from her late

Saturday._

ciation Rooms tomorrow and Tuesday afterThere will be a large
noons and evenings.
number of useful and ornamental articles
offered for sale, and au excellent supper and
ice cream to be obtained each night. Thursday night a National supper will be served.
There will be no charge for admission to the

the noon train

Sudden Death.

Wednesday.

Chestnut Street Church Fair.
A very pretty fair and apron sale will be
given at the Young Men’s Christian Asso-

Bangor on

The many friends of Mrs. Clinton L. Baxter will be pained to hear of her sudden
death, which took place on Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Baxter was the daughter of the
late John W. Dana, Esq., and was a lady
much beloved by all for her many Christian
graces. Her loss will be deeply felt, not
only by her family but by a large circle of

They go to attend the ordination of Rev.
Bishop Courtney, who is to be ordained
Bishop of Halifax on Wednesday. The
party return Thursday, arriving in Boston

Sargent,

declared elected.

The convention then

them by the Pullman Palace Car Co. In the
party were noticed Rev. Dr. Phillips Brooks,
Rev. Dean Gray, Revs. Messrs, Haskins,
Rogers, Shinn, Storrs, Hutchinson, Gray,
Smith, Rev. Mr. Converse and wife, Miss
Bunker, Mrs. Joy, Misses Cushing, all of
Boston and vicinity. They were joined here
by Rt. Rev. Bishop freely, D. D., of this city.
They are to reach Halifax via the all rail

Central,

were

reported all

The vacancies in the ward delegations will
be filled by the several wards and the vacancies in the delegation, if any, when at Bangor by the delegations. The delegates will

Distinguished Party.
A distinguished party of twenty-three
passed through the city yesterday noon en
route to Halifax.
They travelled in the
drawing room car “Kennebec,” furnished

Maine

luik-

the votes cast were
thirty-two, and that all the votes were for C.
J. Chapman, Whitman Sawyer, Richard K.
Gatley, H. H. Shaw and H, G. Briggs, and
committee

A

the

ui

entitled.
land
Hon. C. F. Libby moved that the convention proceed to ballot for five delegates at
large. It was so voted. Messrs. Libby, F.
W. Waterhouse and Sargent were appointed
The
a committee to receive and sort votes.

burg.
Estimates for the current year were adopted. The Mayor cautioned the committee to
keep the estimates as low as consistent with
proper running of the schools.

line,

uii-j

was

readers for the grammar schools.
The afternoon session of the schools will
be omitted May 9tb, sc that the pupils may
see the exhibition of the Battle of Gettys-

will be very large tills year. In his opinion
there is not hotel accommodation enough.
Pine Street Sunday School.
Mr. Arthur Fernald has been elected librarian of the Pine street Sunday school in
place of Wilbur Lord, resigned, and Ardella
M. Soule secretary, in place of A. E. Piper,

I resigned._

j
j
I

for her husband.

or

occasion.

NOTES.

“Alvin Joslin” and Maggie Mitchell will
be at Portland Theatre next week.

Boys’ Literary society.
The third of the regular monthly suppers
was given atJY. M. C. A. Hall by the Boys'
Literary Society last evening. It wrs voted
by all present to be the most enjoyable occaThe tables weie
sion they have yet held.
Afloaded with rich and tempting viands.
ter the supper Mr. H. C. Fabyan, in behalf
of the society, presented an elegant silk umThe following
brella to Mr. A. F. Welch.
inscription appeared on the gold head;
Boys’ Literary Society

Ih this city, April 23, Nancy M„ widow of the
late Capt. Isaiah Loud, aged 73 years 7 mouths.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
from the residence of her daughter, Mrs. A. M.
Winchester, No. 120 Pleasant street. Burial at
convenience of the family.]
In tills city. April 23. Mrs. Bridget, wife of Martin Holland, aged 49 years
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
Ih Windham, April 22, Cornelia A„ widow of
the late Scwall Boody, aged 76 years 11 months.
[Massachusetts papers please copy.]
m Dorchester, Mass., April 22, Edward E. O.
Holden, aged 28 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from No. 216 York street.
At Fortress Monroe, Va., Annette Gilman,
daughter ol Lieut. E. E. and Mary B. Gayle, ageu

A. F. Welch,
1888.

Although

completely by surprise
responded most fittingly.
taken

Mr. Welch
The occasion concluded with the following
entertainment, all the parts being admirably

rendered :
Banjo l)uet.Messrs. Farnsworth and

Bedlow
Recitation.• Mrs. Newton
Vocal Solo.Mr. B. U. Ward
Cornet Solo.Mr. F. W. Horr
Mrs. Newton
Selection..
Organ Selection.Mr. H. S. Hanaford

Recitation.Mr. V. Richard Foss
President Edward B. Waite, being unable
to attend. Past President LewlsjK. Austiu

presided

in an admirable manner.

American Frost Meter Compaay.
The American Frost Meter Company has
been organized In this city. Its purposes are
to manufacture, deal in and use meters for
water and other fluids, and apparatus, tools
and appliances related to such meters, and in
the accumulation and distribution of fluids.
Its officers are :
President-IV. W. Kellett.
Treasurer—George F. Pinkham.
Capital stock, $o00,000; paid in, $300; par
value ot shares, $IoO.

10 mouths 16
In China, April

days.

of the

High St. Church.
The following officers were elected at the
adjourned parish meeting last evening:
Moderator—Win M. Marks.
Parish Clerk—David W. Snow.
Parisli Treasurer and Collector—Joseph I'.
Chute.
Parish Assessors—Philip H. Brown, Wm. M.
Marks, Jticliard Abbott, Charles Coot, John T.
Kustls.

a

In Biddeford, April
86 years.
In Saco, April 16,

16. Benj. Kennison, aged

Hannah Thurston, aged 84
years.
In Durham, April 20, George Douglass, aged

65 years.
In Durham.

April 20, Mrs. Sadie Sprague, aged
26 yeara,—wife of Capt. Marccllus Sprague.

We Win

Why

Because Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the best spring
medicine and blood purifier.
Because it is a concentrated extract of the best
alterative and blood purifying remedies of the

Press:

For the benefit of those who were notpresent to hear the lecture in Williston church
last night, but who are interested in the
wine question, I would like to make one correction in the extract given by the Press. I
have said that the drink used by Christ in
the paschal feast was fermented, because it
was wine.
The word oinos always is applied
to the grape juice after its fermentation.
C. A. Derebey.

pease, onions and beets. On the latter
date a year ago, pease were up in this ,place.
One day last week the Cape Elizabeth
lights and life saving stations, were visited
by their respective inspectors, and the crew
of the latter station was made happy by receiving a large installment of their winter's
The season’s (service will end the
wages.
last day of the present month, when the
M.
crew will all be discharged.

PRICE!

and every purchaser receives a fair equivalent for
his money.
Because its advertising is original and not dependent upon the brains of competitors.
Because when given a faithful trial it is reasona-

$1.50 Arlington Checks 75c
$1.50 Arlington Plaids 75c

bly certain to effect the desired result.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Doses One Dollar

1,00

apr24d&wtf

CARTERS
r

This is the Best Value we have
Dress Goods.

ever

offered

ap26

parishioners.
John Curtis, one of the clerks at McLellan, Lane & Co.’s, was thrown from the livery wagon, Saturday night, and quite badly
hurt. The wheel of the wagon passed over
his head cutting a deep gash over the right
ear.

DANGEROUS

DIVIDEND NO. 2.

A

ER

CURE

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their good news does not end here.and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo willing to do without them. But after all sick head

ACHE

s the bane of so many lives that here is where
•vo make our great boast. Our pills cure it while

very small and
or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
i»urge, but by their gentle action please all who
ise them. In vials at 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
*y druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

Fraudulent

Lime In Cheap

use

of

Baking

Alum

are

and

pure and

wholesome,

brought

to

justice

lime.

The chief service of lime is to add weight.
It is true that lime, when subjected to heat,
gives off a certain amount of carbonic acid
gas, but a quicklime is left—a caustic of most
powerful nature. A small quantity of dry
lime upon the tongue, or in the eye, produces painful effects; how much more serious must these effects be on the delicate
membranes of the stomach, intestines and
kidneyR, more particularly of infants and
children, and especially when the lime Is
taken into the system day after day, and
with almost every meal. This is said by

physicians to be one of the causes of indigestion, dyspepsia, and those painful diseases of the kidneys now so prevalent.
Adulteration witli limo is quite as much to
be dreaded as with alum, which has heretofore received the most emphatic condemnation from food analysts, physicians and
chemists, for the reason that, while alum
may be partially dissolved by the heat of
baking is is impossible to destroy or change
the nature of the lime so that the entire
imount in the baking powder passes, with
ill its Injurious properties into the stomach.
The large profits from the manufacture of
time and alum baking powders has placed
1 hey are to
many of them in the market.
be found in the stock of every retail deailer,
for
and are urged upon customers calling
Because
occasions.
all
baking powders upon
bf their well-known detrimental character it
Is desirable that prompt means he taken to
suppress their manufacture.

Pure baking powders are one of the chief
aids to the cook in preparing perfect and
While those are to be obwholesome food.

on

THJtostin the World.
They are the best selected culti-

t

spices, powdered, perfectly

vated

all

dust, leaves and other
impurities being removed. More
than double the strength of the
common puro spices.

pure,

<

FOR

—

SALK-Situated In West Cumberland ; 36 acres In Held; 2 miles from depot;
10 acres wood: cuts 26 tons hay; 1V4 story house
and ell, painted; carriage house and wood house;
barn; plenty of water; some fruit; sold low. N. 8.
GARDINER, 40 Exchange street. _24-1
FOR

FARM

nice Oxford Bell Hams 14
cents, Corned Tongues 14 cents, Turkeys 20
cents. Greens and Spring Vegetables at the lowest prices. AMOS WINSLOW & CO., No. 2 Milk
St. Market. Telephone 346,24-1

FOUND—Those

First

DONNELLY,
Room 27.

of

address

work

on a

K
E

§i

IGHT

W

LIGHT

pressmen at G. H.
24-1
MILLIKEN & CO’S, Cornish, Me.

WANTED

V

B

B

B

LET-

of rent 697 Congress St.
from 2 to 4 p. m. 24-1

Lower

Vases,

—

carpets.

Fountain Puns and Perfumery.

with
upholsterSuites, w“[’
shade of
enable
*
ing iu every l
uand
that
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so
close
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coloring
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I

Frank B. Clark,
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everybodr
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satisfaction

and

“l^tited above our

Parlor Suit Floor
of

via

is but a step,
above our

elevator,

to

phosphates

the

flour

the

new

that are removed with the bran,

required by the system. No
baking powder does this. It costs

other

less and is stronger and
than any other
maria

more

wholesome

OUR SPECIALTIES.
“HKOWN M 93.00 WHOK,” »ewe<l by a
new process combining all the advantages of a
hand sewed shoe, with low price, smooth Innersole, no nails, tacks or threads Inside.
These goods are made of One calf skin, slUt
stitched and equal In style, at and comfort to any
$6.00 shoe.
“BHOWiV'S 99.00 xnok," Waukenphuxt
style, double sole, solid and durable. Just the
thing to walk or work In.
These goods are designed to give the most possible service tor a tittle money.

CALL AND EXAMINE THESE BARGAINS AT

CARPET ROOM,
or liner sight was
in New England, und
proud to show the ELEGANT; COSTLY, MEDICI® and
LOW PRICED Furniture that has
never before been sold for the
price we will offer for this und
the coming week. The bad travelling throughout the State effects
Branch Stores, which
our
all
Headcauses a blocking up at
quarters here in Portland that
us
our
aud
must be lightened up,
contracts with manufacturers cull

and

no

fur

a

BROWN’S,

larger

ever seen
we are

certain

number

of

461 Congress Street, Market Square,

SIGN Of MAMMOTH GOLD BOOT
eodtf

aprl4

SIMPLY

Suits

Time To Buy!

Now is"

Come and see If
vise you rightly.

do not ad-

we

TO THE NEXT FLOOR
the elevator will take you, where
feast for the eyes awaits the
purchasers of
a

Mahogany, Black Walnnt, Cherry, Oak,
Ash and Beautiful Painted

CHAMBER SETS,
Marble

and Wood

BONNET,

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

_

Will continue to have manufactured
for them, the same line of

GENT’S WHITE SHIRTS,

OFFICE DESKS,

That has become so celebrated with Mr.
Staples in the past, a$ the best value
for the money in the market.

THE LEADERS IN THIS DEPARTMENT.
The
The
The
The
The

BOOKCASES,

Senator, I'nianndried, at
Senator, Laundrled. at
Bonanza, Unlauadrted, at
Bonanza, Lanndried, at
Revllo, I'nianndried, at

C.WARE,

....

Manager.

There is hardly

Organs.

I For CASH

or

INSTALL-

on

M ENTS.

HIM,

exchange

19

STRE^J.

Cents.

SALE NEXT WEDNESDAY.

CUSTOM-MADE GARMENTS

We have about 25 dozen long loose
wrist Black Kid Hioves. in small sizes,
which cost about #l0.««r per dozen,
which wcjsliall offer next Wednesday in
and
onr large sale of Ladles’, Bents
Children’s Kid Hioves, at only IS) cents

goods

will warrnnt.

per pair.

HASKELL & JONES, RINES BROTHERS.
”2t

apr23

470 CONGRESS STREET.
ap7

yo heartburn

immediately

eodtt

CTp

Beds, Cots, Hammocks, and Folding and
Camp
Beds,
Mantel
Extension TaChairs,

Spring

Easy

bles, Upholstered
Chairs and Rockers,
Reed
and
Rattan
Goods
Almost without Number.

We have unlit

now

omitted

have
Of course we have got
to li ave the Best and most Extensive line in tne country. Buy from
this department and no more
trouble from the kitcnen. So we
say, leaving aside the prices, that
we know und can convince you
that we are the lowest in New Enund if New Eugluud, also
in the United states.
As we s ty,
leave the prices out. We cun offer the greatest inducements to
the great or small, Cash or Time
Buyer of any house iu existence.
There is
no article
made but
wliut we can furnish. Our goods
ure all kept iu one store, and the
best assortment in the world, sind
it will co«t nothing to conic and

gland,

If

we

have

on

application

AINTS.
todani lxtor

aplO

at once,

THE

M ETAL SKYLIGHTS
Stores and
And

VENTILATORS, for Mills,

Dwellings.

OaJ van toed Iron and Copper Cornice* and
flutter.. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

L VAN NOORDEN &
iJ !-'«<

jan23

i

ns

Avenue

CO.,

BOSTON
110111

514 CONGRESS STREET,

IJfiRTLAND

-

i

-

Mf.

Gor. PEAHLand MIOULE SIS.
Isaac C. Atkinson, Gen. manager.
»p21

tthp

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
MARBLES.
rhe choicest stock of Marble for Cemetery parposes In New England. Tbls
stock has been selected with the
greatest care, and for style and woikmauship cannot be surpassed.
No fancy prices, Just a living profit, at
my new warerooms. Call and see me.

11.

THOMPSON.

F.

22-TEMPLE ST.-22

apB

_

CORONA COFFEE.
4 Delicious Blended Coffee, carefully selected, combining the Finest Flavor

and Greatest Strength.

VARNEY

L. H.

&

CO.

211 Commercial Street.

exaggerated.

THE ATKINSON
House Furiiisliiug Co.

to

H. H. Uhl A SON, 282 Middle St.

our

DEPARTMENT.

required

amount of linseed oil must be
added before using. They will
not crack, peel or chalk off, and
are warranted to stand all ordinary exposures. Uamplo cards

Wholesale Auents.

apldeodtt

cure

D. K.’S

fiiiaeed

FEATHER AND MATTRESS DEPT.

see

ana ef you

will cure Dyspepsia and Indigestion quicker and
cleaner than you can rob a hen roost, Mister
Johnsing.—Good day.
Doolittle A Smith, 24 and 26 Tremont St., Boston will send a box of Dr. Mark K. Woodbury’s
Dyspepsia Killers by mail, to any part of the U. S.
on receipt of 60 cents; or a trial box for 26 cents,
IuXh&Slst2doritbpnnn3m
febfl

economical
moat durable and
1 rrmiml In pure
oalnte to use.
oil from the best pigments, to the eaaddMtey of
white
—ordinary
A
lead, to which
C'■ ■•the

upper floors where may be found

as we

WOODBURY’S OYSPEPSIA KILLERS;
cure

.85
.50

teste
Nearly 20 years' practical
have proved them to be the

style, quality

price but what may be seen
here, and almost at a glance, so
nicely is everything arranged,
and yet you have not seen the two

STOVE AND RANGE

All those who intend to buy nu Overeoat this Spring should nainine
the line we are showing in our well-known

Our stock of Ready-Made Coats is up to its usual slamlard, and the
prices are as low as well made and well trimmed

u

the

BLACK KIDS,

SPRING OVERCOATS!

‘Mertilda, is you in lub with me?”
“G’ way, Sam Jolmsing, cose 1 isn’t.”
‘•Sho’ ’Tilda, don’t say dat, for my heart burns.”
“Hold on Mister Johusing, ef you has the heartburn, jest yo go and get a box of them

suffer from water-brash, Sam, they will
0
that too.”
"But Tilda, it ain’t that kind.”
"Never you mind, Sam; it must be indigestion
then what mako9 you look so glum, and the

•

aprll____dtf

or

•?efu

SARSAPARILLA WAFERS.

they will

•

The oldest and best line of
Tinted Lewis In the market.

(Successors to K. I). Kobinsou & Co.,)

RIASIVIORE’S

IT WASN’T THAT KIND.

.75
•

Middle SI., Junction of Free.

EASELS AND

WOODWARD

We offer the above reward to the one who
guesses the nearest to the correct number o
grains each of .Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock and
Dandelion contained in one of

person guesses correctly the above
reward will be equally divided. This offer closes
June 1st, and is made only to purchasers of
Dlnsmore's Sarsaparilla Wafers. All druggists
We refer In
are barred out for obvious reasons.
this city to C. Way A Co., Geo. M. Young, T. J
Stevens and E. K. Shaw.
feblfi
_STThnrmSm

1.10

HM30I G. LARRABEE & CO.,

WARDROBES,

can

•

one

$1.00

•

CHIFFONIERS,

The Celebrated Smith Ameri-

$100.00 REWARD.

than

Dentist.

•

ItiSOTG. LiRRABF! k CO.

SECRETARIES,

;

SET.

tion.

marZO

WHATNOTS,
HARDMAN
MIRRORS,

and several other well-known makes.

PER

$5.00

These are the best Teetu manufactured In the
world, and the prices for these teeth the past Of
teen years have ranged from (10.00 to (16.00
and even $20.00 per set. Wilmington Teeth
$4.00 per set. Gas free to all who wish to have
Gold
one or more teeth extracted without pain.
Silver Fillings 60
Filling $1.00 and upwards.
or
Bone
60
cents.
cts.
Cement
76
Fillings
cts. to
Appointments by mall will receive prompt atten-

4991-2 Consim Cor. of Drown.

CENTER TABLES,

AND-

8 .8. White’s, H. D. .Jnste’s, and Johnson & Land’s Best Teeth,

J.
Top Dr. F.

HALL SANDS,

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
W.

The best blood purifier and spring medicine in
the world.
Every purchaser of a box of these
Wafers is entitled to one guess for every
box purchased.
Upon purchasing a box of
Wafers you are to record your guess on
a slip of paper with your address; place in a
sealed envelope and direct to Dlnsmore & Co.,
Boston, Mass., and leave with the druggist you
purchase from, who will forward to us. If more

and O.

W.

ALACE-CAR

lsto4thpnrmTu&Th&weow6m

■ —

ELEGANT,

each
month, they continue to
pour in, and, consequently

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

powder,

■

nne, siyusn, serviceable

and fresh for Spring trade, Is larger and
more complete than ever before.

strength-giving

and which are

oi

BOOTS AND SHOES,

Baking Powder,
Restores

Ready For Spring!

uur assortment

SIDEBOARDS,

PIANOS

Jewelry,

Paper by the Pound,

STEINWAY

Centlemen in want of a stood article for the least
money will find on our counters the larstest variety
to be found anywhere and at prices that are low
enough to suit all purses. All strades and shades
Also
are here for your inspection and selection.
the leading and popular styles in SPRING OVERCOATS for YOUNC MEN.
Spring Overcoats for Boys and Children from 4
years old and upwards. Also Boys’ Spring Reefers
at only $5.00 each.
See our Combination Suits for Boys 4 to I4years at
only $5.00. Suits, extra Pants and Hats, all for
$5.00; the suit is worth $5.00 alone.

THE HEALTHFUL AND NUTRITIOUS

Two

part
TOApply at the HOUSE,

OVERCOATS.

B

(2)

Stationery,
Photograph Alliums,

Box

COTTON AND WOOL

stock farm.

^____24-1

—

Woolen,

WANTED
Address P. O. BOX 199#, Portland, Me.

K
■

in

—

Tapestry,

person
Bank Building,

National

A mao to

NEXT TEN DAYS

Velvets,
Brussels,

_24-1
—

Preparation,

Bread

SALE

mail

Jk

TOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

k

terms.__24-1

Choice cottage lots on Big Diamond Island, good harbor and city view; also
6 acres land on Big Cbebeague Island,suitable for
cottages; good beach for bathing. N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange street.24-1

FACTS |
I

calling for
SLADE’S EPICUREAN SPICES,
i

reasonable

good
young
WANTED—A
and steady habits to collect and solicit for
to P.
established business. Apply in

while some go still

in the courts.

rC

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

tneir articles

The official analysts have recently been
active in the pursuit of these dishonest
The baking powders of several
articles.
States have been carefully and critically
The officials are surprised
examined.
at the large amount of lime and alum goods
found. It is a suggestive fact that no baking
powder except the Royal has been found
without etthsr lime or alum, and many contain both. Dr. Price’s baking powder has
been found to contain nearly 12 per cent, of
lime; Cleveland’s 11 percent, of impurities;
the phosphate powders over 12 per cent, of

WARD, Carpenter and Builder, 26 Cotton street, would announce to the public
that lie is prepared to do all kluds of building and
jobbing, window frames, sashes, doors and screens
made in the best manner; all work promptly done

an

Are contained in the reports of
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
yet anyone who wants absolutely
Pure -Spices can get them by

Powders.

further and proclaim boldly that they are
cream of tartar goods, or even the genuine
Royal Baking Powder Itself. No consumer
will buy alum baking powders knowingly,
for it is well understood that they are detrimental to health. The sale of lime and
alum baking powders as pure and wholesome articles is, therefore, criminal, and it is
satisfactory to notice that several persons
engaged in such sale have already been

THE

wvfrr s-u. ek«

'STARTLING

Early

Rose Potatoes at south side of Union
Wharf, wholesale 85 cents, retail 90
cents per bnshel. Inquire at the schooner J. W. Raymond, or
TWITC'HELL, CHAMPLIN & CO.
ap24diw«_
Police Notice.
regular monthly meeting of the Police Ex.
amlnlng Board will be held at the Common
Council Room, In the City Building, on TUESDAY
EVENING, May 1.1888, at 7.30.
JOHN F. THOMPSON, Chairman.
apr24
__d7t

Small Fill, Small Bose, Small Fri*

is not deceived as to their real
character, the transaction is not illegitimate.
But the great danger in the traffic in adulterated food arises from the deception that
is practiced by manufacturers usually class*
ing such goods as pure. This is almost invariably done when the adulterant is one
that is injurious to health. For instance,
manufacturers of alum and lime baking
powders not only fail to inform the public
of the real character of their goods, but carefully conceal the fact that they are made
from these poisonous articles. Most of these
manuiaciuiers aiso cmim mat

are

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

TION.
The

A cargo of 1200 bushels nice

After our Christmas trade was over it got to be rather dull
for clerks in our Basement Department where we had only
Baskets and Toys to sell. Having considerable confidence in
the sale of Japanese productions we made a thorough examination of the New York Market and found that a larger
variety and better quality of these goods were coming to this
country each year, especially in the Pottery, which is not
only much better style but by buying original packages can
be sold much cheaber than ever before. A lucky purchase of
thirty cases from Morimura Brothers’ damaged stock enabled
us to start things lively, and the trade, with short lulls
throughout the stormy weather, has been kept up ever since.
This we intend shall continue and when customers come in
and say that they bought some handsome plates or cups and
saucers in Boston for 25 cents, we intend to have some as
good or batter to show tliem. something to make them wish
they hadn’t bothered to bring such articles home, for we
want all this trade in Portland and are going to do our best
to keep it here.
The articles down stairs are always interesting. When
yon have a spare ten minutes, go down and look it over and
don’t feel under the least obligation to buy anything unless
Our clerks are instructeed to show goods,
you want it.
but not to urge them. TO-DAY we shall sell in the basement
two hundred nice little Lunch Baskets, just right for children
to take to school or on picnics. They are worth a quarter
of a dollar, but will be sold for 10 cents each.

SICK

Pills

Potatoes .For Sale.

THE BASEMENT.

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills af&
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders or the stomach,stimulate the
Mvsr and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
“

QUARTERLY dividend of one per cent baa
been this day declared, payablen o and after

Hay 23, 1888, to stockholders on record at close
of business May 15, 1888.
Transfer books will
close May 15, and reopen May 24,1888.
0. B. 8TR0UT, Treasurer.
Portland, Me., April 23,1888.
ap24eodtd

BROS.

RINES

Sick Headacho and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of the system, Buch tu
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsinesr, Distress after
eating, Pain in the Side, kc. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

ADULTERA-

FOOD

dtf

SEWALL SAFETY CAR HEATING CO.

le

bers do not.
('Krter’s Little Liver
ery easy to take. One

Congress St.

511
in

Bargains for the

”^ed
«^n*T|ltr*
^ panicwil FF
lL-rlettly satisfied

JSf

I. M. OVER i CO.,

THE

LEADER

show.

50 cent Damask Towels for 25 cents.
Chamois Towels for cleaning sllrer.
Silk Bathing Towels.
Plaid Linen for children’s dresses.
We are haring a large sale of the choicest styles of new Scotch and American
Ginghams, French and American Satines, Scotch Sackings,^French Dress
Goods, with Trimmings to match.
Our 25 cent All Wool Dress Goods are
the best In the country.

Honest Medicine

SACCARAPPA.

Professor E. P. Thwing, D. I)., of Brooklyn, preached at the Congregational church
Sunday morning and addressed a crowded
meeting in the chapel in the evening, receiving the salutations of a multitude of his old

at

THIS WEEK !

BOWERY BEACH.

early

98 cents

$1.50 Damask Napkins for 99 cents.

HALF

AM

line oi every grade of

31 cents

AI.I.KN’
itf

I

ha’/FK OR ill ORE EAR*
where » »<♦»*"
and comPETS can Inis no
pared al owe tin

LEADERS

DRESS GOODS

C. W.

marl-i

RUG DEPARTMENT, POPULAR PUCES.

_OB

Strength and Economy
Because it is unequalled for the cure of scrofula,
salt rheum, boils, pfmples, humors, etc.
Because there is nothing equal to it for curiug
dyspepsia, biliousness,[sick headache, indigestion.
Because it rouses the kidneys and liver and
keeps these organs in healthy condition.
Because every article entering into it Is carefully scanned, none but the best Is used and all
the roots and herbs are ground into our own drug
mill—which makes impossible the use of anything
Impure or deleterious. Because it is an

Exchange Street.

V. O. If At I.If V.

gxsra&tfrr1..

New Black Kid Gloves, New 50 cent Tan Kid Gloves, and over #3500 worth of
other recently Imported Gloves just added to our stock will be offered at this sale.

culiar to itself.
Because it is the only medicine of which can
truly be said “100 doses one dollar,” an unanswerable argument as to

Halesrooin 18

„

and-

—

reason

a higher
we must

Long Wristed Mousquetairc Light Opera Kids, worth 85 cents,
#1.25 4-button nice Embroidered Back, extra quality Kids, at
This is a superior Glove, will fit finely, and is just the style
the present time.

_,IS-

several farmers in this district begun their
spring ploughing, and on the 20th they sowed

03 cents

vegetable kingdom.
Because, by a pecnliar combination proportion
and preparation, it possesses curative power pe-

SUBURBAN NEWS.

Your correspondent was mistaken in stating a short time ago that the unsaved balance
of cargo of coal of the wrecked Nellie Bowers had been abandoned by the purchasers.
On the other hand, they been working
their claim for all it is worth, and have recently shipped two more sloop loads to Portland. Of the 450 tons total cargo about 400
tons have been saved. D ay before Fast Day

03 cents

assortment

new

These are Gloves we have sold for several years at
price, but to dispose of nearly 4000 pairs this spring
reduce the price considerably, everyone can see.

Zebah Washburne, aged 91

years.

19 cents

just received, at
This is one of the greatest bargains of the day, and is as good
Glove as anybody sells for #1.50. Fitted forenoons only.
shades,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

CARPET

300 dozen 5-button Embroidered Back Kid Gloves also at

Sold by all druggists. *1; six for *6. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

a correction.

To the Editor

Greatest Bargains We have Ever Ottered.
5-button Tan and Brown

bath room, hot and cold water, ga*. furnace, good
cellar, etc; tin* I* one of the bent properties n this
neighborhood, and Is surrounded by tne residences
of some of our llrst citizens; sale positive; terms
easy and made known at sale,
_aplitdtd

veral'1"'^
»SSs!U?«asBr

Small Size, Long, Loose Wrist Black Kids, worth #10 per dozen, at

we

house.ls story
torth street, next to Winter;
brick, contain* 12 rooms* ample clowete*, pantries,

sl

WITH THE

DEATHS.

2S, »t 3 P-<n

Anetioneer* and Commission Merchant,s

MORNING

BEGINNING WEDNESDAY

AUCTIOIEERS.

BAILEY A CO.

WEDNESDAY, April
ON shall
sell the valuable property No. 103 Dao.1
tins

HOUSE FURNISHING CO.,

!

S Ai.:

Bruckley and Miss Hattie E.

^

Desirable Real E»taie by Anctioa.

GLOVE ATKINSON

KID

THE ARCHER RECITAL.

Tickets should be secured at Stockbridge’s
at once for the organ recital to be given by
Frederick Archer at Congress Square church
is
on
Thursday evening. Mr. Archer
one of the finest organists in the country,
and a musician who held the highest rank
abroad before he came to this country. His
programme, published yesterday, shows the
range of music which he will present on this

fTo

the

In Batb, George
Curtis.
In Gardiner, April 13, Lewis 1). Gowell and
Miss Minnie E. Sttorey.
In South Portland, April 18, Wm. E. Griffin and
Miss Emma Doughty,
In Hancock, April 13, John U. Douglass and
Miss Lorinda D. Anderson.
In Augusta. April 17, Calvin T. Fox and Miss
Edith L. Hooper.
F.

AUCTION MtM.

MJBfllTCHtC.

NEW ADVEBTINE.WENTN.

MARRIARES.

customer

Convention.

The convention was called to order by
Chairman Briggs of the city committee, who
called on Hon. J. H. Drummoud to act as
temparary chairman, and he was elected. C.
W. Morrill was chosen temporary secretary.
The temporary organization was made per-

transacted:

V*

Crown.

The delegates to the Bangor Convention
elected at the Republican caucuses, Friday
night last, met in the Council Chamber yesterday afternoon to elect delegates at large.

School Committee.

“Romeo and Juliet,’’ Friday night to “As
You Like It,” and Saturday to “Leah.”

genuine kid glove sale at Rines Brothers’
store tomorrow, Wednesday.
Every lady
can find a bargain for herself, her children,
A

If consumersiprefer to buy an adulterated
article of food because it can be had at a
lower price they undoubtedly have the right
to do so, provided the adulterants are not of
If such ara character injurious to health.
ticles are not falsely sold as pure and the

Ireland.

We Stormed Their Forts.
Prayer.
Our New Re-union.
The Flag of Our Union Forever.

nificent new building is lighted by the electric light, is a great dining point for passen'
gers from New York to Bar Harbor, and it
will be a source of pleasure to many to learn

that

Carnival.

Bosworth Relief Corps, No 1, will produce
at City Hall May Day afternoon and evening an original Patriotic Cantata entitled
“The Flag of Our Union.” The cantata has
been especially arranged for this organization. Some of the music is original and has
been arranged by Mr. Frank L. Collins. All

House Furnishing Company for orders of
dances furnished for their dance last Thurs-

To-morrow the sale of seats will begin at
Portland Theatre four the performances on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday next, by
Miss Margaret Mather. Miss Mather, we are
informed, will be supported by the Union
Square Theatre Company, New York, under
the management of Mr. J. M. Hill. In the
principal support will be that sterling actor,
Milnes Levick, the graceful young Frederick
Paulding, and that admirable old lady Mrs.
Sol Smith. The same costumes, properties,
music and scenery will be used that were
employed in the great run of Romeo and
Juliet at the Union Square Theatre, New
York. Thursday night will be devoted to

to

Succeeding him, Captain L. R. Ross of
Lisbon, Maine, who chanced to be one of the
passengers, took charge and brought the vessel home. Captain Ross said the homeward
voyage was the roughest one he ever experienced. The vessel was several times blown
from her course and the head gear was car-

ried away and one jib lost
Captain Jones was a native of Lisbon,
Maiue, where he leaves a wife and two children. Captain Hume, of this city, leaves a
wife and two children. Both men were under forty years of age.
The schooner brought two passengers; J.
W. Good, high sheriff of the county of Montserrado, Liberia, and C. S. McKane, alias
Mannali Funacai, prince of the Y tribe of

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

MARGARET MATHER.

taiaed of well-established reputation, like
the Royal, of whose purity there has never
been a question, it is proper to avoid all
others.

5000

Live

Fowl

and

Cockerels

WANTED AT

GLEBE PLACE POULTRY FARM
Brown’s Hill, Cape Eluabeth, Me.
AHTHI K W. PIC HI K.
apl7d2wp, o. Cape Elizabeth Station. Me.

BE
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FOR

W. and O.

